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Dual hyperdrive woofers

Tapered crossover system

Convergent Source Module

Distortion reduced up to 66%
from conventional woofers

Provides extended bass response
& accurate midrange

For acciirate treble & midrange
response with wide dispersion

Dovetail cabinet construction

Threaded rod mounting system

New Butyl rubber surround

Provides aconsistently
solid enclosure

Reduced woofer & cabinet vibration

Improved bass respcnse
& dynamics

Introducing new

ventas iseries

from Energy

Thinking inside the box!

A culmination of over 30 years research in perfecting sound has resulted in the new Ventas iseries
flagship speakers from Energy. The old saying goes "you get out what you put in" and the
engineers at Energy have put every technological advancement into the design of these new
speakers. Wait until you hear what comes out! In keeping with Energy's three design
philosophies; wide & constant dispersion, low distortion & resonance and flat on-axis response
with wide bandwidth -the new iseries from Ventas raises the bar in fidelity!
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Aluminum phase plug

Interlocking bosses

Newly designed woofer basket

Improved heat dissipation

Reduced resonance & better
basket/moto - assembly connection

Allows for higher
woofer excursion

lr

Raised spider

—

Allows for uniform
oofer excursion

New 180 degree terminals

Sleek design of cabinet & grill

Opposing floc leads ensure
linear cone novement

For astriking appearance

o

•

Never before has aspeaker been so thoroughly engineered
for the ultimate in sound reproclucticn -obviously we were
thinking inside the box!
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Discover the many forms of Energy

www.energy-speakers.com
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977

2002

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced

loudspeaker designs and

its strong focus on

research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that

YEARS
D=rA1.1D10
---

simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

IMNAUDIO
In‘UTILFIITIÇ

More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models areWorldRadioHistory
available for home theater applications
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AS VVE SEE IT
John Atkinson
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out from
behind the overpass on
the Turnpike and was
aiming his radar gun
straight at me. Ireflexively jammed on the
anchors, which was a) pointless and b)
downright dangerous, considering I
was in
the middle of aphalanx of cars and trucks
all cruising 5-10mph over the speed limit.
But what can you do?
Iwas driving home from Indianapolis,
where I'd had an intense three days at Expo
2004, the trade show promoted by the
Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association (CEDIA). The I2-hour
car trip allows for amore effective decompression than athree-hour, two-stop flight
on acramped Regional Jet; plus, it gave
me areason to take my 1984 Mercedes
coupe on one last road trip before winter
set in. Ilove the swoop up from Columbus into the hills of eastern Ohio to the
Ohio River crossing at Wheeling, West
Virginia, the passage through the
AlleghenyMountains, then the drop down
to the Susquehanna River at Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. The freeway's long, sweeping curves andinclines, the tunnels through
the hills and the bridges over the great
rivers, all make for an enjoyable highspeed drive, even if CEDIA's early September date is too early for the trees to be
seen in their autumnal tresses.
I
neededtodecompress.Ostensiblyaimed
atthe custom installation industry, CEDIA,
as everyone refers to it, has become an
increasingly important showcase for new
audio components. Expo 2004 was the
largest in the organization's 15-year history, with an estimated attendance of
24,500 dealers, manufacturers, and press.
The show floors of the Indiana Convention Center and the neighboring RCA
Dome were crammed full ofbooths, many
of them lavish, from approximately 550
exhibitors. While the Expo is not anywhere
near as diverse or as geographically sprawling as the CFA's annual Consumer Electronics Show, in Las Vegas, both work to
the former's advantage, as far as this reporter
is concerned.
For obvious reasons, video and home theater gear took center stage at the CEDIA
Expo 2004, but there was plenty of audio
and two-channel gear on display — Michael
Fremer will be reporting on the Expo in the
December Stereophile Ofcourse, other than
some lavishly outfitted home theaters, the
Stereophile, November 2004

Speed Limits &the Music Biz
displays at CEDIA are mainly silent. This
experience that counts, and Iam coming
may be optimal for doing business, but it
to believe that the image accompanying a
leavesthe audiojournalistjonesingfor music
live concert recording adds more to the
by the end of the day.
experience than having sound come from
So !played hooky the final morning of behind the listener.
the Expo. Itook the shuttle bus over to
This month also celebrates the 22nd
The Home Entertainment Show, which
anniversary of the Japanese launch of the
was outboarding afew blocks away in a CD medium, which is coming under
downtown office complex. Mike Malincreasing attack not only from music
oney's THE Show has been aregular feadownloads but from the music industry's
ture accompanying CES the pastfewyears,
and Congress's increasing efforts to restrict
but other than alower price, it has not
access to the in-the-clear bits. (Read the
appeared to me to offer audio exhibitors
small print in the Digital Millennium
anything different from the official CES
Copyright Act and the proposed Inducing
audio venue at the Alexis Park Resort. It
Infringements of Copyright Act.) Even
was different in Indianapolis; 10 or so
Microsoft is getting involved in the rush
audio companies had set up systems in fairto package recorded music in arightssized conference rooms, and while each
management wrapper; see www.the
room had avideo display, the emphasis
register.co.uk/2004/09/16/ms_cd_copy
was on music Whether it was the room
_protection/print.html.
shared by Vandersteen and Audio
Putting to one side the fact that the comResearch, that of Cabasse and Bel Canto,
mercial success of Compact Disc was due
or the one featuring Magnepan and Conin part to the open-source nature of the
rad-Johnson gear, the systems were not
data, I
am dismayed by this move awayfrom
being demmed with the booms and bangs
amodel in which customers bought the
of action movies but with live concert
medium and the data on it and could do
DVDs — such as the Concertfor George Harwhat they liked with it in the privacy of
rison (Warner 970241-2), the 2002 David
their homes, to one in which they, in effect,
Gilmour gig at London's Royal Festival
lease the data for alimited set of strictly
Hall (Capitol 92960 9), Eric Clapton Live defined uses.But what can you expect from
in Hyde Parle (Reprise 38485-2) and that
an industry that believes that taking legal
old favorite of mine, Diana ICrall's Live in
action against people who might well turn
Pans (Eagle Eye Media EE 19012).
out to be its best long-term customers is a
In this issue's "Industry Update" (p.15),
viable business strategy?
Jon Iverson writes about the relaunch of
Consider the speed limit on the PennDVD-Audio as DualDisc; "Letters"
sylvania Turnpike. Certainly it would be
(pp.11-12) features some discussion both possible to ticket everyone who drives
of DualDisc and of the supposed format
above 65mph, although the extra costs of
war between SACD and DVD-A; while
policing would probably cost more than
Kal Rubinson auditions the new SACD
the extra revenue. However, if the goal of
rereleases ofthe classic RCA Living Stereo
aspeed limit is to keep 90% of the traffic
recordings on p.59. But as Isat back in
moving at aspeed that is safe for the road
those nicely set-up and nice-sounding
conditions, you don't need to ticket everyrooms at THE Show, the thought struck
one,just those statistical outliers who abuse
me that the live concert DVD-V is the true
the system. In asimilar manner, the music
successor to the CD, particularly if it has
industry should focus on making it easier
atwo-channel linear PCM soundtrack.
for its customers to stay within or close to
This month celebrates the fifth anniverthe law, and instead concentrate its legal
sary of SACD's US launch. Yet once you
efforts on the commercial pirates who cost
elitninate theRollingStones andBob Dylan
it real money.
hybrid discs, which are not being bought
as SACDs per se, sales of either SACD or
Ch-ch-ch-changes
DVD-A hardly register on the musicindusWith this issue Iwelcome Stereophiles new
try's balance sheets. Yes, Ido feel that
production manager, Patricia Kenn, who
SACD's DSD encoding and DVD-A's 24- joins us from HIM. Patti has taken over
bit/96kHz LPCM encoding both offer
from Pip Tannenbaum, who had been with
better sound quality than CD. But better
the magazine since the end of 1997, and
sound in itself may well not be enough to
who left us to work on producing fine-art
tip these new media into mass-market
catalogs for auction house Phillips. Welacceptance. It's the quality of the overall
come, Patti.
WorldRadioHistory
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LETTE RS TO THE EDITOR
No, hadn't
Editor.
Have you ever noticed that aperfect synonym for "hi-fi" is "sad bastard"? Yours,
very sad indeed.
Tim Broadbent
London, England
tim@brandcon.com
Thank you, Barry
Editor:
As alongtime subscriber, Ifind myself in
the odd position of writing my first letter to
you regarding an article that at worst can be
called an obituary, but at best is the finest
piece of prose Ihave ever read in your magazine (yes, really!).
Barry Willis' "Los Angeles" report in
September 2004 (Vo127 No.9, pp28-31),
wherein he recounts his youthful experience of and personal epiphany at aRay
Charles concert, was such an emotionally
charged and excellent recounting that I
have read it to several friends, including a
dinner-party gathering of guests not at all
related to our hobby. All who have heard it
agree that it is asuperb piece.
Thank you, Barry, for your uplifting
piece (you ought to write abook, man —
we want more!). And keep up the good
work, Stereophile!
Brian Wiltners
bhwarchitect@hotmailcom
Bravo, JA
Editor:
Ahearty bravo to Jolui Atkinson for having
the honesty and candor in September
(p.95) to admit that the difference in sound
between a$50 Toshiba DVD/CD player
and the $2000 Simaudio Moon Equinox
dedicated CD playet while noticeable to
him in acareful AB comparison, and perhaps enough to matter to serious audiophiles,just isn't all that great
Three related questions occur to me.
First, how would the best of today's cheap
digital players compare with the expensive,
high-end CD players of 5-10 years ago?
Second, wouldn't anyone with any budget
constraints be better off buying decent,
modestly priced digital players and replacing them every three to five years, rather
than buying an expensive one and keeping
it for 20 years? And finally, do the answers
to the above help explain why the
megabuck products reviewed and advertised in Stereophile in recent years seem

increasingly to consist of speakers, amplifiers, cables, and even turntables, rather
than digital players?
Roy Oser
roy oser@rnsn.com
Engineering correction?
Editor:
It seems that, as my audio system improves,
the sound of most of my CDs degrades.
That's because many of them are recorded
much too "hot," with emphasized low and
high frequencies to accommodate lo-fi systems. Add to that the irregular hearing loss
and other impairments that tend to afflict
recording engineers, and it soon becomes
obvious that the greatest detriment to
fidelity is built right into the source material.
Fd like to make copies of my CDs that
deliver aflat frequency re=. Do you
think it is possible for aso
company
like Rcodo to create aCD-copying program
that includes "recording engineer correction"? That would do more for my listening
pleasure than the DVD-Audio, SACD, and
multichannel formats combined.
B.Jan Hqfman
San Diego, CA
montarra@san.mcom
Engineer correction
Editor:
Re: Barry Willis' recent article on DualDisc
(Octobet p.17), first, to quote Barry:
"Slightly shortened playing times shouldn't
have anegative effect on sales." Fm sure
music fans will be quite disappointed when
arecording of the Berlioz Requiem ends at
63 minutes rather than at the usual 77 minutes or so. There are countless other examples of over-63 minute recordings one
could present in all genres.
Second, to quote Barry again: 'The primary marketing problem will be finding
the right price point at which music &its
feel they're getting agood value — somewhere between $20 and $30 — and at
which record labels and retailers can earn
sufficient return to make the format economically durable." Most surround SACDs
are already selling at $13—$19 retail. How is
$20—$30 going to be an acceptable price
point for DualDisc?
Barry also missed another important
point about the limitations of DualDisc. The
vast majority of DualDisc releases contain

DVD-Video backed with 44.1kHz CD,
with little hi-rez audio to be found! Hi-rez
audio cannot run concurrently with video
under the DVD-Audio spera. Additionally,
if the DVD side of aDualDisc release is
indeed hi-rez audio, we have achoice of
only multichannel surround or stereo — but
not bothl Idon't find that an attractive feature.
Ifully respect the work that Elliot Mazer
has done in the past, and his current surround work Putting that aside, though, I
suggest you speak with additional producers who have had amuch larger volume of
true high-resolution surround work presented in the marketplace. Ithink you
would find some interesting alternate viewpoints.
Michael Bishop
ChieRecording Engineer, Telarc
Marketing advice
Editor:
Those bloody record companies should just
shut up their whining about plummeting
CD sales. Besides Stereophile, Iget two
music magazines in the mail every month,
and between the two of them there are
over 300 record reviews. Ican't even be
bothered to read them all, let alone buy a
tenth of them!
Irarely buy CDs at all any more
because whenever Ihave some spare cash
(or even don't), Imostly end up blowing it
on DVDs. The other day Iwent to browse
at the local me tore and ended up buying the original The
s Haunting (with commentaries ythe cast and director), Prizzi's
Honor, and As Good As It Gets, for E6.99.
Even the two-disc director's cut of Apoceibpse Now Redux goes for E10.99, yet the
new PJ Harvey CD is €22.50! Screw that!
And when Ido make it past the DVDs to
the CDs, Irefuse to buy copy-protected
ones.
And now the companies think the way
to improve public relations is to sue the customers they want to buy their stuff??? The
record companies should take lessons from
the DVD marketing guys. Ishould think
they would be better off making asmall
profit on every disc, because then people
will buy them.
Now I'm going to go watch my deluxe
two-disc edition of the new Oceans Eleven
movie that Igot for E6.99...DTS, too!
Paul Southard
pauLzahl@belgacom.net

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be sent as faxes or e-mails only (until further notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STIetters@Primediamags.com. Unless marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication. In the
spirit of vigorous debate implied by the First Amendment, and unless we are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, or e-mail Stereophile@palmcoastd.com, or
write to Stereophile, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235.
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Format advice
Editor:
Does there have to be a"format war"
between SACD and DVD-Audio? Idon't
recall ever hearing of awar between the
TIFF and JPEG graphics file formats. The
end user often doesn't care (or even know)
which format he is using. (The conflict
between the two quadraphonic formats was
atotally different animal: the two formats
were physically incompatible.) Digital
audio, at least on the physical side, is computer technology While most people are
not exactly sophisticated in their knowledge
of audio, they seem to be able to cope with
multiple formats of computer media.
John Q. Public wants as many features as
he can get when he buys anew toy. If he
has the choice between aDVD player that
plays SACDs and one that doesn't for the
same price, he will buy the one that does —
doesn't even matter that he doesn't know
what SACD is. More junk is betten When
he goes to buy discs to feed that machine,
all he wants to know is, Will it play on my
DVD player?" The discs on his shelf could
be amix of CD, DVD, and SACD. They all
play on the same machine. Stuff in adisc
and push Play — same as double-clicking
on agraphics file.
The public couldn't give adamn about
internal details like different file formats. As
Ear as they're concerned, that kind of stuff is
for techo-weenies.
Brian Remington
blr@dmv.com
Flipping the On switch
Editor:
Congratulations, Art Dudley. I'm glad you
get so much enjoyment out of your Tivoli
mono radio (July, p39); at least in your area
you have something worth listening to on
the radio. I, on the other hand, live in Los
Angeles. Depending on who you ask, L.A. is
either the No.1 or No2 radio market in the
country — but Iam barely find five minutes' worth of music to listen to each day.
Classic rock? Please. Iwas tired of listening to that when it was new rock, and
that was along time ago. It's not that the
artists are bad, it's that the playlists allow
only two or three songs by each artist to
be played from the hundreds in each body
of work.
New music? Phooey. Sony to sound old,
but that music's not meant for me, and it
shows. Rap, hip-hop, electronica? Oh sure.
Ambient? Actually, alittle, yes.
Jazz, blues, and classical? That's about all
that's left for those of us just shy of 50, and
even that repeats itself. Iswear if Ihear
Boléro, Rhapsody in Blue, or the 1812 Overture
once more, there's hell to pay.
Public radio? Can be good, if they've paid
the electric bill and their signal is pumping,
and they're not stuck in abeg-a-thon.
So the answer I've found is not the air-
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waves, but the cable. When Irecently
upgraded to digital cable, Iacquired all
these music channels thanks to Music
Choice, which Iignored until one day I
stumbled across the progressive/adult
alternative channel. Wow! The kind of
music (Adult Album Alternative) that has
tried and failed twice in L.A. is now available 24/7 in ...well, they daim "CD quality" It's certainly as good as FM, once I
route it through my receiver and Infinity
speakers. No DJs, annoying or otherwise,
no ads, and artist information and factoids
displayed on the screen. Ialso try Internet
streaming sources like Moontaxi and
Accuradio at work, but while I'm lucky to
have Ti access, unfortunately the firewall
is screwy and some channels stream and
some don't. The time of day seems to matter as well.
For that matter, last year Ihad arental car
with XM satellite radio, which is just like
digital cable music (or vice versa, depending
on which side you're on). Blessed music
that hasn't been bled totally dry of interest
and novelty, and few DJs or ads.
Whatever happened to radio worth listening to? Iguess it's really true that the
ClearChannels and Infinitys of the world
have homogenized and pasteurized everything for the whole country, with certain
exceptions. On arecent trip to Chicago I
found astation owned by Bonneville (they
bragged about it) that actually had adifferent playlist, and Iheard things in combos
that I've never heard before. I'm sure they
must repeat, but not while Iwas there.
Yes, I'm acranIcy ex-DJ who grew up
with his ear glued to the radio. Imiss those
days when Icouldn't wait to flip the On
switch.
Ron Chappell
Somewhere in Lost Angeles CA
Lighten up, people
Editor:
Iget amused at people who write in constantly complaining that Stereophile reviews
expensive products, like the $350,000
Wavac SH-833 amp in your July issue. I
just don't get it. Your magazine is flan to
read, and yes, you do review affordable
equipment. Apparently, some of these readers don't read Sam Tellies columns or scan
"Recommended Components," where
they'll find "bargains," if you want to call
them that
Idon't consider $4000 or $5000 amps
and CD players to be expensive, and while
anything costing $10,000 and up is agray
area, Istill enjoy reading these reviews. Sure,
spending asix-diet sum on an amp is alittle
insane, and reviewing it maybe alittle
insane, but so what? It is perfectly fine to
dream and read about stuff that is out of
reach. Come on, people, lighten up!
Dave Mathis
Dallas, TX
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TO

THE

EDITOR

Validation?
Editor:
Stereophilds "Letters" section has arguably
become the most entertaining section of
the magazine. No slight to any of the writers, as Ithink they are fabulous, but Ithink
hi-fi in general, and the hi-fi press in particular, should be included with politics and
religion as our nation's most divisive subjects!
Ithink that the clamor about the review
of affordable gear stems from the fact that
many folks would like their belief validated
that the gear that most of us can afford is,
indeed, good geat
Troy C. Dion
troydron@dhafia.afmil
Put on some musk
Editor:
As Isat down this evening with my fresh
copy of Stereophile and began to read "Letters," Iwas struck by athought What if
everybody stopped whining about their
favorite format/gear and started to listen to
the music?
Ihave been aStereophile subscriber for
approaching 10 years, and Ialways enjoy
the chance to read about the latest and
greatest in the field. Icannot afford most of
the equipment reviewed in the magazine,
but that doesn't bother me. Ican't afford a
Porsche Boxier S, either, but Istill enjoy
reading Automobile magazine. I'm not in the
market for a52" plasma screen, but Ican
still live vicariously through areview in
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater (now called
Stereophile Ultimate AV — Ed.). Iwon't be
building my dream house anytime soon,
but Ican still peruse acopy of Archireaural
Digest and appreciate the insight.
Mikey Fremer would never wax poetic
about my sound system, but Iwas still able
to lose myself in David Gilmour's guitar
work for almost an hour before Iwent to
work today.
Ihave many interests, from music and
sound to photography, video, and film, to
cars and women. Simply because one magazine or one writer at one magazine does not
share my views implicitly does not (to me)
indicate that Ishould throw atemper
tantrum and threaten to not send the publisher 20 bucks for ayear's worth of information. Ithink that part of what Iam paying
for with my subscription is opinion. Idon't
need some shill to tell me Nshat Iwant to
hear — perfect sound forever?! — !want disparate opinions and opposing viewpoints.
So let Art Dudley have his say. Keep
reviewing Musical Fidelity, B&W, and
impossibly expensive Haler° amps. Bring
on the esoteric tubes and the massive solidstate gear. Review the electrostatic speakers
that only Bill Gates could afford. Iwant to
know!
It's the music, stupid.
Mark Nidwlson
nikstuff@bellsouthmet
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CALENDAR
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows, and meetings should fax
(do not call) the when, where, and
who to (212) 886-2809 at least eight
weeks before the month of the event.
The deadline for the January 2005
issue is November 1, 2004. Mark the
fax "Attention Stephen Mejias, Dealer
Bulletin Board." We will fax back a
confirmation. If you do not receive
confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies: We
don't have room every month to print
all of the society listings we receive. If
you'd like to have your audio-society
information posted on the Stereophile
website, e-mail Chris Vogel at
vgl@atlantic.net and request an infopack.
Please note that it is inappropriate
for aretailer to promote anew product line in "Calendar" unless this is
associated with aseminar or similar
event.
ARIZONi.
II Tuesday, October 26: Audionut will
conduct afree seminar on home-the-
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US: YOUR LOCAL MEDIA
STORE
Jon Iverson
Market tests have been conducted,
rumors floated, and now official word
has arrived that DualDisc, anew twosided disc format combining aCD on
one side with aDVD on the other, was
to be launched in October.
While aDualDisc's CD side will
work like aconventional CD in most
players, the DVD side has several
potential uses: DVD-Video and all its
attendant audio formats, such as stereo
24-bit/96kHz PCM or Dolby Digital
5.1, or, optionally, DVD-Audio. SACD
is not included. Also, with its slight
increase in thickness over a regular
CD, DualDisc may have problems in
some transports.
In an interview published in the
October Stereophile (p.17), producerengineer Elliot Mazer predicted that the
music industry would wait until it had
200 titles ready, pushing back the
launch until early next yeat But instead,
EMI Music, Sony BMG Music Entertainment, Universal Music Group,
Warner Music Group, and 5.1 Entertainment Group/Silverline Records said
in August that they would be ready to
go two months later.
While there were no specifics concerning precisely how many titles
would hit stores in October, Silverline
said that it was set to release an eclectic
mix of 50 DualDisc titles beginning
November 2, 2004, and another 25
titles on November 16. A mix of old
and new titles is expected from the
major labels.
Discs from Blondie, Blues Traveler,
Queensryche, the London Symphony,
and others are expected in the first batch
from Silverline, while the second set
should include albums from Todd
Rundgren, Bob Marley and the Wailers,
Ministry, Dar Williams, The Fixx, The
Pogues, Gary Numan, Eddie Money,
and others.
The labels say that the new DualDisc addresses consumer complaints
that CDs don't offer enough value for
money at retail. Sony BMG's Andrew
Lack explains, "We are giving consumers what they told us they want —
greater value driven by unique content
that brings them closer to the artist.
We're confident that this groundbreaking new initiative will help to reWorldRadioHistory

energize traditional music retail."
But this begs the question: Do consumers really want more video and
audio content crammed onto a$15-$20
disc, or do they simply want CDs that
cost less? Both the SACD and DVDAudio rollouts proved that surround
sound and high-resolution audio (with
added video in the case of DVD-A),
even if backward-compatible with current CD players (in the case of hybrid
SACDs), were not enough to ensure a
new format's success at CD and higher
price points.
Regardless, the labels claim that they
all plan to offer an increasing number of
DualDisc products, including arange of
new releases and catalog titles. Don Van
Cleave, president of the Coalition of
Independent Music Stores, argues,
"DualDisc is acompelling new product;
aproposition that we believe will help
drive sales."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The last few years have seen some big
changes right across the hi-fi scene,
mostly arising from the emergence of
multichannel AV, and of China as the
world's workshop. AV packages have
become very cheap, and anumber of
the Japanese multinationals have
abandoned traditional stereo hi-fi separates altogether, while most smaller,
specialist hi-fi brands have sought
refuge in the higher reaches of the
market. This has left agap for makers
of budget components with serious
hi-fi credibility, which British company Audio Partnership seems to be filling rather successfully.
Audio Partnership is run by James
Johnson-Flint, a dynamic character
who cut his teeth helping Julian Richer
build the UK's most successful hi-fi
retail chain. The Richer Sounds chain
has some 50 shops across the country,
most of them in towns and cities with
large student populations, and has long
concentrated on supplying these
younger customers with their first systems at beer-budget prices. AP was
founded 10 years ago with at least half
an eye toward sourcing the sort of components required by the Richer retail
chain. There's plenty of precedent for
retailers trying their hand at sourcing
and manufacturing —NAD is the most
obvious and successful example, with a
15
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40% of Audio Partnership's total sales.
At last count, AP had built up aport- Both Cambridge Audio arid Mordauntfolio of 11 brands. The most important Short are widely distributed around the
include: Cambridge Audio, a classic world, and Opus is also gaining ground,
with multiroom systems that are less
name that, after some years in limbo,
was resuscitated as AP's main electronics
costly than most.
These products might lack the sort
brand; famous loudspeaker specialist
Mordaunt-Short, bought from the TGI
of glamour normally associated with
the High End, but in my view they
Group in 1999; and the recently foundprovide avital bridge between massed Opus, which focuses on cost-effective
multiroom systems and components.
market consumer electronics (so-called
Icaught up with Johnson-Flint on a "hi-fi") and the real McCoy. As the
divide between the two steadily grows,
recent press trip sponsored by Marantz
CALIFORNIA
(who distribute Mordaunt-Short and filling that gap is the best way to preThursday-Sunday, November 4-7:
Opus in Europe), and was genuinely vent real hi-fi from becoming increasHome Entertainment 2004 West,
surprised to discover how large AP had ingly marginalized.
sponsored by Stereophile, Home Thebecome in such a short time. Even
FRANCE
ater, and Stereophile Ultimate AV
though most of the actual manufacturKen Kessler
magazines, takes place at the Westing is carried out in Far East factories,
in-St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco.
no fewer than 70 people are employed Another link to the early years of audio
See the ad in this issue for details.
at AP's London headquarters, in prod- has been broken with the passing of
Ralph West, one of the first of the UK's
uct development as well as sales. And
hi-fi reviewers. Ralph was born in 1912
the team is still growing — noted
Saturday, November 6,12-4pm:
and studied at Nottingham University
amplifier designer Douglas Self recentOverture (Wilmington) presents "An
ly joined, following the closure of TAG
from 1930 to 1934, earning adegree in
Afternoon with Robert Harley:' Special
McLaren Audio.
presentations include Wilson Audio's
Add in a 2003-2004
Alexandria X-2 speaker system,
turnover of £17.5 million
Runco's VX-4c Digital Cinema DLP,
($13.4 million), up 32% from
and Spectral Audio's 3605 monaural
the previous year, and aproamplifiers. For more info, call (800)
jected 35% increase to 03.7
838-1812.
million ($42.2 million) next
year, and it's clear that Audio
Partnership, already one of
Thursday, November 11, 7pm: St.
the UK's biggest hi-fi compaCecilia Sound Gallery (23492 US 19
nies, continues to enjoy
N., Clearwater) will host aseminar
healthy growth in a tough
featuring Carl Marchisotto of Nóla
market. And as Johnson-Flint
(formerly Alón). Carl will present
pointed out, those dramatic
Nóla's new Proteus loudspeakers,
growth figures aren't exactly a
along with the new Lotus Elite Signalike-for-like comparison: AP
ture speakers. For more info and to
company has been expanding
RSVP: info@scsoundgallery.com or
its product ranges into new
UK hi-fi reviewer, Ralph West
seen here enjoying
(727) 726-7575.
areas. Cambridge Audio
repairing clocks in retirement.
recently added A/V receivers
Tuesday, November 23,2-6pm:
and DVD-Audio players to its
Audio Center (120 N Federal HighSpecial Physics. He became alecturer in
portfolio, and its new Azur range has
way, Deerfield Beach) welcomes Garth
also provided a boost. In terms of radio at Northern Polytechnic, London;
Leerer of Musical Surroundings.
resources, turnover, and profitability John Gilbert (of Gramophone), Ralph's
Garth will demo the Benz Series 3car(currently around 0 million ($3.6
boss at Northern Polytechnic, felt that
tridges, Graham Phantom tonearm,
million) and rising), AP is already a he was one of his least reliable lecturers
because Ralph was an avid beekeeper,
Aesthetix Calypso linestage, and Clearmajor player with bright prospects.
and would fail to turn up for alecture if
audio turntables and phono stages.
Oddly, this strength is not widely rechis bees were swarming.
Refreshments will be served. Register
ognized in Britain. That's because the
Ralph was, from an early age, fascifor prizes. For more info and to RSVP,
Cambridge Audio brand, which
accounts for rather more than half of nated by anything mechanical —John
call Carole at (954) 574-9200.
Crabbe of Hi-Fi News told me that
AP's business, is effectively exclusive, in
Ralph was mesmerized by anything
NORTH CAROLINP
the UK, to the Richer Sounds chain.
filled with gears and cogs —and was a
/1Thursday, November 18,3-8pm:
This ensures sufficient sales volume to
DIY radio and audio enthusiast. "It
keep prices very competitive, but it also
Audio Advice (8621-117 Glenwood
Avenue, Raleigh) welcomes Garth
marginalizes the brand, as far as the rest would be 1930 when Iremember seeing aBTH pickup lying on ashelf at the
Leerer of Musical Surroundings.
of the UK hi-fi trade is concerned.
back of [the] shop, obviously in for
Garth will demo the Benz Series 3carOutside Britain, it's adifferent story.
Exports currently account for about repair," Ralph recalled. He succeeded in

ater display technology with guest
speaker Jim Thompson, of Brillian
Corporation. Comparisons are
planned with CRT and DLP vs the new
second-generation liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) technology developed by
Brillian. The new 65" Brillian High Definition TV will also be featured. Members of the Arizona Audiophile
Society and the public are invited. For
more info or to RSVP: (623) 487-1116
or visit wywv.audionutcom.

history going back some 30 years.
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tridges, Graham Phantom tonearm,
Aesthetix Calypso linestage, and Clearaudio turntables and phono stages.
Refreshments will be served. Register
for prizes. For more info and to RSVP,
call Gregg at (919) 881-2005.
PENNSYLVANIA

Saturday, November 6,12-4pm:
Overture (Wilmington, Delaware)
presents "An Afternoon with Robert
Harley" Special presentations include
Wilson Audio's Alexandria X-2 speaker
system, Runco's VX-4c Digital Cinema
DLP, and Spectral Audio's 360S
monaural amplifiers. For more info,
call (800) 838-1812.
GERMAN'
Thursday-Sunday, December 2-5:
The European Triode Festival 2004
(Langenargen) is aimed at DIY hobbyists and professionals with an interest
in vacuum tube amplifiers, and will
feature lectures, workshops, aflea
market, live music, and much more.
For more info, visit vvww.triode
festival.net or e-mail info@triode
festival.net. RSVP: payments@triode
festival.net.

UPDATE

reviving it and ended up enjoying astint
as arepairman for that store, prior to
leaving for his post in London.
In 1956, Miles Henslow invited
Ralph to write for anew magazine he
was launching, Hi-Fi News. It was
there that Ralph specialized in reviewing loudspeakers, publishing his seminal review of the Quad ESL-57,
among many others. He retired to
France in 1976 with his wife, Celia,
who survives him. Among his retirement pastimes was clock repair; he
kept the village tower clock running
until February of this year, when he
could no longer manage his weekly
climb up the clock tower.
Imet Ralph late in his life and will
always cherish our long phone conversations about the early days of audio. He
was gracious and generous with his

THE

do, and Tampa. "With the technology
now ready for broad-based deployment,
we are stepping up our efforts to provide digital radio to our listeners," said
Cox president Robert E Neil. "Digital
radio not only brings CD quality sound
to our listeners free of charge, but also
enables us to deliver other valuable services such as traffic updates, sports
scores, artist information, and song
titles, to name afew." Many audio products — tuners and receivers — now
come equipped for Rack. Data Systems
(RDS), atechnology that provides text
information about the station, the music
playing, and the artist performing it.
The third largest US radio broadcaster
in terms of revenue, Cox was preceded
by industry leader Clear Channel and
fourth-largest radio broadcaster Entercom Communications, which made

AND SIRIUS SATELLITE SERVICES ARE

GREAT EXAMPLES OF THE BENEFITS OF COMPETITION
TO CONSUMERS.
their own announcements of HD radio
in July. Clear Channel plans to convert
as many as 1000 of its more than 1200
stations to HD; Entercont will do the
same with up to 80% of its more than
100 stations. All three broadcasters stated
that the HD upgrade would take place
within the next four years.
Neil's emphasis on "free of charge"
was areference to the pressure being
felt by traditional broadcasters from
satellite radio services XM and Sirius,
which charge users monthly subscription fees for access to dozens of channels of commercial-free music in a
wide variety of genres. XIv1 and Sirius
also offer dozens of other channels,
US: THE AIRWAVES, NO.1
featuring news, sports, and comedy.
The satellite services win new subBarry Willis
scribers through exposure in rental
We've been hearing about it for years,
cars; customers who discover what
but high-definition radio may finally be
on its way. Feeling competitive pressure
they've been missing with terrestrial
from satellite operations XM Radio and radio are quick to sign up. To date, XIv1
has signed more than 2 million subSirius Satellite Radio, US broadcasters
scribers, while Sirius has acquired
are making what appear to be sincere
approximately half amillion.
efforts to upgrade their service by movThe two satellite services are great
ing from analog to digital.
On August 12, Atlanta-based Cox examples of the benefits of competition
to consumers. The two rivals are conRadio announced aplan to upgrade
stantly pushing each other to improve
most of its 78 AM and FM stations to
with new features or new hardware. In
what they call "HD Radio" over the
next four years. The company currently early August, XIv1 announced the hirdelivers HD only in Atlanta and Miami.
ing of Greg "Opie" Hughes and Anthony Cumia, apair of radio "shock jocks"
Targeted next for upgrade are Cox stations in Houston, San Antonio, Orlan- fired by Infinity Broadcasting, Inc. two

time, contributing awonderful chapter
to the history of Quad that Iassembled
in 2002-2003. Ralph continued to provide me with amazing stories about
audio's pioneers for aforthcoming general history of hi-fi, including Paul
Voigt, Harold Leak, John (Jean) Walton,
Richard Arbib, and many others, writing his reminiscences in longhand on
yellow, lined, foolscap pages.
Ralph West owned Quad ESL-57s,
serial numbers 3742 and 3753, which
Peter Walker told him to hang on to
after he reviewed them. He was still
enjoying them in 2004, nearly 50
years later.
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years ago. The Wall Street Journal
described the hiring of the two as "the
first instance of satellite radio providing
asafe harbor for broadcasters deemed
too raunchy for the public airwaves."
Beginning October 4, X/v1 subscribers
were able to hear their show on a"premium channel" for an additional $1.99
amonth on top of the $9.99 basic
monthly fee.
Sirius now has achannel devoted to
coverage of National Football League
games. Vista, California—based Directed
Electronics, Inc., parent company of the
a/d/s/ brand of audio products, recently announced the Sirius Sportster, a
satellite radio plug-and-play receiver for
sports fans that features a"game alert"
feature to notify users when afavorite
team's game is on. The company will
also soon deliver a Sirius "ECHO"
wireless signal distribution system to
provide Sirius programming within a
home or small office.
Sirius has been making headway with
Dther equipment manufacturers to create more Sirius-enabled products. Most
recent among them is asatellite radio
receiver from XACT Communications
that resembles acell phone. The Sirius

XACT XTR1 Stream Jockey is said to
be "the first plug-and-play.satellite radio
receiver that can function as ahome
radio without the need for aspecial kit."
Using anext-generation Sirius processor, the Stream Jockey has asix-line display and internal wireless FM transmitter for easy connection to any automotive FM receiver. Its cost is $99, plus $59
for the universal docking station.
US: THE AIRWAVES, NO.2
Wes Phillips
On August 18, XIVI Radio invited the
press to Manhattan's Rainbow Room to
announce its latest product offerings.
The locale was not unintentional,
according to Chance Patterson, XIvI's
vice president for programming operations. "This building [30 Rockefeller
Plaza, headquarters of NBC] was at the
center of radio's first flowering, and X/vI
represents radio's future."
Dan Murphy, XIVI's senior vice president of retail and marketing operations,
announced that the satellite broadcaster
now boasts 2.1 million subscribers and
looks to pass the 3 million mark by
year's end. This growth will result from
astrategy of additional programming

options and new hardware.
On the programming end, XM will
add anew Public Radio channel, which
will feature programs from Public
Radio International (PRI) and its subsidiary, American Public Radio (APR);
American Public Media (APM), the
national production and distribution
arm of Minnesota Public Radio; and the
Boston public radio station WBUR.
The Public Radio channel, which went
live September 1, will feature many
well-regarded radio programs, including
This American Life, Michael Feldman's
What Do You Know?, The Writer's Almanac,
Speaking ofFaith, On Point, Only aGame,
and others. In apublic relations coup,
XM has signed the immensely popular
Bob Edwards to host amorning interview program, The Bob Edwards Show,
which debuted October 4.
On August 3, XM entered into an
exclusive, multiyear strategic marketing
alliance with Starbucks Coffee Company. The two companies will collaborate
on the Starbucks Hear Music channel,
which will feature music programming
from Hear Music, the voice of music at
Starbucks." Beginning in 2005, more
than 4000 of Starbucks' 8000 franchises

MCCORMACK DELIVERS THE MUSIC
Confused by conflicting claims for the new SACD and DVD-A high-resolution audio formats? Each is garnering
support from music producers, with a steady stream of new titles coming out for both. Fortunately, you don't
have to choose. The McCormack UDP-1 is an audiophile quality universal audio/video disc player, designed to
extract the full potential of both of these high-resolution formats. The UDP-1 will recognize and play CDs, CDRs,
SACDs, DVD-As and DVDs. The only decision you need to make is your selection for the evening's entertainment.
Simple -the way home entertainment should be!
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will tune in to the Starbucks Hear
Music channel, exposing "millions of
Starbucks customers" to XM.
Starbucks opened its first Hear
Music Coffeehouse in Santa Monica,
California, earlier this year, offering
customers the opportunity to create
personalized CDs "in about the time it
takes to order alatte," according to a
press release. In the fourth quarter of
2004, the coffee chain intends to debut
CD-burning services at selected Starbucks Coffeehouses.
In addition, XM has announced
agreements to broadcast more than
400 Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC)
and Pacific-10 (Pac-10) football and
basketball games as part of its basic
channel package. An exclusive alliance
with Rhino Records will produce a
"wide range of music series and specials," including in-depth specials that
will be heard on avariety of channels
across the Xlvl dial. Projected subjects
include Ray Charles, the Monkees, the
Grateful Dead, Elvis Costello, Aretha
Franklin, Chicago, Richard Pryor, and
Dwight Yoakam.
On the hardware front, XM
announced marketing partnerships with

UPDATE

Antex, Audiophase, Audiovox, Crestron, and Polk, as well as the newest iteration of the popular Delphi SICYFi
plug-and-play satellite radio receiver,
the SKYFi2 ($129.99).
The product that will most appeal to
audiophiles is Polk's Xlvl Reference
dedicated home tuner ($329). The first
Xlvl tuner module aimed specifically at
discerning home listeners, the X/vI
Reference is housed in a 17"-wide
chassis and features Burr-Brown
DACs, asignal-boosting preamp section with 104dB signal/noise, and discrete printed circuit boards for its
power supply, display, connector module, and audio. Its rear-panel connections include ascreen-saver video output so that it can feed XM's text readout to an external monitor.
Some audiophiles have expressed
doubts about the audio quality of XM's
codec, apoint that remained moot as
long as XM was considered solely as an
automotive accessory or an adjunct
source for boomboxes. Now that a
respected home audio company has
manufactured aseparate componentquality tuner, we'll be in abetter position to assess XM's ultimate quality. In

ON WITH THE SHOW

the crowded Rainbow Room, it wasn't
possible to make aserious assessment of
Polk's XIVI Reference, but all that means
is that Stereophile will have to put one
through its paces once the unit becomes
available later this autumn.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Despite all the media attention that has
been lavished on hi-rez and multichannel audio formats in recent years,
regular two-channel CDs (and vinyl,
for that matter) remain at the heart of
the audiophile experience. While the
new surround-sound formats have
their enthusiasts, it's becoming increasingly clear that many (myself included!) are perfectly happy to stick with
two-channel reproduction, the better
to do it properly.
Manufacturers have recognized this
fact and are responding. In September's
"Industry Update" I reported on
Marantz's new top-of-the-line SA11S1, which plays both SACDs and
CDs, but only in two-channel mode.
That announcement was asurprise, but
an even bigger one came this month
with the news that Meridian, which has
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Firmly established as the industry reference standard for years, the ART preamplifier is atough
act to follow. How do you improve on alegend? By using arecently developed tube type for
an even lower output impedance. By fitting newly developed

cp teflon capacitors to

the ircuit. And by installing the new circuit in astunning new chassis. The time
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long set the benchmark for multichannel music replay, was adding an
audiophile CD player to its flagship 800
Reference Series.
The new introduction marks the
20th anniversary of Meridian's very first
CD player, the MCD, and is dubbed the
808 Signature Reference. It's astrictly
limited edition, each example autographed by the company's cofounders,
Allen Boothroyd and Bob Stuart. Fitted
with both fixed and variable, balanced
and unbalanced analog outputs, it's
available in two versions. The standard
808 player-only unit is priced at
$12,995. The 808i ($14,850) includes
selectable inputs — six analog pairs plus
five assorted digital inputs — so it can
double as apreamplifier. Like Meridian's 800 DVD-A player, the 808i has a
multispeed DVD-ROM drive, which
can re-read data at high speed if necessary Besides standard "Red Book" CDs,
it can play CD-R, CD-R/W, and MP3
discs, and the CD layers of SACDs. Proprietary internal digital signal processing
uses 48-bit processors to upsample 16bit/44.1kHz CD signals to 24/176.4, so
conversion filtering takes place way
above audibility Modular card-based
construction aids future-proofing, and
both black lacquer and metallic silver
finishes are available.
Meridian has been busy recently.
Over the past few months, the last of
the 16 models in their less costly G
series, announced late last year, has
finally made it into production; both the
UK factory and the US distribution
center have been relocated; and the two
core components of the 800 Reference
Series, the 800 disc spinner and 861 surround controller, have come out in Version 4 editions. Both now come in
either silver or black lacquer; among
other new features, the 800 now features an HDMI interface, and the 861
surround controller has added Meridian's proprietary room-mode correction
to its many accomplishments. The next
time Isee Bob Stuart, I'm sure he'll have
afew more gray hairs.
US: A COURTROOM NEAR
YOU, NO.1
Barry Willis
The music industry may be going the
way of the dinosaur, but if so, it's going
to go down with its army of lawyers
fighting all the way to the bitter end.
On Wednesday, August 25, the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) launched 744 new lawsuits
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against alleged but unidentified copyright
violators in nine states who, the industry
believes, used file-sharing services to supply or acquire an average of 800 music
files each. It was the largest number of
lawsuits the trade group has filed in asingle day, and brings the total number of
lawsuits filed to 4680 since the litigation
campaign began in April 2003.
To date, 836 defendants have settled
out of court, for an average of $3000
each. One Southern California man
owes the music industry $11,000 stemming from an RIAA suit, according to
an August 21 report by the Associated
Press. He and others convicted have had
to take out second mortgages to pay
their fines. "I've never had asituation
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US: A COURTROOM NEAR
YOU, NO.2
Jon Iverson

if you win, sometimes you lose —
alesson the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) might soon be
learning if the results of anew poll are
proven to reflect the long-term mood of
the mainstream music-buying public.
As Barry Willis reports above, the
recording industry has filed suit
against 4680 people for damages of up
to half a million dollars each since
April 2003. To date, none of the cases
has gone to trial, and not every decision regarding file sharing is going the
RIAA's way. But according to arecent
Ipsos Public Affairs survey, 56% of
Even

SIGNATURE REFERENCE MARKS THE 20TH

ANNIVERSARY OF MERIDIAN'

VERY FIRST CD

PLAYER, THE -CD.
like this before, where there are powerful plaintiffs and powerful lawyers on
one side and then awhole slew of ordinary folks on the other side," said US
District Judge Nancy Gertner at ahearing in her Boston courtroom. Most
defendants settle rather than risk the
huge cost of fighting the charges.
The increase in the number of lawsuits is part of astrategy to step up prosecution of file sharers in the belief that
doing so will help contain an epidemic
that the industry believes lies at the
heart of afour-year decline in music
sales, and which has sparked workforce
cutbacks at all major labels. Only
recently has the trend begun aturnaround, with a7% increase in sales so
far this year. Some industry executives
believe that increase may be tied to the
legal campaign against file sharing.
"Without astrong measure of deterrence, piracy will overwhelm and choke
the creation and distribution of music,"
RIAA president Cary Sherman told
reporters, noting that the number of
monthly filings of suits by record companies was increasing from an average
of 500 to 750.
Convictions and/or rulings in US
courts have no bearing on Internet users
in other countries, and legal efforts here
only increase traffic for offshore file-sharing services, observed Sam Yagan, president of eDonkey, whose site was targeted by the RIAA for the first time in the
latest round of lawsuits.
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American adults oppose the lawsuits,
while only 37% support the industry's
legal actions (7% of those surveyed
had no opinion).
"A majority of Americans say the
music industry should not sue people
who illegally download music off the
Internet," say the researchers, who point
out that, regardless of the lack of public
support, legal experts say the industry's
suits have legal merit.
Law Professor Sharon Sandeen notes,
"Although the RIAA's lawsuits are
unsettling to many, they are based upon
sound law because it is aclear violation
of copyright law to make averbatim
copy of aprotected sound recording.
The underlying public policy at work is
the notion that without copyright laws,
musical artists would be less inclined to
create music and, as a result, there
would be less sound recordings."
Sandeen suggests that the folks who
complain about the lawsuits should
ask themselves, "Would Irather live in
aworld with freely distributed but less
music, or pay for the music Ienjoy so
that there will be more of it?" She
adds, "Public opposition to the lawsuits may be due, in part, to what some
people consider hard-handed tactics
by the RIAA."
Not surprisingly, the researchers
discovered that opposition to musicindustry lawsuits was much higher
among younger people. Nearly twothirds of those between the ages of 18
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and 34 said the music industry should
not sue people who illegally download music. Opposition to the lawsuits
was also higher among people with
lower incomes.
US: THE NINTH US CIRCUIT
COURT OF APPEALS
Barry Willis
The entertainment industry is pondering its next move in the wake of alegal
setback delivered Thursday, August 19.
On that day, aFederal appeals court in
San Francisco upheld aruling by alower
court in Los Angeles that file-sharing
software made by Grokster Ltd. and
StreamCast Networks, Inc. does not
violate US copyright law. The threejudge panel voted unanimously in favor
of the defendants.
Unlike Napster, which used central
servers to link large databases of music
files, Grokster and StreamCast (maker
of Morpheus) simply make their software available for any application their
users might find appropriate. That distinction —providing atool vs providing
aservice — was the basis of the lower
court's dismissal of alawsuit brought by
the entertainment industry.
The Ninth US Circuit Court of
Appeals determined that simply
because software can be used to circumvent copyrights doesn't mean that it
should be illegal. There are many legitimate uses for such products, the court
found. In the ruling written by Judge
Sidney R Thomas, the court observed
that "the software design is of great
import... [I]t is prudent for courts to
exercise caution before restructuring liability theories."
The judges noted that the software
makers don't have control over how
consumers use their products, and
therefore couldn't be held liable for
such use. Fred von Lohmann, frequent
spokesman for the Electronic Freedom
Foundation (EFF), said the ruling follows "the same principle that people
who make crowbars are not responsible
for the robberies that may be committed with those crowbars." Fred von
Lohmann also represented StreamCast
in the appeal.
The ruling was seen as an especially
strong blow to the music industry,
which has been engaged in protracted
litigation against both commercial
pirates and individual file-swappers. It
could also put adent in the bottom line
for authorized music download services, only one of which, Apple Computer's iTunes Music Store, has been at
WorldRadioHistory

all profitable. Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) chairman
Mitch Bainwol said the decision calls
into question whether "digital music
will be enjoyed in afashion that supports the creative process or one that
robs it of its future." The decision "does
nothing to absolve these businesses
from their responsibility ... to address
the rampant illegal use of their networks," he added.
Jack Valenti, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America
(MPAA), told reporters that his trade
group was contemplating its next move,
including apossible appeal to the US
Supreme Court. "Copyright theft is still
illegal," he stated.
In 1984, the film industry lost acopyright battle that went all the way to the
Supreme Court. In Disney vs Sony, the
court established the legality of VCRs
just as the video rental industry was
beginning to emerge as an important
revenue stream for the plaintiffs. "History has shown that time and market
forces often provide equilibrium in balancing interests, whether the new technology be aplayer piano, acopier, atape
recorder, avideo recorder, apersonal
computer, akaraoke machine, or an
MP3 player," Judge Thomas noted. The
Ninth Circuit Court was the same one
that determined the illegality of the
original Napster.
Technology buffs, electronics-industry entrepreneurs, and civil libertarians
alike celebrated the August 19 ruling as
avictory for creative freedom and technical innovation. "I think today counts
as apretty big victory for innovators of
all kinds," von Lohmann said outside
the courtroom.
US: YOUR NETWORK
Barry Willis
One of the most fascinating aspects of
the digital age is that clever students —
or, sometimes, clever dropouts — can
undo the work of teams of engineering PhDs.
Among the latest thorns in the side of
the music industry are homegrown
twists on Apple Computer's iTunes program that let users copy songs or song
lists from each others' computers, as
well as stream entire music libraries
throughout local area networks, such as
in college dormitories. So-called companion programs, such as MyTunes and
GetTunes, circumvent anti-copying
code in iTunes software so that users
can share music with each other —temporarily and permanendy.
Stereophile, November 2004
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Apple's robust copy-prevention features have been heralded by the music
industry as proof that a legitimate
download service can work as both
business model and distribution control. But despite their widespread loyalty to Apple, many students can't resist
bending the company's software to
their own purposes. The result is an
ongoing game of technological catand-mouse between ¡Tunes' designers
and users. Apple regularly issues
updates for the software to restore its
copy-control functions; shortly thereafter, new companion software appears
to defeat it.
"I don't know about the legality of
it," recent Stanford graduate Allison
Loh told Vauhini Vara of the Wall Street
Journal about GetTunes. "It's afaster,
more efficient version of a friend
burning you aCD." (Downloadable
music services, incidentally, are still
debating how much to charge for
"portability" — allowing subscribers to
make transferable copies of their
favorite tunes. The average charge
seems to be about $15/month.)
A music-industry executive said
there are no plans to pursue students
using iTunes or its derivatives as long
as there are so many bigger problems
to address. In trying to comply with
the music industry's wishes — and to
avoid legal complications — network
administrators at colleges and universities throughout the US have
been installing firewalls to block
access to popular download sites.
They also continually update the
firewalls to cope with the same sort
of technological warfare Apple engineers are dealing with. Imposing
"bandwidth limits" on students using
university networks is another common tactic, one that has earned network administrators the sobriquet
"bandwidth police."
The download limit at Columbia
University in New York City is 120
megabytes/hour
enough for about
30 individual songs, but not enough
for wholesale piracy. Some network
administrators report that bandwidth
usage has been cut in half thanks to
newly imposed limits. Another tactic
is frequent automated erasure of files
saved on communal computers. Lori
Temple, associate provost for information technology at the University
of Nevada at Las Vegas, told Sarah
McBride of the WSJ that she and her
colleagues "make it so downloading
music is ahorrible idea."
Stereophfie, November 2004
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Sam Tellig

Omega Speakers &Flea-powered Amps

M

an, what adifference!" marveled
my
friend Marc.
"The attacks,
ambience, and
inner detail aren't there in my system
the way they are in yours!"
And Marc's system cost about
three times the price.
We were listening to a pair of
Omega Grande 6 loudspeakers driven by my favorite flea-powered single-ended triode (SET) amplifier, the
mighty Sun Audio SV-2A3.
Michael Fremer got much the same
reaction when he demoed the Wavac
Audio Lab SH-833 SET monoblocks:
"As one audiophile friend remarked
after listening to afew tunes, 'I've
never heard anything like that before.'
He meant that it sounded more like
music," Mikey wrote.
Mikey grooved on the Wavac in his
July 2004 review: "[I]t had absolute
midrange purity, physicality, transparency, and especially delicacy. These
are easily the most...emotionally palpable amplifiers Ihave ever heard."
Right on, Mikey. That old palpable
presence is aspecialty of SET amplifiers. Mikey went on to talk about
"the speed of resolution." SET amps
are agile, fast. And though I've not
heard the Wavacs, Iknow exactly what
Mikey was Fremering about.
I'll stick with the Sun, thank you. A
pair of Wavac SH-833s will set you
back $350,000, assuming you pay full
retail, which Idoubt anyone would.
(Can you imagine the dealer's margin?
You could stay in business with one
sale ayear.)
The Sun Audio SV-2A3 sells for
around $1460 as akit, $2060 assembled. You get that purity, physicality,
transparency, and delicacy (Mikey's
words) —that palpable presence —for
$348,000 less. True, the Wavacs are
rated to deliver 150W of "effective
power" (whatever that means) — a
tsunami for aSET. The Sun manages to
shine with amere 3.5Wpc.
That's mere, not measly. The Sun has
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a way of sounding more powerful
than it should. Ithink that's because
it's more powerful than it is. Certain
SET amplifiers may be able to deliver
far more than their stated power for
fleeting, immeasurable periods of
time —a hypothesis advanced by Cary

Wavac: "I suggest abetter solution
[than using atube amp] is to use areal
equalizer in conjunction with alowcost, high-feedback semiconductor
amplifier that provides flat response
with any load and far more undistorted power."

Omega Grande 6speakers — who says you need horns for high sensitivity?
This bass-reflex design is rated at 95db.

Audio Design's Dennis Had.
The trick with the Sun is to pick the
right speakers and the best output
tubes. This month Ithink Ihave found
you both.
Meanwhile, don't get hung up on
3.5W As Nelson Pass and others have
observed, it's the first watt that counts.
Ha! Tell that to The Chief (John
Atkinson). Here's what he wrote about
Mikey and the Wavacs: "I can't explain
why Michael found [the Wavac's]
sound so seductive; all Ican do is point
to the measurable problems or audible
idiosyncrasies that must be listened
through to hear what it does right."
As they say in England, Harrumph!
For the September issue, "veteran
audio engineer" Richard S. Burwen
surfed in with his alternative to the
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You can read about Dick Burwen's
20,000W home stereo system. Just dig
out your copy of the April 1976 issue
of Audio, or look for it at your library.
Excerpts from the article were posted
on the Internet (with Burwen's permission, apparently) at http://
scrounge.org/speak/burwen;
they
may still be there. Anyone for CerwinVega drivers? A battery of Phase Linear amplifiers? That's the ticket. None
of this flea-watt folderol.
Well, how about it? Do tube amplifiers amount to glorified tone controls,
as Burwen seems to suggest?
Stereophile posed the question to visitors to our website afew weeks ago.
20% said yes, 23% said "sort of," 47%
opted for no, and 8% held no opinion.
Polls are wonderful, and so American.
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If you need to know the truth about
something, take asurvey.
Polls aside, real audiophiles should
listen to what's good for them—that is,
what measures well on the test bench,
which SETs, typically, do not. SETs
measure well only to the human ear.
Those who are set on SETs are being
bathed in excessive second-order harmonic distortion— or so the rap
against SETs has it. The highs are being
rolled off. Besides, we can't have people listening for pleasure, can we?
Listening for pleasure may be predsely why SETs have caught on— and
held on —in North America. (They
took hold much earlier in Japan.) SET
fanciers and followers have their own
Internet forums, e-zines, even shows,
usually called "fests."
By and large, SET folk like to keep
things simple and do their systems on
the cheap. That's part of the attraction
in an increasingly complex world and a
high-end hi-fi market where prices
continue to escalate and new technologies don't always deliver the musical
goods. Maybe abetter approach is to
de-escalate.
Many SET fans build their own

amps from kits and their own speaker
cabinets, too. Amps tend to be lowpowered, 10W or less —sometimes
much less, like 1.5W. (There's aZenlike quality to the SET phenomenon.)
Speakers tend to be high-sensitivity
types using Lowther, Fostex, or other
full-range single drivers. There's alively Klipsch crowd.

WHERE DOES ONE FIND
A HI-FI DEALER SYMPATHETIC TO SETS?
The SET world is a club; some
might call it acult. This club/cult is
mostly male, unfortunately. The do-ityourself (DIY) mentality is partly to
blame. There's alot that female music
lovers might like about SETs —not
least the musicality.
But the dirty-fingernails aspect can
be a turn-off— and not only for
women. While admiring the simplicity and frugality of SETs, some of us
may lack the time, skill, and/or inclination to build kits or craft our own

speaker cabinets. Some of us may not
find the sounds of most "high-efficiency" speakers to our liking. And
SET amplifiers may not drive our
favorite speakers.
And where does one find ahi-fi
dealer sympathetic to SETS? Shops like
Déjà Vu Audio, in McLean, Virginia
(wonderful store!) are thin on the
ground. If only Mt Vu, the Vietnamese
who owns the store, could clone himself and open achain of Déjà Vus!
And, by the way, what about speakers?
It would help to have more commercially available (as opposed to
DIY) speakers that match well with
flea-powered SETs. A few such speakers exist, with sensitivities of 90 or
92dB —almost high enough, but not
quite for most listeners.
A young man named Louis Chochos saw aniche. Lou is only 35, but
he's been involved with speakers for a
long time —more than 20 years, he
told me. He began experimenting with
speakers when he was 12, taking apart
his parents' no-longer-wanted stereo
console —and improving it. He went
on to build speakers on his own, for

Picture perfect. Surround spectacular.
Raters new RSX-1067 is the definitive Home Theater surround receiver. It is replete with all of the features avideo
fanatic could ever desire including: High Definition video switching, video transcoding, multi-zone, multi-source audio
capability and seven channels of amplification. The RSX-1067 provides outstanding audio and video performance along
with exceptional versatility. Hear it along with all of our
other superb components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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himself and then for friends. In the
meantime, he honed his woodworking
skills. College intervened. For awhile,
in his 20s, Lou made furniture and sold
his pieces at craft shows. But he wanted to produce loudspeakers, not stools
and coffee tables.
So, four years ago, Lou Chochos set
up asmall workshop in Norwalk, Connecticut, to produce Omega Loudspeakers. He now has about a half
dozen US dealers. (If there's no dealer
in your area, Lou will sell to you
direct.) He has some foreign distributors, too, including one in Greece, the
country from which his parents emigrated before Lou was born.
"I want to make speakers that people can afford," Lou told me, "and I
want to bring new people into the
hobby, young people especially."
After all, economy derives from a
Greek word, economos. Iasked Lou if
economy was why he decided to produce bass-reflex speakers instead of
bass-horn models.
"Economy is part of the reason," he
said. "Back-horn designs require bigger, more complex cabinets, and that
means more money. Ihave been work-

ing on some horn-loaded designs and
may offer something in the future.
"There's alot to be said for abassreflex design," Lou continued. "A
bass-reflex speaker can give you better imaging and clearer focus than a
back-loaded horn. There's no smearing of detail, no loss of precision in
the bass."
With a back-horn design, sound
from the back of the cone goes
through a maze-like enclosure and
reaches the listener after the sound
from the front of the cone. In other
words, there's abuilt-in time delay that
can result in unnatural, one-note,
tubby bass.
Lou likes Fostex drivers in bassreflex designs. It's amatter of bass
quality rather than bass quantity:
"With agood bass-reflex design, the
bottom end can be really tight. And a
bass-reflex speaker is usually easier to
place in aroom. You have more placement options. Besides," Lou said,
catching his breath, "I'm not sure that
you gain more than 1or 2dB of sensitivity with aback-horn design."
Not that he's given up trying.
Lou knew that Iowned aSun Audio

SV-2A3. He suggested that his Omega
Grande 6(Standard) would be agood
match. It retails for $795/pair in avariety of veneers, including cherry, maple,
sapele, and beech, all with solid hardwood corners (a very nice touch!).
Laminate finishes are available, too,
including Red Parisian Maple and Blue
Arctic Pearl. Stands are required; my
20" Triangle Boomerang stands were
ideal. (Lou offers custom-made stands
of his own.) Each speaker measures 18"
high by 8.5" wide by 13" deep and
weighs 28 lbs.
The Omega Grande 6uses asingle
6.5"-diameter Fostex FE167E "lowleakage flux type full range" speaker
driver from Japan. Impedance is
given as 8 ohms. The impedance
curve published by Fostex shows a
peak of 24 ohms at 50Hz, falling to a
fairly flat 8 ohms from 100Hz to
lkHz, then slowly rising to 16 ohms
at 10kHz. According to the graph, the
impedance doesn't dip below 8ohms.
Lou
gives
the
sensitivity
as
95dB/W/m. The Omega Grande 6's
frequency response, again according
to Lou, is 50Hz-20kHz, decibel deviation not specified.
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Dig them banana cones!
The Fostex FE167E's lightweight, 6.5"
paper cone is made from "banana
plants fiber," according to Fostex. The
cone has abanana color, too, that I
rather like. A horn-flared inner ring,
part of the cone, is unfortunately
known as awhizzer; it acts to extend
the frequency response. In this case,
whiz does not imply zing. The driver
has ahole in the center, designed to act
as aphase plug; this is covered by aprotective screen to repel dust. The driver's large magnet assembly is shielded
inside ametal compartment.
All of the Omega Grande 6's sound
comes from asingle 1" voice-coil and
from asingle point in space. There's no
need to blend different sizes and types
of drivers. There are no time-alignment concerns resulting from one
driver's sound reaching the listener
microseconds sooner than another's.
The driver is atrue point source.
The Grande 6comes with grilles,
but sounds better with them off. Do
leave the grilles on for protection,
though, when visitors come or the
cleaning people visit. Ican imagine
some idiot audiophile putting his
greasy fingers all over the driver.
Most critically, there's no crossover,
which may be even more important
than high sensitivity when using afleapowered SET such as the Sun Audio SV2A3. The more complex the crossover,
the harder an amp has to work. When
speaker manufacturers crow about their
complex crossovers, Icringe. How many
more watts will Ineed?

ELECTRO-HARMONIX, NEW SENSOR CORP., 3233 47th Avenue,
Long Island City, NY 11101. Tel:
(718) 937-8300. Fax: (718) 9379111. Web: www.exh.com.
OMEGA SPEAKER SYSTEMS, 235
Main Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06851.
Tel: (203) 847-2800. Fax: (203)
847-4797. Web: vvww.omegaloud
speakers.com.
SUN AUDIO, 2-23-9, Kanda Suda cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0041,
Japan. US distributor: HA. Corporation, 1800 NW 169th Place, Suite C700, Beaverton, OR 97006. Tel:
(503) 629-9922. Fax: (503) 6290505. Web: www2.big.or.jp/-sun
audio.

Why do you think the Quad electrostatic speakers sound so good? In
part, because there's no crossover.
Why are Tivoli table radios the cat's
meow—or at least the puss's
whiskers? That single driver. Wouldn't it be cool to tube aTivoli? (You'd
need aseparate box.)
Of course, you could buy these
Fostex drivers and build your own
cabinets. You could even modify the
drivers, if you knew how. But the
drivers are expensive —$63.25 each
from Madisound Speaker Components, Inc. Do you know what
you're doing? (You might be
shocked to learn how scandalously
cheap are the drivers used in some
loudspeakers —like $4, $3, $2. The
FE167E is not cheap.)
Why not leave it to Lou Chochos?
His woodworking skills are likely better than yours. Not only that, Lou has
learned afew tricks working with Fostex drivers in different cabinets. He
makes minor modifications to the
FE167E, some of which he prefers to
keep to himself. Other mods you can
see, like the small piece of felt applied
to the inside back of each basket.
"If you want to build your own, you
can have some hints," Lou laughed. "I
use 1
/"-thick softwood MDF. It's hard
4
to find, but better than the ordinary
hardwood variety. Not all MDF is the
same." (MDF stands for "mediumdensity fiberboard.") "Before Iapply
the outer veneer, Iline the front and
back baffles with alayer of poplar. I
don't know why, but the poplar layer
gives asonic improvement."
Lou uses ladder bracing on the cabinet's interior for structural rigidity, and
lines each cabinet with "randomly
thrown polyurethane padding from
New Jersey."
Lou caught himself—I think his
own BS detector had just kicked in.
"Actually, it's high-grade carpet
padding and it sounds better than
everything else Itried."
The interior of the back baffle is
lined with an eggcrate-shaped material.
"I call this the 'diffuser,'" said Lou. "It
helps deal with standing waves."
Iset the Omega Grande 6speakers
up in my listening room with my Sun
Audio SV-2A3. Iused aCreek CD50
Mk2 CD player as transport with the
McIntosh MCA 1000 D/A converter.
The Mac DAC has its own volume
control, plus additional gain.
Lou told me he'd already put about
60 hours on the speakers, and that 40

Louis Chochos holds the Fostex FE167E Omega
Grande 6driver — kdoes it all, 60Hz on up.

more hours or so might be necessary.
This turned out to be the case. It took a
few days for the Grande 6s to come
into their own. hi fact,, they did so earlier on the same day my friend Marc
came to visit.
Marc was floored.
What caught his trained ear was the
way the system did chamber music.
(Marc's son is studying at the Eastman
School of Music to be aprofessional
cellist.) The Alban Berg Quartet was
right there in the listening room performing Haydn's String Quartets
Op.33 No.3 and Op.77 Nos.1 and 2—
immediate, present, alive, with the
most extraordinary detail. The superb
recording helped (CD, EMI 557474 2).
Ican hear what you're saying, dear
reader, under your breath. "These
speakers may be fine for chamber
music or anything played at low levels, but what if you want to play real
man's music?"
With the Sun Audio SV-2A3, the
Omega Grande 6did play reasonably
loud with most classical and jazz material, and without obvious clipping.
(When aSET amp starts to run out of
power, you'll likely hear dynamic compression rather than hard clipping; ie,
obvious distortion.)
It was only when I cued up
Tchaikovsky or Shostakovich and
cranked up the volume that Iheard a
sense of strain —perhaps more from
the amp than from the speakers. For
the most part, though, Idon't listen at
such levels. You'll never replicate concert-hall levels anyway. And Ididn't
have the benefit of a subwoofer,
which could have filled out the sound
very nicely.
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"Why 1Cried When the Music Ended"
Icouldn't help it. The song was so

Yes, but what do "real people" say?

sad. Ilooked over at my wife. Sure

For lots of information, including what owners and

enough, there were tears streaming

listeners say about the Avantgarde experience, please

down Pam's face as well. In my 30

visit our website—wvvvv.avantgarde-usa.com.

years as an audiophile, Icouldn't remember this ever happening to me.

While you're there, check out the photographs of
owners' installations. And don't miss the reviews and
awards section—the incredible saga of what might
be the most highly reviewed "high-end" speaker line

Why real men cry...
The Avantgarde Hornspeakers, per-

in recent memory. Isn't it time you found out why?

haps alone among speakers, communicate better than anything else I've ever

Get your FREE InfoPak, including 31 Secrets

heard. You'll hear your music with all

to Better Sound

the emotional impact the composers and
performers meant for you to have.
Why? It's the effortless dynamics.
The music has afreedom, aquality

Everyone seems to like the inside tips they're getting from our acclaimed 16 page 31 Secrets. In it, you'll
find out how to make ANY system sound better.
To get yours, e-mail us, or call our InfoPak request
line. You'll also receive our Top 170 CD List, Avant-

of just "floating" over to you.
A composer or performer intends
to speak to you through the music.
The way that happens most often is
through dynamic shifts, sometimes
extremely slight in nature.
Listen, most speakers need at least 30-50 watts
just to "come alive." By comparison to the Avantgardes (that need just milliwatts to speak to you),

garde literature, and more (in all, over 50 pages!).
In ahurry to hear the Avantgardes? Call 770-7772095 or e-mail us to find your nearest dealer.
Best regards,

í/fr c§e4
Jim Smith

some high-end speakers are almost deaf to the gentlest subtleties in phrasing, tone, and emotion.
They're simply unable to convey the intended message of the music.
Never spend another boring night at home
As one respected reviewer recently told me, "With

It's About the Music...

other high-end speakers, it's as if the performance is
in abubble over by the speakers.
"But, with the Avantgardes, you're in that bubble!
It's amuch more intense and involving experience."

Avantgarde-USA

LLC

With your Avantgardes, you'll always be eager to

6445 Calamar Drive

get home and listen. And the effect doesn't wear off.

Cumming, GA 30040

In fact, it grows on you...

770-777-2095

Plus, the Avantgardes are the ultimate stress fighter.

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

You'll look forward to playing some music and let-

E-mail: hornguys(g)aol.com

ting its therapeutic effects adjust your attitude...
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But what are you listening for, anyway? Quick thrills? Floor-shaking
bass? Deafening decibels? Things that
will impress your audiophile friends?
With 3.5W and asingle driver, fahgeddabout it. This is about fine resolution,
coherence, retrieval of ambient information. More than anything, it's about
truth of timbre —the tone of instruments and voices. Excessive secondorder harmonic distortion? Bollocks! as
they say where JA comes from. Or
Bullturds, as they might say in Bay
Ridge, Brooklyn.
As long as Iobserved its limitations,
the Omega Grande 6was superb, and
asteal at $795/pair. (Lou has promised
not to raise the price, not just yet.) I
heard excellent resolution, plenty of
low-level detail, plenty of ambient
information, and a very focused,
coherent sound that reminded me, in
many ways, of my reference Quad
ESL-988 electrostatics.
Flat frequency response? Idon't
have aflat room —or flat ears, for that
matter. Iwould describe the midrange
as lively, but in avery musical way —
not recessed, certainly, yet not at all
hard or brittle. The treble was smooth
and well extended. Inoted asense of
life, of air around instruments and
performers. Icouldn't ask for abetter
midrange or top end from asingle
61
/"driver.
2
Igot out my trusty RadioShack SPL
meter and found asurprisingly good
bass response down to about 60Hz.
Below that, and especially below 50Hz,
the bass fell off quite sharply. From
40Hz or so down, there was zilch.
You might get alittle more bass with a
back-loaded horn enclosure, Lou Chochos suggested. But even so, if you want
deep bass, you still need asubwoofer, he
observed. At his website, Lou suggests
the CSS Clarus10200 powered subwoofer by Creative Sound Solutions, the
newest version of which sells for around
$700 (www.creativesound.ca). Ihope to
get one soon. Other subwoofers should
work well, too.
"The Fostex driver in the Grande 6
falls off sharply below 60Hz," Lou
said, confirming what Ifound, "so set
the subwoofer's low-pass filter at
60Hz and you should achieve agood
integration."
My thirtysomething son came to
visit, bringing his usual eclectic bag of
music, some of which Ilike and some
of which Iloathe.
"What's that?" Iasked.
"Intelligent dance band music.

Tvvo Electro-Harmonix 2A3EH Gold Grids in
Sam's "revered" Sun Audio SV-2A3 amp,
the "flea-watt" wonder.

with (almost) the illusion of live as
did the Omega Grande 6driven by
the Sun Audio SV-2A3.
Not that this speaker limits you
to single-ended tubed triodes. Any
low-powered amplifier, tube or
solid-state, should work well. I
think of the Quicksilver Mini-Mite
mono tube amps ($998/pair). Or
Sugden's $1595 A21A solid-state
class-A integrated. Indeed, any
solid-state amplifier will likely
work in class-A most of the time for
the first few watts. As for massively
powerful solid-state amplifiers, you
simply don't need them with the
Omega Grande 6.
One more thing. Lou's facility is
quite small; production is limited. If
you find him backordered, be
patient. The Omega Grande 6's will
be well worth the wait.

Electro-Harmonix 2A3EH
Gold Grid tubes
IDM," David replied.
Ah, the joys of SETs.
One of the great things about tube
"Seems like an oxymoron," Ishot
amps, and single-ended triodes espeback. The CD was Tri Repetae++, by
Autechre (TVT B000003RHB). Buy it cially, is how you can change the
sound — and maybe dramatically
on my son's recommendation, not mine.
Nah, the Grande 6just didn't do it
improve it—with adifferent choice of
for him —not in terms of soundtubes, output tubes in particular: new
pressure levels, not on the bottom
tubes, whole new amp. You can't do
that with solid-state. What are you
end, not with this, er, music. (My son
did not destroy the speakers, which is
going to do —substitute Sanken output transistors for National Semiconsaying something.)
ductor? You're stuck with what you
"Hey, Dad, if you like that, how
got. Not true with toobs.
about this?"
The Sun Audio SV-2A3 SET amp
David pulled another CD from his
pouch. 20 Jazz Funk Greats, by Throbhas long been afavorite of mine. Iown
bing Gristle (MUTE U.S. 1095).
one. It originally came with some
These are examples of [ahem] music
generic Chinese-made 2A3 tubes —
not bad tubes, but the Sovtek 2A3s I
that are probably unsuitable for the
Omega Grande 6s, even with asubtried several years ago were an
improvement. So were apair of NOS
woofer, and such sounds are not the
stuff for SETs in general. Take your
(new old stock) RCA 2A3s. Inever
"intelligent dance band music" or your had the chance to try the holy grail of
industrial rock and go elsewhere. Ilove 2M tubes, the RCA 2A3 monoplates,
my son, but I'm glad he moved out at in production for only two years or so,
beginning in the 1920s. Ido love this
age 18.
As for me, Idid not feel constrained business of 80-year-old technologies
as to choice of music with the Omega and tubes made of unobtainium.
A substitution of tubes can transGrande 6. Idid not feel limited to
chamber music and small-scale orchesform the sound of aSET amp. This is
tral pieces (or small-group jazz) —not true even of rectifier tubes —those that
change your AC into DC. Don't tell
so long as Ikept volume levels in
me that solid-state rectification is the
check, which is agood thing anyway.
same thing. You have to be careful
The lower the volume, the more you
with that electrical sex change.
hear —down to apoint.
The folks at Electro-Harmonix have
Still, this speaker did so extraordinarily well with chamber music that I their tubes made in Russia —in the
found myself playing more of it than Xpo-Pul (also known as Reflektor) facusual. Rarely has my system brought a tory in Saratov. These tubes are available only from Electro-Harmonix,
string quartet into my listening room
WorldRadioHistory
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which, like Sovtek, is abrand of the
New Sensor Corporation. So don't go
looking to pay in rubles.
As soon as Ireceived my ElectroHarmonix 2A3EH Gold Grid tubes, I
laughed my evil laugh. The beautiful
ceramic base. Gold-plated pins. More
important, agold-plated grid. (In both
cases, we're probably talking gold over
nickel, or nickel alloy.) These are
among the most beautiful tubes ever
made. Swords into ploughshares!
Iwas advised to give the Gold Grids
time, and this turned out to be good
advice. At first, the sound was constrained, lacking in dynamics —I wanted to go back to the Sovtek 2A3s I'd
been using (very good tubes, by the
way). There was little body, no bloom.
You must let the Electro-Harmonix
tubes run in —100 hours, 200 hours, I
wasn't counting. You must be patient
to let them "come on song," as the
British love to say.

CHESKY

NO multitracking
NO overdubs
NO compressors

in

the signal path

NO

large mixing

consoles

WE GIVE YOU THE
PUREST AND MOST
NATURAL
RECORDINGS
MADE TODAY

THE ELECTRO-HARMONIX
2A3EH GOLD GRIDS

The finest musicians
recorded in
AREAL ACOUSTIC
SPACE captured LIVE
with ASINGLE POINT
phase coherent
MICROPHONE with the
FINEST CUSTOM TUBE
MIKE PREAMPS,
electronics, converters
and cables.

ARE AMONG THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL
TUBES EVER MADE.
The transformation was sudden. It
was as if I'd turned off the amp at night
and turned on an entirely different
amp the next morning. Everything had
changed. The Sun Audio AV-2A3
sounded more open, more dynamic,
with amore extended frequency range,
top and bottom. There was more life,
more air, more there there, more
where there. I'll cease before Ibecome
aparody of myself.
I've tried various 2A3 tubes in my
Sun SV-2A3 over the years. No tubes
have made the amplifier sound bad.
Until now, my favorite has been the
Sovtek 2A3, also from New Sensor.
Now it's the Electro-Harmonix
2A3EH Gold Grid.
The price is $80 per tube, matching
included. Thats's $160 per pair— a
screaming bargain. New Sensor doesn't
sell directly to consumers, but if you
look on eBay you can find the tube and
maybe for afew dollars less. I've heard
other new-production 2A3s, from various sources in Eastern Europe and
Asia, in my revered Sun Audio SV2A3. But none like these.
Stereophile, November 2004
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Michael Fremer

The Gingko Cloud, aSumiko cartridge,
& aplug'n'play turntable

M

anufacturers of audio
accessories are an odd
bunch: they show up at
your door,
pucks,
cones,
platforms, or balls in hand,
eager to demonstrate the
enormous sonic effects
their products will have on
your system. After inserting their isolators, energy
drains, or what have you,
they sit down for alisten.
But do they even hear
the $40,000/pair loudspeakers you're reviewing?
Your
$15,000
turntable and $4500 cartridge? Your $7000 phono
preamp or $30k worth of
other electronics?
No. Usually, after afew
minutes of listening to
what is hopefully afabulous musicalperformance,
they exclaim, "Listen to
my cones!" Or "My rack throws quite a
soundstage, doesn't it? Or "My balls
rock!" It's only natural that they're keyed
in to the supposed differences made by
their own devices. Still, the whole exercise is kind of creepy.
But Idon't lay all the blame for this
warped perspective on the guys
who make the accessories.
Reviewers share some responsibility. Ionce read areview of an
audio-component rack that
described how well it "imaged"
andhowbiga"soundstage"itproduced. Sorry, but arack doesn't
image or soundstage. It can have
an flèaon those phenomena, but
it can't produce them.
Keeping that in mind, Iwas
recently visited by Gingko
Audio's Vinh Vu and Norm
Ginsburg
(www.gingko
audio.com). Gingko Audio
manufactures awide range of
products, including individual ball feet
for use under CD players, preamps, and
other electronics, and acrylic dustcovers
for many popular brands of turntables.
I'd already heard, at Home EntertainStereophile, November 2004

ment 2004 East, what one of their inexpensive isolation platforms could do for
aWilson-Benesch Full Circle turntable.

VPI Scoutmaster and Gingko Cloud 11 stand.

Also, VPI's Harry Weisfeld is enthusiastic about the effects ofthe Gingko Cloud
platform under his Scoutmaster — I'd
just reviewed the Scoutmaster and knew
its sound well.
Gingko's isolating products are made
of acrylic and small rubber balls of some

Gingko Cloud 11 stand, lower platform.

kind. They look like blue squash or paddleballs, but Gingko won't say what the
actual material is. Whatever the source,
the balls fit snugly into wells machined
into slabs of acrylic that have been conWorldRadioHistory

figured as individual feet or platforms.
The Cloud 11 platform they brought
along is custom-made for the VP! Scoutmaster and features the
standard double-thickness bottom plate sitting
on four small feet and
capable of accepting 10
balls. The larger upper
platform, accommodating the 'table and motor,
measures amodified 20"
by 15" by 2.5". The weight
of whatever you wish to
put atop the platform
determines the number
ofballs needed to produce
asuffidentlylowresonant
frequency to provide genuine isolation (a resonant
frequency of afew hertz
is ideal). The optimal
number of balls for the
Scoutmaster is five: one at
each corner, and afifth
placed asymmetrically
near the 'table's center.
The Gingko guys came prepared to
demonstrate the efficacy oftheir design
beyondasubjectivelisten.Theybrought
along apair of Brüel and Kjaer 4371
accelerometers, one of which they
affixed to the surface of my Finite Elemente shelf and the other to the top of
the Scoutmaster's plinth.
Using some B&K conditioning amps, an IBM Thinkpad,
and Spectrogram software
developed by Richard Home,
the Gingko boys were able to
give me irrefutable evidence
that their platform was effective in isolating the Scoutmaster from the outside world.
We also tested the glass S.A.P.
Relaxa magnetic stand ($800)
IwroteaboutinFebruary2004
(p.32), and the active Vibraplane, which is pretty much
the industry standard. Then,
just for the hell of it, we listened to the Scoutmaster with and without the Cloud 11.
The photo (p.39) shows the accelerometer set-up on the S.A.P. Relaxa
stand (the same set-up was used for the
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Gingko Cloud 11). Now, take alook at
the measurements to see just how effective the Cloud 11 was. The left side of
each graph shows the reading of the
accelerometer taped to the shelf; on the
right, the one on the Scoutmaster plinth.
The black line across the top shows the
overall acceleration caused by the tap;
the colors indicate the level of attenuation in dB, relative to frequency. Dark
blue is —60dB, bright green is —40dB,
and bright red is —35dB. The frequency
response, from the bottom of the graph
to the top, is 10Hz-22kHz.
The first graph (Tap Frame) shows
what happened when Itapped with my
finger the Finite Elemente's outer
frame with the Scoutmaster atop the
Gingko Cloud 11. The second graph
(Tap Shelf) showswhathappenedwhen
Itapped the shelf of the Finite Elemente to which the accelerometer was
taped. While the frame provided some
isolation compared to the shelf itself,
as seen in the differences in the black
traces on the left side of each photo,
there wasn't much low-frequency
attenuation — there's very little difference. In either case, the isolation provided by the Cloud 11 is obvious.
The third graph (Music On, Cloud 11)
shows the isolationprovided by the Finite
Elemente stand versus the Cloud 11,
when music was playing, indicating how
effective the Cloud was in actual use.
Note the red bar, seen only in the plinthmounted accelerometer. That's the
motor, at around 120Hz. It's well down
in level on the left side (seen in blue),
demonstrating that the Cloud also isolates in the reverse direction. Interestingly, while the next graph (Music On,
S.A.P. Relaxa) showing the Relaxa stand's
performance demonstrates less effective
attenuation overall, it did amuch better
job ofdispensingwith motor noise, seemingly draining it out through the Finite
Elemente stand, as indicated by the red
bar on the left side of the photo.
Finally, note the awesome isolation
providedby the active Vibraplane (ignore
the glitch), and consider the price difference:The Vibrap lane costs thousands,
the Cloud 11 fit to the Scout/Scoutmaster size costs $399. The standard
Cloud 11 costs $379, the standard Cloud
10, $299, and the Cloud 10 for the Scout
or Scoutmaster, $329. "You pay, you get,"
as my mother used to say.
And there was an absolute sonic difference commensurate with what was
measured. Putting the Cloud under the
Scoutmaster resulted in adramatic lowering of the noise floor and an improveStereophile, November 2004
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ment in the "blackness" of
the background. Images
stood out in clarified relief,
bass tightened, transients
sounded sharper and more
natural. The differences
were not at all subtle.
As far as I'm concerned,
even if Gingko Audio's
balls are lifted from racquet
sports, they've done the
research, they've considAccelerometer set-up shown with Relaxa stand.
ered the math, they've built
nicely finished platforms
on which to squeeze the balls just so, Another inexpensive cartridge
and they don't charge outrageous that sings
amounts for something that really We're in the midst ofan explosion ofreasonably priced analog riches. Sumiko's
works. Highly recommended.
newest Blue Point Special moving-coil
cartridge, the Evo III ($349), is ahuge
WeimWelt
improvement over the original, which
had a well-deserved reputation for
sounding abit crisp and hard even as it
set new standards of high resolution in
the low end of the cartridge market. In
this newest nude iteration, Sumikol has
taken what was learned in the creation
Tap Frame (Cloud 11)
ofthe superb-soundingBlackbird ($749)
and applied it at alower price point,
according to Sumiko's Jim Alexander.
titiMeeteffle
The Evo III is slightly lower in mass
(8.3gm vs 9.1gm) andjust atouch lower
in compliance than the Blackbird. The
idea was to make it more compatible
with awider variety of tonearms, especially those of lower mass. According to
Tap Shelf (Cloud 11)
Alexander, the original BPS's reputation for being bright and spitty was due
more to arm/cartridge mismatches than
to anything else. The new version uses
anew top plate said to offer far greater
rigiditywhile weighing less, and a0.3 pm
by 0.8v.m elliptical stylus. The output is
2.5mV, the recommended tracking
force 2.0gm.
Music On (Cloud 11)
Ifyou set it up correctly in most tonearms, there's no way you're going to find
the Evo III hard,bright, or spiny. Instead,
you'll find amodel oftight clarity, rhythmic certainty, and excellent tracking.
But don't expect miracles: it's not the
equal of the surprisingly sophisticated,
liquidBlackbird, and at less than half the
Ma»
price, it shouldn't be expected to be. It's
Music On (SAP. Relaxa)
got areasonable amount ofpunch, however, and an overall clean, bracing
demeanor, with well-controlled bass,
Wrideideeth'IlM91+"
making it ideal for rock and pop, less so
for classical. Some listeners complained
that the original BPS sounded "dry." The
4Evo III isn't overtly dry, but lush it ain't.
--441

Vlibraplane Tapping
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1Sumiko, 2431 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel:
(510) 843-4500. Fax: (510) 843-7120. Web: www.
sumilcoaudio.net.
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The BPS Evo III's picture is abit flat
and slightly opaque compared to more
expensive cartridges; you don't pay, you
don't get. What's wrong with the Evo
III is what it lacks. Though not saddled
with any overtly annoying colorations,
its harmonic development is somewhat
stilted, its dynamic range abit restricted,
andits soundstage less than expansive — but only when compared
to more expensive cartridges.
The elliptical stylus helped
make the BPS agood tracker, and
transients were clean and tight, if
abit lacking in nuance. You'll get
aricher midrange and greater liquidity from, say, Grado's woodenbodied Sonata, but not this level
of excitement. The Sonata might
make abetter overall choice for
classical and acoustic music, especially female voices, but for rock
and pop at an affordable price —
especially if your budget system
needs ashot of adrenaline — the
Blue Point Special Evo III will fit the bill.
Sumiko has done anicejob ofimproving adecent cartridge in need of awider
playing field. But be warned: A "nude"
cartridge's lack of abody, and therefore
of astylus guard, will make ownership a
nightmare if you have young children,
or acleaning woman who wields amean
dust cloth.
A plug'n'play LP playback
solution from T+A
The German firm T+A recently introduced the G 10, an ambitious plug'n'play turntable complete with cartridge,
tonearm, and optional built-in phono
preamplifier. The 'table, built on the
same rigid chassis T+A uses for its V 10
hybrid vacuum-tube integrated amplifier that Ireviewed in May,2is available
with either aRe ga RB300 arm or SME's
new M2 (also used on the recently
reviewed Musical Fidelity M1). Your
choice of tonearm determines which
cartridge is supplied, all custom-built in
Switzerland for T+A by Benz-Micro.
Ivisited the T+A factory in Germany
over the summer and was impressed by
its size, and by the scope and quality of
the products manufactured. Though the
company is just beginning to appear on
American radar screens, it can best be
described as amuch smaller — but no
less accomplished — German version of
Linn. Iwish Ihad more space to describe
2T+A products (www.TAelektroakustik.de) are distributed in the US by Quartet Marketing Group, 303
Crickets Court, Petaluma, CA 94954. Tel: (707) 7620914. Fax: (707) 762-8473. Web: www.myguartet.com.
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what Isaw and heard, and how wonderfully Iwas treated by everyone. (You
can view ashort QuickTime movie of
my trip at http://homepage.inac.com/
musicangle/iMovieTheater4.httnl.)
Iwatched the G 10 turntables being
built, and had achance to listen to both
the Rega- and SME-equipped versions.

T+A G 10 turntable

Design: The T+A G 10 weighs more
than 33 lbs and is acompact, solidly built
turntable with motor, power supply, and
optional phono preamp all built-in. The
AC cord and RCA interconnects plug
into the rear. The rigid aluminum chassis rests on four corner feet containing
shock-absorbing mechanisms, though I
doubt they provide much in the
way of genuine isolation. The
AC synchronous motor is driven by aquartz-controlled electronic
drive
to
which
sophisticated digital signal processing is applied that monitors
and optimizes the motor coil's
voltage curve. The result is
smooth, vibration-free performance. According to T+A,
motor wow and flutter are not
measurable. The two speeds,
33 1
/
3 and 45rpm, are electronically selected, with claimed
speed fluctuation of ±0.02%;
my sample ran well within that
margin, slightly on the plus side. Rumble is said to be -82dB.
The full-sized platter of solid aluminum weighs 9.7 lbs and is machined

While they're sold with different cartridges, Irequested acomparison using
the more expensive C 10 moving-coil
cartridge on both arms. Good as the
RB300 OEM arm is, the
more expensive SME
M2 was clearly superior. Iwent for that one
to review.
As delivered, rny
review sample induded :
turntable, tonearm, and
cartridge ($6400); builtin
phono
preamp
($495); record weight
($150);
and brush
($150). Total: $7195. An
optional dustcover adds
$325. The G 10 with
Sumiko Blue Point Special Evo Ill cartridge
Rega RB300 arm costs
$4750. Both editions are
available in silver or titanium.
in asingle step, including the boring of
If you advertise aproduct as "plug'n'the spindle hole. The platter is driven by
play," it ought to be. The G 10 was. I agrooved aluminum pulley and asecopened the box and found an actual
ondary rim machined into the platter.
turntable almost ready to play, with arm The acrylic mat fits onto the platter via
large-diameter holes and round risers
and cartridge premounted. Even the
antiskate weight was in place. To use the
machined into the platter's surface. The
G 10, Ihad only to add oil to the bearinverted bearing of polished, hardened
steel rides on asintered bronze bushing.
ing well, place the ball bearing atop the
inverted spindle, mount the platter and The chassis is topped with alayer of
0-ring drive belt, loop the belt over the
acrylic that includes araised arm-mountmotor pulley, add the acrylic mat, put the
ing plate. Each combo of motor and
counterweight on the arm, balance, add power supply is optimized, run in for at
tracking force, and plug the 'table into
least aweek, then readjusted as needed.
the wall and the RCA cables into an Aux The G 10 is aserious turntable.
preamp input. Ten minutes after openT+A is equally serious about the cartridge.
The C 10 is amedium-compliing
the
box,
I
was
ready
to
spin
vinyl.
¡
ance moving-coil cartridge with 0.8mV
That's what Icall plug'n'play.
WorldRadioHistory
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output, aline contact (6 by 401.1m) stylus, and an optimal tracking force of
1.8gm. It's based, Ibelieve, on BenzMicro's Ace series, but housed in aproprietary open, metal body. The C 10's
channel separation (I assume at lkHz,
though it's not specified) is claimed to
be arelatively high 35dB.
Nor is T+A's PH-G10 MC phono
preamp an afterthought. While getting
to it is not easy (you have to turn the
turntable over to do so), gain, loading
and capacitance are all adjustable via DIP
switches —if you decide to change cartridges, you're still in business. Should
you wish to use adifferent phono preamp, the PH-G10 can be bypassed.

early samples of SME's M2 tonearm
it usually i
s). F
or now, Ican '
tbe sure —
bundled with the Musical Fidelity M1
but
don't
take
that
slight
quibbl
eas a
deal'table (see March p.30) have been dealt
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Improve your penthouse view.
The LG High Definition LCD TV.

THE LG INTEGRATED LCD HDTV
LG
bringing the next generation of LCD HDTVs to avery !arge room near you. Depending
on your space, it's available in 42, 37 and 30 screen sizes. It has an HDTV tuner built right
in. ;l.'s b,gger, thinner and lighter than ever before. All in a beautiful Noble Black design.
And it easily connects to your computer or video game console for huge, brilliant images.
With LC, life is definitely good. Find out more about our full line of products at LGusa.com.
(1)2004 LGEletronics USA.. Inc. Englewood Cliffs. NJ. LC Cesigr. and Lifés Good ace trademarks of LC Electronics. Inc.
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Two great values
*ust got bette
"Overall, Iwas more involved with
the music than I am with most
amplifiers. There was more for me to
hear — a greater sense of immediacy
than Iwould have expected from an
integrated amp costing less than
$2,000."

F

Sam Tellig, Stereophile
"Every now and then, a piece of gear
comes along that does something so
wonderful with the music that you
go bananas. The Musical Fidelity X150 proves that you don't have to be
playing with a behemoth system to
experience this fine madness."
Sallie Reynolds, AV Guide Monthly
"The X-Ray's clarity, neutrality, and
transient speed combine to make listening to piano recordings a revelation. This is one area where the XRay doesn't take a back seat to any
front
end,
analog
included....
Listening to this music on the V3, I
was enthralled and frequently lost
track of time. If you like music to
transport you, this is one CD player

o

X-15 0

Now $999 each
The review press have unanimously
acclaimed the X-150 and the X-Ray to be
terrific performers at $1,300 and
$1,400 respectively. Imagine what they
would have said at $999 each. Contact
your local Musical Fidelity dealer for an
audition, or call Signal Path for more
information.

that is up to the task!"
Jim Hannon, AV Guide Monthly
"At first glance, one might think that

MUSICAL FIDELITY

the X-Ray'n belongs in a bedroom or
office system, but its performance is
so good it merits consideration in
"big-rig" systems, too."
Jim Hannon, AV Guide Monthly

SIGNALOPA
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Art Dudley

Silent Dog Whistles &Supertweeters

\At

hen I
was aboy,
silent
dog
whistles
were
all
the rage. They were
sold mail-order from
the backs of comic
books,
alongside
whoopee cushions and sneeze powder
and X-ray spex. The whistles aren't so
easy to find anymore, but don't read
too much into that fact. Don't read into
that at all.
As achild, Icould understand the
basic human need to torment others
and see through their clothing, but
silent dog whistles were utterly lacking
in appeal: What was the point? The
theory was interesting —that some
sounds are so high in pitch that they can
be heard only by animals—but the product itself suffered a basic lack of
demonstrability. Maybe we can't hear
the whistle because it really doesn't
make any sound at all. Dogs, after all,
are notoriously eager to please.
Here's aparallel: Famous doctors all
agree that the upper range of human
hearing is 20kHz, tops. What possible
use could Ior anyone else have for an
auxiliary loudspeaker that extends a
music system's performance out to
100kHz? More to the point, why would
anyone pay $750 for such athing?
Those questions were posed to me, in
effect, when the people at Townshend
Audio sent me their latest product to
try: alittle something they call their
Maximum Super Tweeter ($1500/pair).
(The name may or may not be aplay on
words; Mr. Townshend's first name is
Max.) This is an example of arelatively
new breed: an ultra-high-frequency
transducer intended to enhance the performance of virtually any existing home
audio system, much as asubwoofer fills
a similar but diametrically different
need. The Maximum Super Tweeter
extends afull-range loudspeaker's frequency response all the way out to
100kHz, or so the manufacturer claims,
allowing listeners to take greater advantage of the high-frequency information
available on SACD, DVD-Audio, and
even very-wide-bandwidth, high-resolution formats such as analog tape and
the LP record. (Townshend Audio
products are distributed in the States by
Stereophile, November 2004

EAR USA, who can be found at
www.ear-usa.com.)
Townshend's tweeter is aribbon
driver: aslender and extremely thin
metal element that's suspended
between two very powerful magnets
and is driven by an amplifier through
amatching transformer. (Such adriver
ceases to be aribbon if its metal element is bonded to a "host"
diaphragm, at which stroke the thing
becomes aplanar-magnetic.) A ribbon's
strong points are its general lack of
coloration and, above all, its nearly
perfect lateral dispersion. Its weak
points are its need for atransformer —
without which the very-low-impedance, coilless diaphragm is devilishly
difficult to drive — and its tendency
toward asort of hysteresis distortion,
given that its diaphragm is physically

damped with slices of dense foam rubber. The matching transformer, which is
actually the largest single component
inside the case, is fastened to the rearmost pole-pieces.
There's alevel control on the back of
the Townshend tweeter, useful for
matching its performance to avariety
of home audio settings. This control,
actually amultipole selector switch and
aseries of discrete resistors, offers a
choice of seven different electrical sensitivities, from 80 to 110dB/W/m. A
pair of capacitors in-line with the signal
complete the tweeter's very simple, single-pole high-pass filter, the -3dB point
of which is said to be 20kHz (although
there is still some output below even
12kHz). Another capacitor in the system appears to be used for suppressing
clicks when working the selector.

WHAT POSSIBLE USE COULD IOR ANYONE ELSE HAVE
FOR AN AUXILIARY LOUDSPEAKER THAT
EXTENDS AMUSIC SYSTEM'S PERFORMANCE
OUT TO 100KHZ?
more well damped near to its anchor
points than at its center, resulting in
intermodulation distortion if driven
over too wide arange of frequencies
(although, in fairness, that's more or
less true of all panel-type speakers).
Because most of those weaknesses
diminish in direct proportion to the
radiating element's size, ribbon drivers are nicely suited to high-frequency applications.
The Maximum Super Tweeter is
built into astainless-steel case that's polished to amirror finish (titanium is also
available) and measures 2" wide by
125" high and 4" deep. The enclosure is
vented, presumably to maintain amore
or less constant internal pressure (heat
would not seem to be an issue), and the
corrugated ribbon itself is protected by a
neat-looking metal grille. Apeek inside
shows that element to be 0.20" wide
and exactly 1" long, straddled by apair
of rare-earth magnets and their respective pole-pieces, themselves physically
WorldRadioHistory

All the copper in this product,
including the wire in the transformer
and the litz wire in the 1.5m connecting cables supplied with it, is said to be
cryogenically treated, as is the aluminum ribbon itself. The connecting
cables have 4mm banana plugs at one
end and "piggyback" bananas at the
other: Connected as directed, the
Townshend Maximum Super Tweeter
operates in parallel with your fullrange loudspeaker. Cables with spade
connectors are also available.
Old Quad Extension
rm not sure, but Ithink Iwas singled out
to review the Townshend Maximum
Super Tweeter because Iown Quad
electrostatic loudspeakers. Quads are
regarded by some engineers and hobbyists as being comparatively deficient in
high-frequency dispersion, acharacteristic that varies from model to model.
This dispersion shortcoming is most
pronounced in Quad's first loud45

B&W Bowers&Wilkins

Outstanding speakers that don't stand out
The new B&W FPM Series

I il

11

Bowers &Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

www.bwfpm.com

For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
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speaker, the original ESL, making that color, and spatial believability — the as any ribbon, with much the same patmodel the likeliest to benefit from latter by virtue of extra "air" and ambi- tern of dispersion. By contrast, my
Super Tweeting. (It's worth noting ence. We all agreed that singing voices Quad ESL-989s use an annular ring
that the near-mythic Naim FL-1 elec- gained the most in realistic tone and pattern of stators, intended to mimic a
trostatic loudspeaker, which never saw sheer presence, although the three of point source rather than aline source —
the light of day in any commercial us were equally impressed at how the the highest frequencies thus emanate
sense and about which many thou- Super Tweeters enhanced the pres- from asmall area at the center of this
sands of words will someday be writ- ence, and even the apparent dramatic comparatively large loudspeaker.
In other words, the new Quads are as
ten, was essentially aspec'd-out ESL range, of the large orchestral drum in
different from the Townshend tweeters
bass and midrange loudspeaker with a the Elgar recording. At the same time,
ribbon tweeter on top.) So, in addition no one expressed any negatives: for my in their high-frequency dispersion as the
to using the Townshends with my part, although I wondered if the old Quads are simila4 and in attempting
to maximize the perforown Quad ESL-989s, I
mance of the Super
wanted to try them on a
Tweeters — as Iwould
pair of original Quad
with any product submitESLs. Iwas even more
ted for review — Itried a
anxious to hear what a
number of ways to comdyed-in-the- seersucker
pensate for that fact. Of
ESL veteran might
particular note, I tried
think of them, so I
mounting the tweeters in
turned to my friend and
front of the Quad ESLfellow Upstate New
989s, perching them on
Yorker George Stanspeaker stands so that
wick, proprietor of the
their
ribbons were even
audio distribution firm
with the centermost staStanalog — aman who
tors. That merely sounded
has owned and enjoyed
peculiar. Even worse was
Quad ESLs for as long
having the tweeters on
as I've known him. 1
stands at the sides of the
Ibrought the TownsOn aQuad ESL-989, the Super Tweeter's front feet can rest on the recessed portion of
Quads: Inside or outside,
hend
tweeters
to
the speaker's top panel.
the result was audiodde.
George's house for a
The arrangement that
morning of comparisons. Although I'm not familiar with Townshends might also reveal more in worked best, and on which my listening
most of the supporting components in the way of grain or surface noise in that impressions are based, was with the
his system, my goal that day was simply unfamiliar (to me) context, Iheard Townshend tweeters on the tops of the
Quads — rather like the setup at
to hear if and how the Maximum Super nothing of the sort.
Back home on Turkey Buzzard Hill, George's house, but with two refineTweeters changed the sound when
added to his Quad ESLs. To that end, things were mostly the same, albeit with ments: Iused the Quads' adjustable feet
to tip the electrostatic panels back as
George and his associate, Francis
much as possible, thus tilting up their
Milano, went to work setting up the WITH ORIGINAL
own high-frequency dispersion, and I
Townshends. (Francis deserves extra
angled the Maximum Super Tweeters
credit for amounting arrangement that QUADS, THE
downward toward the listeners' ears.
held the tweeters atop the centers of
Iaccomplished that last bit in acouthe main speakers, more or less at ear TWEETERS
ple of different ways: The Quads'
level, while also providing ameasure of
removable top plates incorporate a
immunity from intermodulation effects CONTRIBUTED A
recess of about 0.4" at the front, providfrom the main speakers.)
NEAR-PERFECT DOSE
ing an almost perfectly terraced surface
With the tube amps warmed up and
for the tweeters and their own small,
the tweeters in place, we settled back
OF TEXTURE,
gummy feet (see photo). Also, when lisfor amorning of Dylan and Elgar —
tening with the top plates removed altothe latter represented by aclean copy COLOR, AND SPATIAL
gether (necessary for removing the grilof that magnificent Dream of Gerontius
lecloths, although you can replace the
by Sir Adrian Boult and the New Phil- BELIEVABILITY.
plates when you're done, if you want
hannonia (LP, EMI SIS 987). Without
to), Iset the tweeters flat on the strucputting words in anyone's mouth, it's
safe to say we were all impressed. The afew key distinctions — all apparendy ture beneath, then tilted them downtweeters sounded best with their level related to the fact that my Quads and ward by placing kerfed strips of Spanish
controls turned to 2 or 3 (within a George's are very different things. In the cedar under their rear feet. This also
range of 1-7), at which they con- original ESL, high-frequency propaga- gave the loudspeakers apleasantly peptributed anear-perfect dose of texture, tion, such as it is, is handled by anarrow pery aroma, which may or may not have
strip of acentral diaphragm: Thus, to influenced my listening.
1The suggestion by ahandful of beskirted biddies
the extent that it's capable of dispersing
that audio reviewers must never have audio manufacNew Quad Extension
high-frequency sounds at all, the origiturers as friends is laughable, beneath contempt, and
nal Quad does it in much the same way Ifound that the Townshend Super
ultimately quite sad.
Stereophile, November 2004
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Tweeters could be made to enhance
the performance of newer Quad
speakers, although it's harder to do,
and the improvement isn't quite as dramatic as with older Quads.
First, the Townshend Maximum
Super Tweeters did no apparent harm. I
heard no more hiss or surLce noise than
before, and Iwasn't any more aggrieved
by the noise that was already there. And
while it's true that judicious use of the
Townshend tweeters can enhance the
Quads' spatial performance, the stereo
imaging didn't become fussy or fatiguing. Finally, high-frequency sounds didn't take on any unpleasant colorations or
characteristics: Used sparingly, the
tweeters didn't make the sound hard or
edgy or tiring.
In the case of the ESL-989s in my
225-square-foot listening room, "sparingly" means "with the level controls
set at 4." That may be because my
room is larger than George's, and my
listening seat farther from the speakers.
Or it may have to do with those very
basic technological differences between the old and new Quads.
It may also be related to something
else: different electronics. You can't forget that many amplifiers will perform
very differently into your loudspeaker
load when the Townshend tweeter is a
part of the equation — tube amplifiers
more so than solid-state, and singleended triodes much more so. In light of
that, it's perfectly reasonable to wonder
if the differences I heard between
George's system and mine have more
to do with amps than with speakers.
I'm saying those things not to
muddy the waters — although that's
always fun — but to underscore the
need for ahome audition before committing to this particular purchase.
In any event, the most significant
improvement the Super Tweeters
made to my Quads was, again, a
greater realism in reproducing voices. I
don't even have to consult my listening
notes, because Iremember so well
how much more real Tony Rice's
satiny voice sounded on "Home from
the Forest," from his classic Manzanita
(LP, Rounder 0092), asuperbly recorded album that seems to reveal more of
itself every time Imake areal improvement to my system. Yes, stereo imaging and room sound were handled better with the tweeters, and, yes, the
sense of detail and articulation seemed
more refined. But all that paled in
comparison to the wonderful gains in
vocal realism.

Looking beyond the
performance consideration, the Townshend
Maximum
Super
Tweeter seems competently designed, and
is certainly well made.
Ihave to admit that I
simply liked the tweeters as hardware, inasmuch as they have just
the sort of size, heft,
and polish that appeals
to me. They look cool,
and they're fun to
hold. Hey, I'm 50 years
old and have two college degrees and a
spotless credit record, I
don't believe in UFOs
or aliens, and Idon't
read Isaac Asimov or
The Super Tweeter's guts, exposed.
Harry Potter stories—
but even Ifind it hard
to pick up one of these neat little devices
the Murata tweeters' resonant fre9uenwithout bringing it close to my lips and
cy lies above their upper cutoff — at
saying, "Beam me up, Scotty: It sucks
about 103kHz. Murata is distributed in
down here."
the US by True Sound of Campbell,
Incidentally, if you think this sort of California (www.tsound.com).
thing might improve your system, there
Having now heard the Quad
are two other companies Iknow of that ESL/Townshend Maximum Super
make supertweeters— although Towns- Tweeter combination, Idon't think I
hend is the only reputable company that could own and enjoy the former without
also owning the latter. In that context,
and with respect to Messrs. Stanwick and
THE TOWNSHENDS'
Milano, taking the Townshends away
made the sound dull and constricted in a
IMPROVEMENT ISN'T
manner that, afterward, didn't seem to
QUITE AS DRAMATIC
"correct" itself over time — whereas,
with my larger Quad ESL-989s,
AS WITH OLDER QUADS.
although the tweeters' sudden absence
was initially disappointing, Ifound that I
got over it with greater ease. (Actually, I'd
presently makes an add-on ribbon.
probably buy the Townshends for my
First is the English firm Tannoy,
own use if Ihadn't already bought anew
whose ST50 Super Tweeter is an aluamp this year, and didn't plan on buying
minum dome tweeter of the usual sort,
new kitchen cabinets before the year is
mounted in an ovoid, die-cast encloover.) Owners of other insufficiently
sure. Its lower frequency is adjustable
tweety loudspeakers, including but not
to 14, 16, or 18kHz, and its upper limited to Magnepans, Staxes, Acoustats,
and de-whizzered Lowthers (think
range extends out to 54kHz. US hobbyists can find Tannoy/TGI North ahead, think ahead), should also investiAmerica on the information supergate the supertweeter genre and, in parhighway at www.tannoyna.com.
ticular, give the Townshend Maximum
Second is Murata, who make two
Super Tweeters aserious spin.
models: the ES103/AB and the ES105.
The former is ahemispherical ceramic The Amazing Arde
piezoelectric tweeter with aclaimed Robert Zimmerman, Gordon Sumner,
response of 15-100kHz, supplied in a Reiner Frigyes, Roberta Joan Andercylindrical die-cast enclosure of zinc
son, and Bill Harlderoad2 all discarded
alloy. The ES103/AB is pretty much the names they were born with in
the same thing in adifferently styled
enclosure, integral to which is amicro- 2Aka Bob Dylan, Sting, Fritz Reiner, Joni Mitchell,
phone stand mounting. Interestingly, and Z,00t Horn Rollo, respectively.
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favor of newer, better ones, as their
performing careers took off. Now we
can add another name to the list: Randall Zwinge. Think of Zwinge as a
brass player: He toots the same horn
over and over, desperately hoping that
the audience will notice him instead of
the other performers on the stage.
Zwinge is an illusionist — aselfdescribed liar and con artist — who discovered early in his career that he
could make more money by debunking the work of other illusionists. So he
reinvented himself as James Randi and
hit the road as — get ready for it — The
Amazing Randi.
In one of those lucky-for-us-butunlucky-for-him twists of fate, the bottom pretty much fell out of the
debunking industry, and Mr. Zwinge
came to realize that only a steady
stream of publicity would ensure his
continued income. So Zwinge the
showman has been forced to hit the
rhetorical road, as it were, moving from
town to town, looking for new stones
to overturn. Perhaps unsurprisingly, he
has stumbled on our little world.
I'll spare you the details of the latest
yawn-inducing and intellectually dishonest "Randi Challenge" — anyone
who's ever heard of Sha.kti Stones can
probably guess what it involves? My
point in writing this is to issue ataunt of
my own, which Ihereby dub "The Artie
Challenge." Iwill personally give Randall Zwinge ahundred billion zillion
dollars of my own money if he can
answer two questions to my satisfaction:
1) Why is it that atough-minded
seeker of the truth fmds it necessary to
change his name?
2) When he signs his name as
"Randi," does he dot the "i" or draw a
little heart over it?
Answers may be submitted to me via
e-mail only, care of John Atkinson@Pri
mediamags.com. Thank you.
3 Something Ifind amazing about the Amazing
Randi is that for such athorough skeptic, he does not
take care to get his facts straight In discussing this
magazine at www.randi.orgjr/03-23-2001.hainl, for
example, Randi writes that "The 'Tate Clock,' aregular RaclioShack digital clock treated with liquid nitrogen and a"secret process" to align electrons in the
power supply (1) is only one of the products it tested
and approved..." Let me see: the "Tate" clock is actually the "Tice" clock; while George Tice never let on
what he did to the clock (if anything), it wasn't treating
it with liquid nitrogen; and while we did test the Tice
Clock, far from "approving" it, Stereophilds coverage —
see www.stereophile.com/accessoryreviews/784 —
was sufficiently negative that Tice canceled all of its
advertising and ran ads instead in that then-bastion of
audio respectability, Audio magazine. For my own attitude to such things as the Tice Clock and the Peter
Belt devices, see the March 1991 "As We See It,"
reprinted at http://www.stereophile.coreaswe
seeit/787.
Stereophile, November 2004
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Tempo
Tempo moved the world
1932 Lange runs: The air-propeller pushed
railcar "Schienenzeppelin" set aworld speed
record of 230 km/h or 142.9 mph on the
route Berlin-Hamburg, arecord that stood
for 20 years before being topped in 1955.
1937 Behold: Riding afamous shaftdriven BMW twin-cylinder Boxer engine,
Ernst Henne set anew motorcycle world
record of 279.5 km/h or 174.7 mph in
Munich.
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Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager, the
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the finest in affordable\Aibc
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800.510.4753 Mon. -Thur. 8-5:30

Fn. 8-5 (PST)

P.O. 80X 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowavescaolcom

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
CO =Ma
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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outside USA:
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Our customers say...

"WOW"

The critics say...

"...the finest value that Ihave ever
encountered in high-end audio."
Paul Bolin, Stereophile Magazine
January, 2004

"...the finest in-walls
11 I
've ever heard"
Darryl Wilkinson, Home Theater Magazine
May, 2003

Gen
AWARD
CEDIA

Audition our award winning designs and experience the "WOW" for yourself at an
authorized Legacy Dealer. Call: 1800 283-4644 for the location nearest you.
à
Legacy Audio, Macungie, PA,
USA 1 800 283-4644, www.legacy-audio.com
WorldRadioHistory
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John Marks

The \orah Jones SACD, Denon, and Vagnepan

1)

erhaps Ifirst should have
consulted my horoscope in
the local newspaper. But I
can't imagine what it could
have said that might have
warned me off. So, in blissful
ignorance, Iwent to the local big-box
consumer-electronics chain retailer and
laid down my lettuce. Ithought Iwas
buying the SACD version of Norah
Jones' Come Away With Me
(Blue Note 541472 8), but,
by the end of the affair, Ifelt
I'd gotten The Royal Scam. 1
Iwent out and bought the
Come Away With Me SACD
because I wanted a wellenough-recorded and very
musically listenable pop
album to use in evaluating
SACD players, to go along
with the handful of classical
and world-music DSDnative SACDs Iown. Not
being aware of any DSDnative pop or rock SACDs, I
thought that Come Away
With Me would fill the bill
nicely, as I was already
familiar with its "Red Book"
CD release.
Problem was, when Igot it
home and played it, Ihad to
check to make sure the SACD
player (Denon's DVD-2900, more
about which below) was reading the
SACD two-channel layer and not the
"Red Book" layer. Hurl. Didn't sound
very different. Indeed, the CD layer,
played back with full upconversion on
Esoteric's D70/P70 combination,
sounded slightly better than the SACD
two-channel layer played back on the
Denon. Leaving all other issues aside,
this did not unduly surprise me, given
that the Esoteric combo partners an
exceptional transport with a very
sophisticated DAC, and costs 14 times
what the Denon does.
But turning to the issue at hand, the
INot to imply for amoment that it would not be
very worthwhile to have aDSD remastering, directly
from the original analog master tape, of one of Steely
Dan's near-masterpieces. For my money, the only
indisputable masterpiece in the world-weary catalog is
Aja, with Katy Lied aclose second.
Stereophde, November 2004

only rational explanation Icould imagine for the essential sonic dead heat
between the two formats was if the
original session tracks had been laid
down using ProTools or some other
digital software, and with the resolution set at 48 or even 44.1kHz. In this
scenario, the only differences would be
attributable to the format-conversion
software or hardware used to author

the SACD, vs the Esoteric's onboard
processing of the "Red Book" data. If
that were the case, then the raison
d'être of Come Away With Me's SACD
release really was the surround-sound
remix (which Idid not listen to) and
not much else.
Ithen made several low-key and
nonconfrontational inquiries. Travis
McGee or Sam Spade would have
been proud. Nick Charles, though,
likely would have sneered. The facts,
as related both to me and to John
Atkinson, from multiple sources, were
disappointing, exasperating, and even
abit maddening.
Iwas told that the Come Away With
Me sessions were all analog, with 24
tracks laid down on 2" analog tape, and
mixed down to 1/2" analog two-track.
But for reasons — or total lack of reason — no one volunteered to explain to
WorldRadioHistory

me, when it came time to create the
high-resolution data file for the
SACD's two-channel layer, someone
ran the 16-bit/44.1kHz "Red Book"
CD data through aDSD format converter, instead of going back to the
two-channel analog tape and making a
fresh DSD transfer. The differences, of
course, being that the analog original
had had its high frequencies above
22kHz knocked off by an
anti-aliasing filter in the "Red
Book" transfer, as well as
having its resolution limited
to amaximum of 16 bits.
To say Iwas aghast would
be an understatement. In
terms of the economic feasibility of doing things properly, we aren't talking about
one of my own quixotic
chamber-music recordings
here, we're talking about an
album that was recorded on
a comparative shoestring,
and which has already sold
about eight million copies
worldwide. 2 It's not as
though another five thousand bucks — maximum —
to make afresh DSD transfer from the original analog
two-channel mix tape would
have broken the bank. I'd bet
you $5 that Blue Note has spent far
more in asingle month advertising this
SACD in the audio and lifestyle magazines than it would have cost to make
anew transfer to DSD direct from the
analog tape. With friends like this,
SACD doesn't need enemies.3
As Isee it, this situation presents two
2A shoestring compared to, for example, Michael
Jackson's Invincible, which cost multiple millions of
dollars to record; some estimates ran as high as
$20-$30 million, while Sony's total outlay for production and promotion was reported at $55 million.
3My friend Bob Saglio and Ishared abottle of Merlot at Bob's place with afamous mastering engineer
who told us that he recently had had arecord-label
client decline to pay for an analog-to-DSD transfer
because "it wasn't necessary." Ican imagine someone
having to take ajob at ahardware store or asupermarket or restaurant or anywhere else out of necessity, not
having any real insight into or feeling for tools or food
or whatever, and just trying to get through the workweek. But for the love of God, Montressor — how do
such people end up in positions of authority in the
music business?
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"Holographic.
Absolutely Hologr ap
John Atkinson
Ecitor, Stereophift
-1E2004 Show

The new Innersound Kaya Reference
electrostatic loudspeaker utilizes our
revolutionary UltraStar flat panel to
reproduce sound in your stereo or
multi-channel system that is detailed
& transparent like no other speaker.
To experience Kaya Reference & its
smaller sibling Kachina recreate the
original event with total "holographic"
precision, please contact innersound
for the name of a dealer nearest you.
L_oc -.K.

Listen. Believe.

innersoun
720.210.1925
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yet has great economy of gesture. Joan
ences specifying that certain features
and the Bells packs awallop far out of
that might be considered unnecessary
proportion to its 20-minute length.
for music playback (such as video out,
Definitely worth investigating!
or even the LCD front display panel) be
The overall sonic impressions Igarpowered down. Be advised, however,
that if you forget that aPure Direct nered over weeks of listening were that
the DVD-2900 is articulate without
mode that defeats video out has been
being "analytical," that in terms of timselected, and you then attempt to use
bre it falls on the side of accuracy rather
the
remote
control
and
the
than romanticism, and that its bass peron(video)screen menus to change an
formance was energetic but well conaudio playback parameter, much frustrolled. If one were listening noncriticaltration will result!
Other features that may or may not ly and at lower volumes, one would not
be relevant to your particular circum- immediately be able to tell that one was
stances include digital bass manage- not hearing aplayer costing many times
the DVD-2900's price. However, comment for both DVD-A and SACD, virtual surround sound from two speakers pared in critical listening head to head
Denon DVD 2900 DVD player
with the top-rung Esoteric D70/P70
Denon's DVD-2900 is more than just a (I didn't even try it), and parts of the
combination, it did become apparent
progressive-scan
DVD
player disc-loading mechanism's having been
that the $1000 Denon, as good as it is,
coated with avibration-resistant "pro(www.usa.denon.com). It plays all
fell short of the state of the art in terms
tein material." Soylent Green, perhaps?
video sound and music audio formats,
of retrieval of ambiance
including DTS, SACD,
and low-level detail, paland DVD-Audio — even
pability of soundstage,
MP3 — and can display
and continuousness of
video stills from Kodak
musical flow. But so
picture discs. Nifty. It's a
would just about everysubstantial unit, weighing
thing.
about 20 lbs, and is very
Iasked for areview
well built. The default
sample of the DVDcolor for its brushed-finish
2900 because its audio
metalwork case appears to
The "articulate" Denon DVD-2900 DVD player.
capabilities, at least on
be black, with silver availpaper, seemed promisable as ano-cost option.
ing at the price. Ialso
The DVD-2900 is simiThe disc-loading system is conven- wanted to compare it with my previous
lar to the model one step down, the
experience with Marantz's SA-8260
DVD-2200, but costs roughly half tional, but table-of-contents loadup and
CD/SACD-only player, which at the
track-access times are abit on the slow
again as much: $999 vs $629. In the
side. One peculiarity is that you don't time Iconsidered to have exceptional
case of the DVD-2900, the extra
sound at roughly the same price. (I
money seems to have gone just about seem to be able to use the front-panel
"next track" button to page through a wrote about the Marantz SA-8260 in
entirely into the audio sections. Of parCD's tracks unless Play has already the November 2002 "The Fifth Eleticular interest is its pairing of Sony's
been pushed. Apart from these minor ment.") The short answer is that both
CXD-2753 second-generation DSD
are excellent; which one you pick will
quibbles, the DVD-2900 performed its
decoder with Denon-designed, Burrdepend largely on your circumstances.
tasks without fuss or complaint.
Brown-manufactured 24-bit/192kHz
DSD-1790 Audio DACs, which
Denon claims convert PCM and DSD
The Denon DVD-2900 is articulate without
signals discretely, with no downconversion of DSD. Ever since the days when
being "analytical."
Enlightened Audio Designs was a
major player in high-end digital playWithout question, judged by allPlaying high-quality CDs and
back, Ihave always been well disposed
around functionality and performance,
SACDs through the DVD-2900
toward Burr-Brown's DAC chips.
the Denon DVD-2900 is abargain. Its
revealed it to be apoised and articulate
One of the Denon's welcome feaaudio performance, both "Red Book"
sonic performer. It projected avery
tures is afront-panel button that toggles
and SACD, is very, very good, and it
SACD playback mode (indicated by a good sense of musical momentum,
especially in such dramatically scaled offers the added benefits of not only
pilot light) among CD, two-channel
superb video picture quality from
works as Gordon Getty's electrifying
SACD, and multichannel SACD. The
DVDs, but also the flexibility that
cantata about Joan of Arc's last days,
default SACD playback choice can be
comes from being able to navigate laychanged by use of the remote control Joan and the Bells, paired with
ers of setup menus using your video
Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet Suite 2,
and menus displayed on your video
display. Although both the Marantz
conducted by Alexander Vedernikov
monitor, but that front-panel button is
with the Russian National Orchestra SA-8260 and the Denon DVD-2900
nice to have. Furthermore, the '2900
(PentaTone Classics SACD 5186 017). play back multichannel SACDs, the
features two programmable Pure Direct
Denon's edge in matters such as bass
Getty's style is propulsively cinematic,
modes, by which users can save prefer-

opportunities. The first opportunity is
for Blue Note to admit that ashortsighted decision slipped past the chain
of command, to do afresh transfer
from the original analog tape to DSD,
to reissue the SACD, and to offer anyone who bought the "glorified CD"
SACD version afree copy if they mail
Blue Note their old SACD. That
would be the right thing to do. The
other opportunity would be for an
entrepreneur to license the analog
master from Blue Note and to offer his
or her own direct-from-analog twochannel SACD.

Stereophile, November 2004
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management should make it especially
attractive if you listen to alot of surround music; that it also plays DVD-A
will make it aforgone purchase decision for most.
However, if you do not plan to use
the DVD-2900 to watch movies or
music videos, and if DVD-A's offerings have not yet tempted you — in

ELEMEN1

other words, if you're going to use a SA-14, at nearly three times tie price,
sounds perhaps half again as good, and
player just to play SACDs and CDs in
that the SA-8260's default SACD
atwo-channel music system — then
playback choice of "Surround" cannot
it's entirely possible that the Marantz's
be reprogrammed.
slight edge in tonal lushness, and/or
Ishould think that Denon's DVDthe fact that it has aheadphone jack
2900 would be awonderful, cost-justiand the Denon does not, will win you
fied upgrade for someone whose CD
over. My only quibbles about the SAplayer is getting on, by which Imean
8260 remain that its stahlemate the

"Cold Cold Heart" SACD

W Com"e Away With Me, Ihad just bought the SACD from
hen John Marks told me about his experience with

Acoustic Sounds. Ialready had the CD, so Icompared the two
using aMusical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD player. John was correct, if there was adifference between the CD and the two channel SACD, it was beyond my ability to discern. Itherefore
examined the data on the two discs, using the Adobe Audition
program running on aPC. Iripped the audio data for "Cold
Cold Heart" from the CD using Exact Audio Copy
(www.exactaudiocopy.de) and upsampled it to a24-bit file

1111 111111111111WymillifelF11

11111eIrriummirrffli
Fig.1"Cola Cold Heart," SACD version, waveform of entire trazK (20%
modulation/vertical div., left channel top).

sampled at 96kHz. SACD players, of course, don't allow access
to the raw DSD data on adisc, so Idigitized the Musical
Fidelity's analog output using aMetric Halo Mobile 10 2882
AID converter connected to my PowerBook with aFireWire
link. Iran the MIO 2882 at 96kHz sampling and 24-bit depth,
and Iused Bias Peak 4.0 to create an uncompressed two-channel AIFF file.
Ihad under-recorded the transfer from the SACD version
of "Cold Cold Heart" by 3dI3 or so, to make sure Ididn't clip
any peaks, so the first thing to do was to normalize this version
to the peak level of the CD data. Fig.1 shows the overall waveform ofthe two-channel SACD version of the track: it peaks at
-0.75dB with an average IIIVIS level of -16.5dB (both figures
the average of the two channels). These are both commendably low by modern standards, and as the waveform graph
shows, there is agreat deal of dynamic light and shade. (For a
had example, sec the graphs at
www.stcreophile.com/news/11649, which show asimilar
analysis of the CD layer on the 30th anniversary reissue of
Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon.)
The waveform of the CD version of the same song was
identical, as were the peak and RMS levels and the overall statistics of the data files. Iturned to the frequency domain. Fig2
shows an EFT-derived peak spectrum of the CD version of the
song's data (the top of the graph is OdBFS, the bottom
-140dBFS). The spectrum is typical for acoustic instruments,
Stereophile, November 2004

with most of the
energy concentrated in the midrange,
with asmooth,
consistent rolloff
apparent in the treble (other than a
slight amount of
extra energy concentrated between
8and 10kHz). The
bass also rolls off
below 55Hz. As is
always the case
with aPCM
Fig.? "Cold Cold Heart' CD version, 5pect14
recording, there is
content of entire track (101-1z-48kHi..
frequency scale, 12dB/vertical div., I
no content above
channel blue, right channel red) half the sample
rate, le, 22.05kHz
in the case of the
CD data shown
11111111111111111111111311
here.
111111111111131111
For comparison,
"11111111111111M11
fig3 shows the
'
911111111111•11
spectrum of the
ran
SACD-derived
data. From 10Hz to
20Id-lz, this graph is
identical to fig2.
Identical. The only
difference is the
presence of random
noise above
22.05kHz, this
Fig.3 told Cold Heart" SACO version, spectral
increasing with frecontent of entire track (I0Hz-48kHz
quency. This noise
frequency scale, 12dB/vertical div., left
channel blue, right channel red).
results from the
aggressive noiseshaping that is fundamental t» DSI) encoding — see
ww.stereophile.comifeatures/374/mdcxthanl — and is irrelevant
to the recording's audioband content.
As far as Iam concernecL John Marks is correct. QM is also
correct about Aja, of couise. though Iwould replace Katy Lied
with Gaucho.) The two-channel version of the music on the
Conte Away With Me SACD must indeed have been produced
by running the resolution-limited and bandwidth-limited CD
data through aDSI) converter. Iam equally sure that Blue
Note will:point to the fact that the multichannel mix on this
SACD justifies its release, and Ihave no argument with that.
But given that almost all audiophiles who buy this SACI) will
be listening to the two-channel tracks, that is cold comfort.
—John Atkinson
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older than five to ten years (on asliding
scale, depending on how good the
player was when first purchased), and
who wants to be future-proof as far as
audio format choices go — at least for
the foreseeable future.
Magnepan MMG
loudspeaker
Magneplanar's entry-level panel speaker, the MMG, is closely related to the
Minnesota company's wallmounted MGMC1 panel and
its center-channel cousin, the
CC3. Kal Rubinson enthusiastically wrote up this surroundsound system in his December
2003 "Music in the Round" column (www.stereophile.com/
musicintheround/12 03
round), so Iobtained review
samples of the two-channel
MMG. Available only factorydirect
(www.magneplanar.
com), a two-channel pair of
MMGs goes for $550, with a
60-day money-back guarantee.
If that's not attractive enough: If,
within ayear, you trade up at a
Magneplanar dealer, you get
some or all of what you paid for
the MMGs off the price of the
new ones.
The cleverness of Magneplanar's "guerilla marketing"
aside, there is much to like
about the MMG. It is the most costeffective way to get many of the benefits of Magneplanar's more expensive
panel speakers. The MMG goes surprisingly deep — the manufacturer
claims that it has the surface area of
nine 8" drivers. While there is an
aspect of apples and oranges in that
one, there is also akernel of truth. It
can also play quite loudly.
The most attractive aspect, however,
is the coherence with which two
MMGs render musical timbres and
instrumental images. If Ihad to sum up
their pros and cons in one sentence, it
would be that the MMG is more tonally coherent than anything else Iam
aware of at its price; but it is also somewhat veiled, compared either to similarly priced, higher-resolution box
speakers or to its more expensive stablemates in the Magneplanar line.
There being no free lunch, the sameprice-tier box speakers that outpoint
the MMG in resolution probably will
not be as coherent.
Anyway, alittle veiling is sometimes
good for one's blood pressure. Listen-
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ing to Norah Jones' Come Away With
Me SACD through the MMGs, it
sounded really quite pleasant in anondemanding, cocktail-hour kind of way.
However, switching over to the highresolution (and 24 times more expensive) Wilson Benesch ACTs, the
unnatural coloration of Jones' vocal
mike (which John Atkinson had
warned me about) hit me right
between the eyes.

best when held straight up. Were Ito
buy apair, I'd probably build simple
box-like stands to raise them about a
foot off the floor, and hold them
plumb upright.
The MMG is aclever and completely thought-out product that represents
real value for money. The owner's
manual, by the way, is exemplaty, especially concerning setup. Bravo.

Harman/Kardon HK
3480 stereo receiver
Driving the $550/pair Magneplanar MMGs with Jeff
Rowland's $14,800 Model
302 amplifier was an exercise
in absurdity, but apleasant
one. Back here on earth, I
paired the MMGs with Harman/Kardon's HK 3480
stereo receiver ($449, www.
harmankardon.com).
The
remote-controlled 3480 has a
phono stage, and is one of the
few two-channel receivers
still available out there; most
other mass-market manufacturers now make only hometheater receivers.
From southern Rhode
Island, the HK 3480 brought
in Boston FM stations using
only a wire-dipole antenna.
The 3480's 120Wpc output
makes it agood pairing with
My only caveat to potential MMG the MMGs' 86dB efficiency and 4
buyers is that the speaker's vertical
ohm load. It drove the MMGs to
dispersion is sharply limited, so the
room-filling volumes with respectable
quality of its treble changes noticebass on organ pedals, always perably when you stand up. The MMG
forming fusslessly. Add an entry-level
CD player and you have a dormroom/vacation-home system that
THE MMG IS MORE
punches way above its weight class,
costing less than $1000. By the way, it
TONALLY COHERENT
was Dr. Sidney Harman who invented
the (monophonic) receiver, a little
THAN ANYTHING ELSE
more than 50 years ago.
News flash: Ihave just begun listenIAM AWARE OF AT ITS
ing to the new Esoteric X-01 one-box
SACD/CD player ($13,000). Take all
PRICE; BUT IT IS ALSO
the things Isaid about the Red-Book
CD playback of the Esoteric D70/P70
SOMEWHAT VEILED.
combination (July 2003, www.stereo
phde.com/digitalsourcereviews/886),
and intensify them abit. Effortless and
is a sweet-spot speaker, although
lustrous musical communication with
more in the vertical sense. If you do a an abundance of detail, but no pealtilot of listening from another room,
ness or fatigue. Either Iwill cover it in
or while going back and forth, the
depth later on, or Iwill prevail upon JA
MMG might not suit you. Related to
to assign it for afull review. In the
this, Iliked it better in the more
meantime, do try to hear it!
nearly vertical of the two positions its
Questions or comments: jmrcds@jmr
"kickstand" provides, and liked it cds.com.
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THE ROUND
Kalman Rubinson

F

., or months now, I've been
beating the drum for fullrange center-channel speakers, to reproduce recordings
with atrue center-channel
signal. There are many reasons for this.
First, if you have arefrigerator-sized,
big-screen TV in the middle, there's no
way your main L/R pair can create decent centerfill without help (and even
then, don't expect much).
Second, even without that monster in
the middle, redistributing the center
channel to the left and right speakers will,
of necessity, introduce phase problems
that can't be corrected with level adjustments or speaker repositioning.
Third, to achieve acontinuity of spectral balance across the front, the centerchannel speaker needs to speak with the
same voice as the L/Rs, and no dedicated
center-channel design can do better than
agood imitation, with or without aTV
in the way. Even an identical sibling of
the main speakers will still have asmall
harmonic imbalance, due simply to the
unique position of the center speaker —
but that's nowhere near as great as with
dissimilar speakers.
The only way for me to get as uncompromised an audio setup as possible was
to give my TV the old heave-ho. So I
popped for anew wall-mounted Fujitsu
50" plasma display and cleared the way
for acenter speaker. To make the video
stuff as unobtrusive as possible, the guys
from Sound Ideas, in Armonk, New
York, installed apair of Panamax 3-Bay
Max In-Wall cable panels (www.Pana
max.com/products.cfm): one behind
the display, the other behind my equipment rack. Between those boxes, all of
my AudioQuest/CinemaQuest signal
and power cables ran inside the wall.
The Panamaxes also provide surge protection for each of the signal lines.
To enhance the performance of all
the audio and video equipment, dedicated AC power was taken from the
breaker box via JPS Labs' 10-gauge
Power AC In-Wall cable (wwwjps
labs.com) to Wattgate 381 receptacles
(www.wattgate.com). And to protect
my investments, Iadded aBrickWall
PW8R15-AUD series-mode surge proStereophile, November 2004

Center Channel Again!
RCA's 3-Channel SACDs
tector and filter (www.pricewheeler.
com/prod8r.htm.

converters with no additional equalization or signal processing, in order to
ensure close fidelity to the original proRCA Living Stereo on
ducers' intents. The only exception to
three-channel SACD
those direct transfers was for short segFinally, the decks were cleared for a ments where old tape edits had detached
third Paradigm Studio/60 front loudsome oxide, thus creating briefdropouts.
speaker — in the center.' Icarefully John Newton told me that in these cases,
repositioned the three fronts in astrictly identical segments from an unedited "B"
symmetrical array: all speakers equi(backup) master tape were substituted
distant from the listening position.
in the DSD domain.
Now, how best to prove to myself (and
Here's the neatest part: Many ofthese
to you) that all this cost and effort were
revered Living Stereo recordings were
worth it? Sure, 5.1-, 5.0-, and 4.0-channel
originally made as three-channel recordrecordings sounded better balanced and ings, mixed down to two for commermore seamless across the front—but I cial release. The SACDs will carry the
needed atest that would provide asharp
original three-channel recordings,
and definite contrast between two chan- where available, on their multichannel
nels and three. It came fast.
tracks. If the production master is two-

IDON'T HAVE TO TELL YOU HOW PRIZED AND
RESPECTED RCA'S LIVING STEREO RECORDINGS
HAVE BEEN.
Late this summer, BMG Classics
announced the fall release on SACD of
remasterings of 20 original RCA Living Stereo albums. Idon't have to tell
you how prized and respected these
recordings have been, from their first
release on LSC vinyl half acentury ago
to their various incarnations on CD,
including JVC's XRCD productions
and vinyl reissues by Classic, Chesky,
Mobile Fidelity, and other labels. These
recordings' musical and audiophile significance are rivaled only by the contemporaneous
Mercury
Living
Presence series, which themselves are
due to be released soon as three-channel hybrid SACDs — see www.stereo
phile.com/news/081604mercury.
The remastering was done in Boston
at Soundmirror byJohn Newton, Philip
Nedel, and Mark Donahue. Transcription from the original master tapes was
on acustomized Studer A80 VU transport (with five-channel Aria Reference
electronics and two- and three-track
head blocks) directly to DSD by dCS
IIwill be reporting on the Paradigms in the December Stereophile.
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channel, the SACD will have atwochannel DSD track derived directly from
it, along with aCD-compatible (16bit/44.1kHz) PCM track taken from the
DSD transfer. If the production master
is three-channel, the SACD will contain
the direct transfer of that on its multichannel DSD track, a3:2 tnixdown on
the stereo DSD track, and a16/44.1 twochannel track, taken from the latter, on
the hybrid layer. Whew!
Vindication for all
So eager was Ito hear the Living Stereo
SACDs that I hounded BMG for
advance copies, and Stereophile was
rewarded with aset of check discs of the
first 10 releases (see sidebar, "Recordings In the Round"). Because Ididn't
have that list of which discs were made
from three-channel masters, Ipopped
them, one by one, into my Sony SCDXA777ES SACD player, to see how
many would light up the player's multichannel indicator. Despite its later
appearance onBMG's list of"two-channel" masters, the Sony recognized as
multichannel Jascha Heifetz's recording of the Beethoven and Mendelssohn
59
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violin concertos, and Fritz Reiner's of
Bartók's Concerto for Orchestra. Ithen
gathered up al110 discs, along with some
earlier editions of the same recordings,
both CD and XRCD, and took them
all off to my multichannel system.
Ihad, with uncharacteristic self-control, planned to pair each Living Stereo
SACD with an earlier CD version and
to listen first to the CD, then switch to
the SACD and listen first to the new twochannel CD track, then the DSD twochannel track, and finally to the
three-channel DSD track.2My sed-control lasted only through the second disc
(Van Cliburn).JVC's XRCD24 version
(IM-XR24004) of this has brilliantly
clear, punchy sound with good lateral
soundstaging and decent depth. Like
most XRCDs in my experience, it's abit
forward, but other than that, it was quite

similar to the SACD's "Red Book" layer.
Idoubt ifthe XRCD was more detailed,
although its more brilliant balance
inclined me to infer just that.
Moving on to the two-channel DSD
track, Ifound it as meticulous as the
XRCD, but with amore relaxed tonal

IN THREE CHANNELS, THE ORCHESTRA'S
BREADTH AND DEPTH WERE GREATER...
balance and aslightly more distant perspective. The three-channel track, however, was killer, and significantly better
than the other three options. In three
channels, the orchestra's breadth and
depth were greater, with no diminution
of centerfill. In fact, individual instruments were much more localizable in

•
RCA Living Stereo on SACD
Three-Channel SACD/Two-Channel SACD/TwoChannel CD
A HI-FI SPECTACULAR
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony 3, "Organ"
DEBUSSY:
La Mer
IBERT:
Escales
Charles
Munch,
Boston
Symphony
Orchestra
BMG Classics
8287661387
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1
RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto 2*
Van Cliburn, piano; Kiril Kondrashin, RCA Symphony Orchestra; Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra'
BMG Classics 8287-661392
MUSSORGSKY' Pictures at an Exhibition, Night
On Bald Mountain

both dimensions. Coupled to that was a
surprising solidity in the piano, here
afforded the advantage ofbeing the focus
of the center channel. That said, the
piano was not recorded in mono —
indeed, switching out the center channel left the piano only slightly but still

LEONTYNE PRICE: Verdi & Puccini Opera Arias
Leontyne Price, soprano
BMG Classics 8287-661395
CHOPIN: Ballades
Artur Rubinstein, piano
BMG Classics 8287-661396
Two-Channel SACD/2-Channel CD
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé
Charles Munch, Boston Symphony Orch.
BMG Classics 8287-661388
S7RAUSS IN HIGH FIDELITY
Also sprach Zarathustra, Ein Heidenleben
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
BMG Classics 8287-661389
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra, Music
for Strings, Percussion & Celesta, Hungarian Sketches
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
BMG Classics 8287-661390
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e
lascha Heifetz, violin; Charles Munch, Boston Symphony Orchestra
BMG Classics 8287-661391
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6, "Pathetique"
Pierre Monteux, Boston Symphony Orchestra
BMG Classics 8287-661397

LIVING

STEREO

-

Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
BMG Classics 8287-661394

noticeably reduced in weight and powe r.
Alternatively, the piano maintained its
presence when only the center channel
was played, but lost much of the supportive ambience.
The three-channel track of Clibum's
performance of Tchaikovsky's Piano
Concerto 1and Raclunaninoff's Concerto 2were so remarkably more revealing and satisfying that Itelescoped my
listening plans: Ionly sampled the twochannel alternatives, then, as quickly as I
could, reveled in the three-channel tracks.
Jumping next to A Hi-Fi Spectacular,
aka Charles Munch and the Boston
Symphony performing Saint-Saëns'
Symphony 3, "Organ," and works by
Debussy and Ibert, Iwas even more
impressed. Again, the three-channel
track had aslightly more distant orchestral sound than on earlier versions, but
its depth distinctions were excellent.
Remarkably, the soundstage width was
much greater; high-frequency sounds,
such as the ffcymbals, were smoother
and more realistic without losing their
edge, and the overall weight and
integrity of the orchestra approached
that of the best modem discrete multichannel recordings. The organ was simply monstrous, in the best possible way.
Sure, three channels means a50%
increase in bass drivers, but my three
Studio/60s have only six 6.5" woofers
among them, so that doesn't tell the
whole story. Icould take any ofthe twochannel versions and set the Outlaw
ICBM to have the Paradigm Servo-15
subwoofer double the main speakers in
2 Inever thought I'd be discussing vinyl in this col-

umn —I sold my SQ decoder some years ago.
Nonetheless, it seemed appropriate to compare
some of these releases with their LP ancestors. Of
the three selections Ipulled front the st rks, it was
apparent that the two-channel SACDs had preserved
the LPs' general tonal properties and soundstage
spaces. If anything, the SACDs were alittle less brilliant than the LPs Ihad (Cliburn/Raclunaninoff,
LSC 2601; Heifetz/Beethoven, LSC 1992). However, the margin was so small that the difference on
the Reiner/Bartók Concerto was notable with my
1S/IS pressing of LSC-2374 —but the two-channel
SACD sounded like adead-on done of my 2S/2S
pressing. Ileave the rest to those with amore abiding
interest in vinyl.
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the sub-40Hz range —that only made
it louder, and not as discrete and defined.
What Ithink the three-channel recording demonstrated was that one cannot
simply mix the center-charmel feed with
other differently spaced signals without
creating some degree of phase cancellation, and that the effect is most noticeable in the bass. Bass nut that Iam, Ialso
fed the low bass, from the center channel only, to the Servo-15 and, with alittle bit of trimming, achieved a
low-frequency epiphany while sacrificing nothing from the main channels.
One after the other, each Living Stereo
SACD demonstrated the same hierarchy
of preference. But when Iwent through
each recording —from XRCD to CD
layer to two-channel DSD to three-channel DSD —there were some surprises.
The expected improvement in the presence and firmness of Heifetz's violin in
the Beethoven concerto seemed lacking.
The Denon DV-5900 universal player
indicated "5.1," which it does whenever
itplays amultichannel track, though none
of these SACDs includes asurround or
LFE signal. Putting my ear to the center
speaker, Iheard only avery-low-level
hiss/buzz. Ofcourse,BMG'spressrelease

said this one was only in two channels;
still, this was athree-channel track. The
answer is thatthe Mendelssolm Concerto
on the same disc is in three channels, and
most gloriously so. Not since the mono
LP of Vitali's Chaconne have Ibeen so
knocked out by the slashing clarity of
Heifetz's Guarnerius del Gesu violin.

I[SKIPPED]... TO THE
MULTICHANNEL
TRACK ON EACH DISC TO
SEE IF IT WAS IN THREE OR
TWO CHANNELS.
Isoon found myself skipping directly
to the multichannel track on each disc
and testing to see ifit was in three or two
channels. As with the Heifetz disc, the
results varied from selection to selection.
For example, the sainted Reiner/CSO
performance of Bartók's Concerto for
Orchestra is two-channel, as is the Music
for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste; the
rest of the disc is — surprise! — in marvelous three-channel.

The Mussorgsky-Ravel Pictures at an
Exhibition is three-channel, as is Night On
Bald Mountain and most ofthe other Russian pieces on the disc—but, in the middle, Tchaikovsky's Marche Miniature is in
two-channel.ButIwon'tcarp —theentire
disc is spectacular. Pictures is particularly
outstanding, with orchestral power and
instrumental delineation to compete with
anything recorded in the decades since
that 1957 session. The timpani and bass
drum are so good, and so much superior
to those on CD and LP, that they might
make Telarc envious. In my September
column (p.69), Icompared several multichannel recordings of the MussorgskyRavel Pictures, the Reiner/CSO now goes
to the top of that list.
Overall, the first 10 releases in BMG's
RCA Living Stereo SACD series are overwhelming successes. Ieagerly await the
next 10, as well as the comparable series
of Mercury Living Presence SACDs.
Next time in the Round
In December Fll be writing about three
pieces of hardware: the Zektor MAS3
multichannel input selector, the Auralex
SubDude bass isolator, and Arcam's DV79 universal player. See you around!
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Valentin Silvestrov
Seem Songs

in

Chants. Hymns and Dances

PIJIse

eattenata me.

ut Dreams

Anja Lechner

Valentin Silvestrov

Jan Garbarek

Tomasz Stanko Quartet

Vassilis Tsabropoulos

Silent Songs

In Praise of Dreams

Suspended Night

Vocal cycle in four parts based on
verses by classical poets for
baritone and piano.

w/ Kim Kashkashian

-Veteran

Chants, Hymns and Dances
Music by G.I. Gurdjieff and
Tsabropoulos for cello and
piano. A project that blurs
the dividing line between East
and West, between composition
and arrangement, as well as
between contemporary and
traditional music.

"A strangely beautiful soundworld poised between memory
and dream, austerity and ecstasy."
-Chicago Tribune

and Manu Katché
First album in six years by the
saxophone legend.
"A master storyteller whose tales
are set off by bolts of lightning
and cascades of ice."
-Jazz Times

Polish trumpeter
Tomasz Stank° stands among
giants. His new recording
equals Miles Davis' Kind of
Blue for the sheer beauty of its
ensemble playing."
-Seattle Post-Intelligencer

llf2 2004 ECM Records GmbH
Universal Classics Group,
aDivision of UMG Recordings, Inc.
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the world of digital auclio, jitter has been afocus of audiophile attention
for well over adecade. It is blamed for many of the sonic ills of which CD and other
digital media have been accused. But here's apuzzle: The major source of frequency
intermodulation distortion in audio systems —the loudspeaker —has largely escaped
such withering inquiry. Why?
Two reasons spring to mind. First, the common origin of these distortions is
obscured by the &ct that they go by different names and are quantified differently.
Whereas frequency intermodulation (FIM) in the digital context is called jitter and
specified in units of time (because it is considered from the viewpoint of cause rather
than of effect), in loudspeakers it is usually called Doppler distortion and specified, if at
all, as apercentage figure, to align it with other forms of nonlinear distortion.
Never heard of Doppler distortion? Well, that reflects the second reason: Doppler
effects in loudspeakers came and went as an issue between the 1960s and early 1980s,
the consensus at the end of that period being that FIM distortion in typical hi-fi
speakers is inaudible and therefore irrelevant. For many, that closed forever the subject of Doppler distortion. But accepting accepted wisdom can be ahazardous act of
faith, particularly when it relies on listening tests conducted years ago and far away.
In what follows, therefore, Idescribe the results of my own recent efforts to assess
the significance of Doppler distortion in loudspeakers, and determine whether the
verdict of "irrelevant" is the right one. But before Ido that, Imust paint in some
background: the origins of Doppler distortion in loudspeakers, the details of earlier
research, and how Doppler relates to jitter. Ialso make ashort detour into DiAuraPs
"Doppler Decoding," which claims to exploit aloudspeaker's Doppler distortion to
cancel that from the recording microphone(s).

KEITH HOWARD DISCUSSES THE OVERLOOKED MATTER
OF DOPPLER DISTORTION IN LOUDSPEAKERS
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Freight train, freight train...
generally produces an infinity of
20
The classic example of the
sidebands, not the single pair
Doppler effect is alocomomentioned above. In the case of
tive sounding its horn as it
loudspeakers, the modulation
o
passes a nearby listener. As
index is usually so low that the
the engine approaches, the
higher-order sidebands are at
wavelength of the sound is
lower amplitude, for which reacompressed and consequently
-20
son it is established practice to
increased in pitch; as it passes
consider only the first-order
the listener and advances into
sidebands. But that shouldn't be
the distance beyond, the
taken to mean that higher-order
-40
wavelength is stretched and
components can be ignored.
the pitch drops. As the locoFig.1 shows asimulated specmotive passes, the result is
trum for the 100Hz/3kHz
-60
the familiar Waa-000 effect.
example above (with a cone
Something similar happens
excursion of 0.5" peak—peak).
when aloudspeaker diaphragm
Although the first-order side-80
reproduces asound. While the
bands — as predicted by theory,
diaphragm is moving toward
—152dB relative to the 31cHz
the listene4 the frequency of
component — have the highest
the radiated sound increases; as
amplitude, the higher-order
it moves away, the frequency
sidebands are at alevel that can
decreases. But the effect is
hardly be called insignificant.
-120
much less obvious here
This is an admittedly simplibecause, even during the large
fied description of Doppler disdiaphragm excursions required
tortion in loudspeakers. (For a
-140
at low frequencies, a loudmore complete mathematical
25
3.0
speaker cone moves relatively
35
treatment, Irecommend Siegslowly. If a100Hz tone is reprofried Linlcwitz's Web page at
frequency (kHz)
duced at acone excursion of 1"
www.linkwitzlab.com/fron
from peak to peak of the waveFig.1 Doppler spectrum for a3kHz tone reproduced by a
tiers.htm#J.) Still, two key mesloudspeaker diaphragm also radiating a 100Hz tone
form, for instance, the maxisages can be taken from it.
with apeak—peak excursion of 0.5". For a200mm (8")
mum cone velocity (as it passes
First, the amount of Doppler
cone, this is equivalent to an PI of 92.5d8 at 3m (10),
through the resting position)
assuming free-space conditions.
distortion generated by aloudwill only be 4meters per secspeaker is dependent on the
ond— aleisurely 9mph. And as
amplitude of the signal's lowfrequency increases, diaphragm velocity decreases for the
frequency content, because this is the principal determinant of
same sound-pressure level.
diaphragm velodty.This means that higher levels of Doppler
With apure tone, the Doppler effect simply adds hardistortion will be generated by music program with strong
monic distortion: principally, relatively innocuous second
bass content.
harmonic at practicable diaphragm excursions. But with the
Second, Doppler distortion worsens as the frequency difference between the modulating and modulated frequencies
increases. This inevitably means that, for agiven diaphragm
THE CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF THE DOPPLER
size, Doppler distortion will be worst in loudspeakers that
use asingle, full-range drive-unit. Two-way speakers will
EFFECT IS ALOCOMOTIVE SOUNDING
suffer less, and three-ways with alower bass/midrange
ITS HORN AS IT PASSES ANEARBY LISTENER. crossover frequency will suffer less still. For this reason, my
simulation models atwo-way speaker, because this represents the worst case most of us are likely to encounter in an
complex signals of music, where the diaphragm must reproaudiophile system.
duce lower and higher frequencies simultaneously, the consequences are more serious. In effect, the higher tones are
Prior art
frequency-modulated by the lower tones, giving rise to interInterest in Doppler distortion began in 1943, with the publicamodulation sidebands. If the 100Hz tone of the previous
tion of apaper by two RCA engineers, G.L. Beers and H. Bela4
example were accompanied by another at licHz, then FIM
which was the first to identify and quantify this distortion
sidebands would appear at the sum and difference frequenmedianism. 1 Interest in the subjective effects of Doppler discies (900Hz and 1100Hz, respectively). The amplitudes of
tortion intensified in the 1960s with the work ofJames Moir in
these sidebands relative to the higher frequency component
the UK2 and Paul Klipsch in the US,3both of whom concluddepends on the cone velocity generated by the lower tone,
ed that it had asignificant effect on speaker sound. But these
and increases with the frequency difference. So if the higher
findings relied in major part on comparisons of speakers with
frequency were 31cHz rather than lIcHz, the level of the side1"Frequency-Modulation Distortion in Loudspeakers," reprinted in theJournalofthe
bands would be 3x (9.5dB) higher. Of course, the frequency
Audio Engineering Society, Vol29 No.5, May 1991.
2
"Doppler Distortion in Loudspeakers," Hi-Fi News, January 1967. See also Moles
content of the typical music signal is agreat deal more compaper of the same title, presented at the ASS 46th Convention, September 1973.
plex than this.
3 "Modulation Distortion in Loudspeakers," Journal of the Audio Engineering Society,
So is the pattern of FIM products —frequency modulation
VoL17 No.4, April 1969.
Stereophile, November 2004
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different levels of Doppler distortion, the assumption being that
this was their only substantive disparity. As other researchers
later argued, this was quite possibly wishful thinking. Other factors may have been responsible for the differences.
The first concerted attempt to sidestep this experimental
difficulty was made in the UK by Peter Fryer, who was then
working at Rank Hi-Fi (Wharfedale).4 In order to be certain
that Doppler distortion was the only variable in his listening
trials, Fryer built a"Carrier Canceling Doppler Machine" —
based on avariable-length, bucket-brigade delay line —to
simulate the effect electronically. The conclusion he reached
from his listening was that, even when you could hear it,
Doppler distortion "is not at all unpleasant up to quite high
levels as long as the modulating frequency lies between say
20 and 100Hz," and that "Doppler distortion is unlikely to be
of importance in most speaker systems." Detectability, he
found., corresponded with a total cone movement
(peak-peak) of about lOmm (0.4").
Roy Allison and Ed Villdiur later reached broadly similar
conclusions using a different experimental technique, 5
although they pointed out that Fryer's detection criterion
needed to be relaxed in various ways to reflect real-world
loudspeaker use. First, Fryer's work had assumed afull-range
drive-unit, whereas most high-quality speakers divide the
frequency range between two or more drivers. Second, Fryer
had taken no account of the fact that the amount of Doppler
distortion generated by amoving diaphragm varies with the
angle off the forward axis until, at right angles to the direction of diaphragm motion, it falls to zero. As aresult of this,
the early reflections and reverberant sound in the listening
room contain lower levels of Doppler distortion than the
direct sound, which, Allison and Vtllchur claimed, will further raise the threshold of detection and thus make the generation of audible Doppler distortion by most hi-fi
loudspeakers even less likely.

JITTER IN DIGITAL SYSTEMS
HAS BEEN AFOCUS OF
AUDIO-INDUSTRY ATTENTION
FOR WELL OVER ADECADE.
Many loudspeaker designers seem to have taken Allison and
Villchur's work as the last word on the Doppler issue. If you
search the Audio Engineering Society archives at www.aes.org,
you will find that, since that presentation in 1981, no paper on
the audibility of Doppler distortion has been presented at an
AES convention or published in JAES. But afew audiophiles
keep the Doppler flame alight—notably horn aficionados,
who, taking their lead from the late Paul Klipsch, daim low
levels of Doppler distortion to be one of the reasons that hornloaded speakers surpass direct-radiating alternatives.
Doppler distortion may have fallen out of the headlines for
much of the past 20 years, but, as alluded to earlier, the same
cannot be said of another species of frequency intermodulation distortion: jitter. Jitter in digital systems has been afocus
of audio-industry attention for well over adecade, and is
widely credited with being one of the reasons that digital
4 "Simulation and Investigation of Doppler Distortion," ASS 56th Convention,
March 1977.
5"The Audibility of Doppler Distortion in Loudspeakers," ASS 70th Convention,
October 1981.

DOPPLER AND DIAURAL

ed Ray
roprietary
eaker-crossover technology developed by Eric
ander — has died down, the fact remains that it was
still is promoted ai; ameans of canceling the Doppler
distortion introduced by microphones: "Doppler
Decoding," in DiAuralspeak. To my knowledge, however,
this claim has never been challenged in the audio press.
Although DiAural's two patents (US 6,115,475 and
6,310,959 Bi, copies of which you can download from the
US Patent Office at www.uspto.gov) make no mention of
Doppler distortion, it has been acentral plank of the co
pany's marketing message —as reported, for instance,
Barry Willis's news reports for www.stereophile.com
February 22 and April 4 ,1999), and in Ken Kessler's vvri
up in the June 1999 HiFi News.
How credible is the claim that aloudspeaker, whate
its crossover configuration, can cancel micropho
Doppler distortion?
The first problem with this notion is that moving-c
loudspeaker diaphragms are mass-controlled through th
working range, whereas high-quality (je; capacitor) mi
phones are stiffness-controlled. This results in quite
ent behavior in respect to diaphragm displacement
frequency. Whereas, assuming constant sound-press
level, the loudspeaker diaphragm's displacement decre
with the square of frequency (at least, until it starts
become significantly directional), the micropho
diaphragm's displacement is constant. It follows that, as
result, their Doppler distortions vary quite differently wi
frequency. To further complicate matters, dynamic mi
phones are resistance-controlled and ribbon micropho '
are mass-controlled, so diaphragm displacement vs frequenc-y behavior is different for different microphone types. Second, for Doppler Decoding to work even notion
it would have to rely on the recorded and reproduced SPIs
being matched, and on absolute polarity being main
throughout the recording/reproduction chain. Obvio
these conditions are unlikely to be met, particularly in the
case of multimiked or multitracked recordings.
Third, for amicrophone to introduce significant levels of
Doppler distortion, its diaphragm would have to undergo
,
large excursions — of the same order as the loudspeaker
diaphragm, if cancellation is to be feasible. In fact, micro.
phone diaphragm excursions are minuscule. I asked
Stephan Peus, president of development at Georg
Neumann GmbH, to provide me with some representative
figures. He e-mailed back adocument, "Some Amazing
Facts with Condenser Microphone Capsules," which
quotes the diaphragm excursion for Neumann's KM 184
microphone (a miniature cardioid) as being just 10
nanometers — that's four-tenths of amillionth of an inch,
or about a40th the wavelength of blue light—at an SPL of
94dB. Compare this with the 7.5rnm peak excursion
required to generate this SPL at 100Hz in free space and at
3m (10') listening distance, using adrive-unit of 200mm
(8") effective diaphragm diameter The two figures differ by
afactor of 750,000! Depending on their mechanical characteristics, the diaphragms of other capacitor microphones
'
may undergo larger excursions, but their displacements will
still be orders of magnitude smaller than aloudspeaker
•one's.
—Keith Howard
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ing whether Doppler sidebands are audible — and mixed
with a100Hz sinewave at -10dBFS to ensure constant highlevel low-frequency excitation. This file was then processed to
simulate peak diaphragm excursions of 1nim, 3.16mm, and
lOmm (le, in 10dB steps), following which the 100Hz component was (largely) removed from the output files by mixpasting it asecond time, but in antiphase.
All the files, induding the processed reference, were then
burned to CD for replay via alow-jitter CD player (the
Meridian 50824). High-quality headphones (Predde Ergo
AMT) were used for the listening rather than loudspeakers, to
ensure the minimum of residual Doppler and other nonlinear
distortions. Spectra for the left channels of the original, reference, and processed files are shown in fig.6 for comparison.
The results were intriguing. Distortion of the flute was
gross at lOtnin peak diaphragm displacement and not in the
least bit euphonic. On the contrary, Doppler made the sound
as harsh as you might expect of adistortion mechanism that
introduces intermodulation products. At 3.16mm peak displacement (below Fryer's suggested detectability threshold)
the distortion level was obviously lower but still clearly audible; and even at lmm it could still be heard affecting the
flute's timbre and adding "edge."
Everyone who uses atwo-way speaker (me included) can
take heart from the fact that most music signals are less revealing of Doppler distortion than this special brew. But these
findings undermine the view, widely accepted in the last two

SHIFT

decades, that Doppler distortion in loudspeakers is not something we should trouble about. Having done the listening, I
side with Moir and Klipsch more than with Fryer, Allison, and
Villchur on this issue — something that may come as no surprise to anyone who has heard the effects of low-level jitter
and sees where the Fryer criterion appears in fig2.
It has often been claimed that, with atwo-way speaker,
there are audible benefits to using acrossover frequency below
the typical 3kHz, the usual explanation being that this removes

THESE FINDINGS UNDERMINE THE
VIEW THAT DOPPLER DISTORTION IN
LOUDSPEAKERS IS NOT SOMETHING WE
SHOULD TROUBLE ABOUT.
the crossover from the ear's area of greatest sensitivity. But I
wonder. Perhaps this not-uncommon experience actually has
much more to do with the D word. A three-way solution is
potentially even better. Three-way speakers bring new design
challenges, of course, in particular the need to achieve another
perceptually seamless handover between drivers. But from the
Doppler perspective, having acrossover for the bass driver at
400Hz or 500Hz is, unquestionably, better.
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hen Elvis Costello was inducted into the Rock and
toll Hall of Fame in 2003, he was accompanied by his bandmates the
'ittradions, whose debut in 1978 on Costello's classic second album, This Year's
1dodel, at the height of the punk rock/new wave era, established aferocious rock
ntensity that remains Costello's trademark.
But even at this early stage of his now renowned career, Costello displayed
eistic aspirations that seemed downright reckless, at least from apop music
tandpoint. For example, owners of the first rush of import versions of This Year's
t'Iode! still prize the bonus single that came with it and induded "Stranger in the
-louse," the country gem that Costello re-recorded the following year with
1;eorge Jones prior to the making of his own full-fledged, 1981 Nashville counry album, Almost Blue, which was produced by Billy Sherrill.
Country music, as Costello fans have long since learned, was merely his first
livergence from rock constraints, though the 1978 live compilation Live
which also starred Nick Lowe and Ian Dury (members of the Stiff stable), also
iinted at Costello's creative ambitions and foretold his sure-handed grasp. On
hat compilation acover of "I Just Don't Know What to Do with Myself'
lemonstrated Costello's affinity for the pop of Burt Bacharach and Hal David,
Lnd his mastery of its vocal mechanics. Twenty years later, he would deftly colaborate with Burt Bacharach on Painted.from Memory, having already co-written
ongs with Paul McCartney.

ste,

BY JIM BESSMAN

cuRI OSI

FROM NEW WAVE ROCKER 10 NEW MADE BALLET
COMPOSER, "'IS COSTELLO REMAINS THE
DEFINITION OF RESTLESS CREATIVITY.

Indeed, by 1982's Imperial Bedroom —his seventh album in his prodigious first
ive years as arecording artist — Costello was being hailed by rock critics as his
;eneration's answer to George Gershwin and the other great popular songwritTs of the first half of the 20th century. This came three years after he'd released
sparse version of Rodgers and Hart's "My Funny Valentine," and 22 years
)efore he jovially performed Cole Porter's "Let's Misbehave" in the Porter biopic
)e-Lovely. In between he had performed with Tony Bennett on the pop-jazz
;iant's landmark Unpluyed album (1994), and enlisted legendary jazz trumpeter
het Baker for his 1983 album Punch the Clock. He would soon collaborate with
ontemporary New York jazz group the Jazz Passengers, and earlier this year he
.0-wrote material for jazz vocalist Diana Krall, who is Costello's new bride.
Most ambitious, though, are Costello's efforts in classical music, which coinnenced with his 1993 recording and touring affiliation with English chamber
;roup the Brodsky Quartet, and alesser-known 2001 collaboration with mezzooprano Anne Sofie von Otter. But these projects now pale next to II Sogno (The
)ream), his first full-length orchestral work, which was released on the presti;ious classical label Deutsche Grammophon the same day (September 21) his latst rock album, The Delivery Man, was released by Nashville's Lost Highway
anlericana label. Both were effectively premiered in three extraordinary conWorldRadioHistory
4
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Curiosity Unbound

certs in July during the annual Lincoln Center Festival in
New York, C,ostello's new home town.
"That was unprecedented, really, having just arrived in
the city and suddenly being given the opportunity to perform at Lincoln Center —its central performing place,"
reflects Costello, midway between the
eireLincoln Center Festival and his new
ç
nupiwn
albums' release date.
s
,
s,
zitschal7
For the first concert, Costello employed
Holland's famed jazz big band, the
Metropole Orkest, in awide-ranging proELVIS
gram that gave his songs amodified punch
COSTELLO
and swing. The second night offered amore
standard Costello rock show with his band,
the Imposters: former Attractions Pete
Thomas on drums and keyboard virtuoso
London Symphony
Steve Nieve (who accompanied Costello all
Orchestra
three nights), and bassist Davey Faragher.
Michael
This group highlighted new blues-inflected
Tilson Thomas
songs from The Delivery Man.
The grand finale was the North American
premiere of // Sogno, performed by the
Brooklyn Philharmonic and conducted by
Brad Lubman. The piece is an
adaptation of Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream, comCLASSICAL
missioned by Italy's Aterballeto
ballet company in 2000. The
MUSICIANS
hour-long score was then record"WORK OFF
ed with the London Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Michael
THE PAGE,"
Tilson Thomas.
"The chances of repeating those
COSTELLO
first and third concerts are remote
compared with the ease of doing
LEARNED, AND
concerts with the Imposters,"
Costello continues. "This doesn't
RESPOND LIVE
mean that the music won't be
TO "HAND
heard in concert again—or on
record: I'd love to make an album
SIGNALS
with alineup like the Metropole,
because it's such an exciting
AND THREATS
sound." Costello had previously
played with the Metropole at the AND CREATIVE
North Sea Jazz Festival.
"I had alot of material that had
BOWING."
appeared in different guises going
back to the mid-'90s with the
Brodskys, and rd worked with the Mingus Big Band," he says,
citing his collaborations with the late Charles Mingus's surviving band. "So Pd had the opportunity to explore different
groupings of musicians, and at the same time develop the necessary skills to dearly communicate the arrangements."
Regarding II Sogno (see sidebar, opposite), Costello notes
his involvement in orchestrating his last album, North, the
2003 classical/jazz art-song cycle that evoked his work with
the Brodskys after he'd temporarily laid off the Imposters.
"// Sogno was bigger-scale in terms of writing on apage in
order to motivate agroup of musicians who don't necessarily share your musical knowledge. Icouldn't just go, 'Play it
like that Garnet Min-uns song that we all know and love,'
which Idid all the time with the Attractions and Imposters."
Rather, classical musicians "work off the page," Costello
learned, and respond live to "hand signals and threats and
creative bowing."
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ELVIS COSTELLO

ELVIS COSTELLO: II Sogno
Michael Tilson Thomas, London 9rmphorty. Orchestr3
Deutsche Grammophon 00289 471 5772 .CD). 2004. Sid McLauchlan, prod.;,
Mark Buecker, Roland Heap, Mike Cox, engs. DDD. TT: 61:56
Performance '/.*
SoniG ***

E

Ivis Costello's ballet,
inspired by Shakespeare's AMidsummer
Night's Dream, is afiasco,
end this recording is awaste
of time for listeners across
the musical spectrum.
Costello may have developed sone basic chops in
writing and arranging for
classical ensembles in his
previous work with the
Brodsky Quartet, The Juliet
Letters, but his musical ideas
in II Sogno lack complexity,
development, and variation
--basic prerequisites for any
large-scale work -and he
makes no attempt to transition between those ideas. The
resultant morass recalls and borrows from many better
works, includ,ng but not limited to Beethoven's Symphony
6, Bernstein's Candide and West Side Story, Debussy's
Iberia, the Drifters' "On Broadway," Shostakovich's Jazz Suite,
Stravinsky's Firebird, and Tchaikovsxy's The Nutcracker. This
hastily stitched patchwork -written, from start to finish, .n
10 weeks-- never jells, arc the work's sch zophrenia functions, in combination with its lackluster material, to induce a
sort of uneasy boredom. A prime example of this condition
can be found in The State of Affairs in Act One. Costello
hammers away at asingle music idea, which he repeats
again and aga nwith no variety end ham-fisted stress on
each beat. After noodling around çthe composer launches
inexplicably and unconvincingly into abrief swing set, which
dissipates before it has ever begun to breathe. Then the
music begins ta build —toward something, perhaps—out
this, too, leads nowhere arc the movement simply ends.
As ar orchestrator, Costello nas competently mastered The
basics of melody and accompeniment, but there are no hints
of inner voices or counterpoint elements essential to flesling
out musical material and susta.ning listener interest. The
rhythms. also, are rather foursquare (notably in the lethargic
repetition of Workers' Playtime), with little to surprise.
The players of the London' Symphony Orchestra, having
encountered more challenging material in high school bard,
have little trouble here. They make the shifts in the work's
consciousness fluently and, under the direction of Michael
Tilson Thomas, wring the most out of the score. There is fine
soloing throughput the brass aid woodwinds. The sound is
full, with attention paid to textural details. As there's never
too much going on, separation is rot aproblem.
We must remind ourselves that Elvis Costello is afine
musician, and there are some fine musical moments in the
ballet: awistful fiute in Hermia and Lysander, the soaring
strings in Oberon Humbled, the lazy horn in Slumber, the
plaintive repeated figure of Lovers Arise. These moments
share amelodic aittersvveetness that begs to be sung, preferably by Costello himself, whose voice, behind the rising and
falling lines, we hear already in our heads.
-Ben Anane
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ELVIS COSTELLO

At Lincoln Center's Avery Fisher Hall, where all three
ELVIS COSTELLO: The Delivery Man
Lost Highway B00002593-02 (CD). 2004. Elvis Costello, Dennis Herring,
Costello Festival concerts took place, he listened to ÉSogno
prods.; Chris Shepard, Matt Gillentine, Davey Perkins, Nathan Provence,
from the balcony, much as he had at the premiere in Bologna,
engs. MD? TT:53:18
Performance ***
where it propelled the ballet dancers. With input from Tdson
Sonics *** 1
2
/
Thomas, Costello made revisions before the
he trouble with being a
score was recorded, the goal being to achieve
an album that could be appreciated on its
;
wildly prolific artist
who's made almost 30
own, since the visual cues of the dancers
,
albums
ms in nearly 3decades in
would no longer pertain.
the business is that, well,
"He asked me alot of proper, creatively
where in the world do you go
critical questions of what my intentions were
from here?
with the score, so he could then proceed
Elvis Costello has been
instinctively based on his own scholarship
wrestling with that dilemma for
[concerning] the many other ballet versions
years, as evidenced by his recent
of A Midsummer Night's Dream]," says
release of both aclassical album
Costello. (Mendelssohn's music, for
and this, arock record, on the
instance, has been choreographed by the
same day.
likes of George Balanchine and Sir Frederick
One route Costello has, in
Ashton.) "He made me rethink some of the
the past, trod with success is to
sections, and Iwas grateful for the revisions.
get back to his original sources
Some were as simple as [marking them
of inspiration. Much to his credit, the former New Waver —
with] ared pen, others needed
who is known to routinely haunt used-record stores while
rewrites. But that's what creative
on tour — has always been as much aknowledgeable and
criticism should be: It should
"I DON'T KNOW
passionate music fan as he is apracticing musician. For
inspire and not discourage."
this collection of new originals he's returned to amusical
Costello contrasts the conCOMPETENT wellspring that clearly holds great resonance for him: the
structive suggestions of Tilson
R&B and country music of the American South. To bathe
Thomas with the opinions of MUSICIANS WHO
the project in authenticiTy, Costello and two of the
music critics, his relationship with
reformed Attractions (now called the Imposters), with
whom has long been, at best, tenARE CRITICS,"
Cracker /Camper bassist Davey Faragher, recorded the bulk
uous. "It's different because he's a
SAYS COSTELLO
of this record in Oxford, Mississippi. Costello journeyed
musician, for one, and Idon't
even deeper by cutting one tune, the convincing soul
know competent musicians who
"THERE'S THE
shouter "Monkey to Man," down in the Delta, in what's
are critics," he says, not without
thought of as the unofficial capital of the blues:
lingering irritation, perhaps SENSE OF A commonly
Clarksdale, Mississippi.
and prideful defiance. "There's
Opening with barely tethered funk rhythms and
the sense of ajaded palate among
JADED
Costello's impassioned howl in "Button My Lip," the
some writers, who seem incaalbum moves to the original "Country Darkness," which
pable of finding joy in music any
PALATE
sounds very much like the work of Muscle Shoals legend
more - and acultural suspicion
AMONG SOME
Dan Penn (credited in the liner notes as a"leading light"),
as well. That can be really disand has John McPhee on pedal steel.
couraging for some groups, but I
WRITERS, WHO
The Muscle Shoals vibe, this time in the form of asoul
actually don't give adamn what
ballad, returns in "Either Side of the Same Town," which
anybody says - other than, being
SEEM INCAPABLE
may be the album's most fully realized tune. "Bedlam," in
human, Fm bound to be exasperwhich the funk grooves turn frenetic, features Steve Nieve
ated by boneheadedness or flatOF FINDING
noodling out psychedelic Theremin and organ solos and
out lies. But certainly I've never
Costello, who's in fine voice throughout, emitting his
changed anything motivated by
JOY IN
trademark hoarse squeak. The great Emmylou Harris
what anybody thought - least of
MUSIC
appears on three songs, and takes asolo turn during her
all critics. I write solely for
duet with EC on "Heart Shaped Bruise!' Harris also joins
myself; and shape my music in
ANY MORE."
Costello for the re-recording of "The Scarlet Tide," which
some way to open it up to an
he wrote for the soundtrack for the film Cold Mountain.
audience, and the amount of
Finally, faithful fans need not fear: Ross McManus' boy
thought given to critics - or, for
dips into his guitar collection — Gibson Super 400 and
that matter, record companies - Icould write on the back of
apostage stamp! Maybe Fm the poorer for that financially,
Magnatone Typhoon — for the fuzzy textures heard in
"Needle Time," an upbeat tune sure to satiate anyone pinbecause I'm ruthless in that regard. But it's never bothered
ing for areturn to My Aim Is True. The ballad "Nothing
me that much."
Clings Like Ivy" (with Harris) is also asuccessful throwWarming to the subject, Costello credits his audience's
ability to "make up their own minds" when it comes to supad to earlier glories like "Indoor Fireworks!'
porting the many tangents his career has taken since This 0( While not in the league of his past rock masterworks
Year's Model. "They're not easily swayed by fashion and my
King of America, Imperial Bedroom, etc.), The Delivery Man
idiotic commentary," he jokes, then turns at least semiseristill forcefully belies the recent rumors that Costello is
ous again in confronting // Sogno's potential, perhaps
through with rocking out.
—Robert Baird
inevitable, dismissal by dassical purists.

I

ELVIS COSTELLO & THE IMPOSTERS
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ELVIS COSTELLO

"To attach aclassical label [Deutsche Grammophon] to it
Few, however, will likely imagine the amount of work that
went into II Sogno. Costello, who has been writing using
says more about the label people — that II Sogno is on their
label —than it says about me, Ithink. It shows adesire to
music notation for only 10 years, eschewed computer tools,
writing out in pencil a200-page score in approximately 10
expand their range and embrace new pieces written for
orchestra rather than just existing repertoire. But Idon't think
weeks. In addition to the standard orchestral configuration,
of II Sogno as aclassical piece: It just happens to be on aclasthe score include parts for vibraphone and acimbalom (a
Hungarian hammer dulcimer).
sical label. It's more an orchestral piece commissioned by a
"I had in my head which instruments would achieve the
ballet company — or, more accurately, adance company. Now
best colors and effects, and the results surpassed my imagiit has alife of its own as apiece of orchestral music." In fact,
nation," says Costello. "So Ifeel very lucky to have had this
Tilson Thomas has said that II Sogno contains elements of pop
opportunity — to sit in that theater and have that music that
and jazz, as well as classical.
you only imagined emerge in the darkness before the
"It's very similar to working with arock'n'roll band," condancers came out. ...You never have that perspective on
tinues Costello. "It's all about writing songs and then arranging them with aband —whatever it is—by making referenyour own material, hearing it played live by agroup of musicians that are beyond your technical ability to play. It's a
ce to ashared knowledge of music." He illustrates with a
magical experience that I
hypothetical surmountable chalhighly recommend for anylenge for his own rock bands:
one with the ambition to do
"Take an Al Green record, for in[it]. The greatest fairground
stance, and join it to a George
Jones song. Iknow Ican't do someride in the world."
He is reminded, however,
thing like that with quite the same
that he first recorded with an
spontaneity
with
orchestras
because the music has to be written
orchestra — the
Royal
Philharmonic —back in 1982,
down, but there are still references
at the Royal Albert Hall, for a
to ashared knowledge of musical
history in order to make arecoglive UK single version of the
Flying Burrito Brothers' "I'm
nizable point with the audience."
But the nature of Costello's
Your Toy" —an Almost Blue
piece must not be overlooked, as
album track.
he hastens to explain. "The point
"That was the first time I
is being lost that A Midsummer
played the Albert Hall!" he
Night's Dream is a comedy, and
marvels. "There was still a
that the music was originally
gap in the culture between
composed to support dancing—
rock'n'roll and so-called
legitimate music, and we had
but now it tries to express anarrative and give an aural picture of
to edit the contents of the
the characters. Every composer's
album because the managetake on this conundrum is how to
ment had banned rock'n'roll
represent the narrative and the
after aMothers of Invention
characters in a different way. I
concert! But an album of
made certain choices: Some music e
country ballads wasn't that
borrows from known orchestral
dangerous, and it was really
11/Ii(hael Tilsoo Thomas llIcl Elvis Costello
idioms, like fanfares and rather
an exercise in dressing the
grandiose flourishes, but my conmusic modestly with atiny
ceit was to make the fairies swingstring section in really grand
ing fairies, accompanied by abig
clothes and abig pageant."
"I HAD IN MY
band. But obviously there are
Later that year came the heavily orchestrated Imperial
moments of tenderness in the
Bedroom, with Steve Nieve arranging and Beatles engineer
HEAD WHICH
story, allegiances that are transGeoff Emerick behind the board.
formed and the bewilderment
"It was quite rich in instrumental detail," Costello recalls.
INSTRUMENTS
that that brings —and acelebrato'We said, `Let's beat the Beatles!' in acharming, childish way,
ry resolution. So there are huge
but part of the beauty of popular success is being able to go
WOULD
possibilities for awriter, and none
with abig pop folly. Fortunately, we carried it off, taking alot
of them begin and end as Iwould
of cues from the Beatles' sense of ambition in bringing in
ACHIEVE THE
have done in asong."
classical people because of the colors involved."
BEST COLORS
Costello was actually asked to
The remainder of the 1980s and '90s likewise involved, for
write songs for the ballet—one
Costello, "learning how to bring in colors with intricate
conceit he rejected outright "not AND EFFECTS,
arrangements —without writing them down," he continues.
because there aren't potential
"I consciously thought of [the eclectic 1989 album] Spike as
AND THE
lyrics, but they wanted me to
being arranged by trial and error in the studio: I'd put things
write my own lyrics — and I
in and arrange them if it didn't work, which is what I'd read
RESULTS
thought it would be ludicrous to
how Brian Wilson did it —because he didn't write stuff
add anything to Shakespeare! I'll
down, but made conflicting elements agree."
SURPASSED MY
be happy for people just to listen
Costello learned basic music notation when he met the
IMAGINATION."
with their own imaginations."
Brodsky Quartet. "Then, over the next 10 years, IcomStereophile, November 2004
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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN'S 32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethoven
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph.html) and Stereophile. $74.95
BRAVO!
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled Piano
Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet.
20-bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic
experience. $16.95
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Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95
ENCORE
Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $16.95
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Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvorak, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency. $16.95

Editor's Choice
$9.97

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $16.95
DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to perform
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Jangek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95
RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophile-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95
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Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $16.95
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TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $9.95

PLUS:
CONCERT This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman
in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the Soundstage." $16.95

TEST CD 3 Use ere signals to test your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components. Home in on your home theater's
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile music tracks. $11.95

INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95
POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke. and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem. $12.95
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formed acountry trio, Jack Shit, which plays regularly in L.A.):
"He's locked in with Pete, but he also sings, which is great
because the Attractions never had areliable harmony singer."
It was Faraghe?s and Thomas's participation on Buddy
Guy's 2001 album, Sweet Tea, that led to the recording of The
Delivery Man at Sweet Tea Studios in Oxford, Mississippi (see
sidebar review on p.79). "They came back and said what a
great studio it was, and Ihad alot of songs that seemed to
need amusical world outside New York or L.A. or London
or Dublin. It really made them sound more authentic."
Costello had been "looking for aframework" to lay out
the loose story of The Delivery Man, whose title track concerns
avaguely defined character and his effect on the lives of three
disparate women.
"I decided not to make it into astrict narrative form, and
instead start out with the most
dramatic song ["Button My Lip"]
and then go back, so that in the
process of listening to the album
as awhole, if it doesn't make literal sense, it hopefully makes imaginable sense," he says. "In the end,
it's just about life and things that I
felt moved to write about."
He singles out "Monkey to
Man," which he has called asequel
to pivotal New Orleans rock'n'roller Dave Bartholomew's
1954 single "The Monkey." The
song likewise lambastes Homo sapiens, this time from azoo monkey's
imprisoned perspective. He also
cites "Bedlam," "a sort of Nativity
story about refugees" that has contemporary implications relating to
Middle Eastern affairs.
"We're all in the same boat or
town as people," he says.
"Ordinary people, not politicians
or figureheads or prophets or
bogeymen, but people dealing
with life and death —though we
have afew more trinkets and luxuries. And we have the huge privilege of saying things out loud
without getting our heads
"I BEGAN IN
chopped off—but by no means
should we be happy with our state
ROCK'N'ROLL
of affairs. ["Bedlaml has no moral
point of view as such to offer, but
AND HAVE
just reports what comes on everybody's television —including the
STAYEDcharacters' in the story."
The observation begs aquesTHOUGH IT
tion regarding Costello's feelings
MAY SEEM THAT
for his new home town, particularly in light of the current politiIDETOUR
cal climate.
"It's lovely to wake up to the
BECAUSE OF
sound of whirling razor blades
overhead," he says, referring to
MY INTERESTS
the omnipresent helicopter noise
accompanying the Republican
AND
National Convention. "But I
CURIOSITY."
think of the realities of countries
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that are being liberated or occupied — Ican't remember
which! — and realized that chis is day-to-day Belfast, the
West Bank, Warsaw 50 years ago, Soviet Russia, Chechnya.
These things go on all the time — manipulations and deceptions and suspension of civil rights — and it makes me really
wary and despairing of people's lack of suspicion of how
much they're giving up in order to fight acontrived and
unwimiable war.
"But we can't resolve it in the length of an interview. That's
why asong like 'Bedlam' isn't asimplistic chorus: We're really in desperate straits and need things to be laid out in alot of
different ways by alot of different artists and responsible
commentators for sentient beings to experience and draw
their own conclusions."
Costello's settling in New York was amajor life change. So
was his marriage to Diana
Krall. "To share life with
somebody of this caliber
and an artist of this level is
obviously a great influence," he says. While he
discounts the common
assumption that North was
stylistically influenced by
Krall —"It may sound like
ajazz album, but it's acomposed and arranged record
that owes as much to
lieder" — he acknowledges
that North, which documented the failure of alove
affair followed by the hope
of anew one, marked "a
transition in my life that
I'm not always comfortable
about expressing."
But courage, he adds, "is
an overused word in
describing art. 'Courage' is
an innocent man facing a
firing squad! But you're
emboldened to do things
that you feel are the best
you've done in your life,
and that comes from having the love Ido in my life — and I'm not bashful about saying that, and Ihope she feels the same."
The famously knowledgeable singer-songwriter credits
Krall with encouraging him to explore new territories as an
artist, and feels fortunate to be afforded such options in his
own career.
"I began in rock'n'roll and have stayed — though it may
seem that Idetour because of my interests and curiosity. But
I've been given opportunities that Inever dreamed of, that
just came upon me while keeping my mind open to other
possibilities of music than what Istarted with. But Ialways
knew there was more — I
just didn't find away of incorporating it into my first album" (the instant classic My Aim Is
True, in 1977).
"I feel pretty lucky," he concludes. "I just caught the tail
end of when you could be an artist in this business and be
immediately recognized. Now the industry is too impatient:
It's taken several records for Rufus Wainwright to establish
himself. The days of [an artist such as] Randy Newman's first
record being recognized are probably gone."
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Naim Audio

CD5X
Art Dudley

CD PLAYER
aim Audio has areputation for making products that are truer
than most to music's temporal content: rhythm, pacing, the beat
almighty. Beginning with their classic solid-state amps of the
mid-1970s, Naim's designers have stressed, above all else, the
reduction of distortions that puff up and pad the attack and
decay components of musical sounds: Getting rid of those additives seems to clarify the timing relationship between different
notes in aline, making music more compelling and easier to enjoy. That their gear
has historically favored musical content over sonic attributes is no shock to the
Nairn faithful.
Naim also has areputation for gear that's at least mildly idiosyncratic in use: products that march to their own beat in other ways, often at the expense of compatibility with more mainstream brands. But in 2000, when Naim released their new
5-series products, the faithful sensed that the company had broadened its palette:
Naim speakers were introduced that could be moved away from the walls, and
Naim amplifiers and CD players appeared with standard, consumer-friendly connectors such as RCA jacks on their back panels, alongside the company's usual
DINs and BNCs.
Reasonably enough, the hi-fi press began to wonder: Does all this signal achange
in Naim Audio's music-over-sound approach? Will the cussedly independent
English firm have to move toward the mainstream in order to prosper and grow in
these uncertain times? Those questions may be answered, in part, by Naim's recent
move to replace some of their 5-series products with an upgraded 5x series — this
new CD player, the CD5x, is among that first wave.

Single-box CD player.
Formats supported: CD, CD-R, CDRW. Output level: 2.0V RMS at IkHz.
Output impedance: <10 ohms.
Output jacks: RCA, DIN. Distortion &
noise: <0.1%, 10Hz-18kHz.
17" W by 12" D by
H. Weight: not noted.
206871.
$2900. Approximate number
dealers: 35.
Naim Audio
Limited, Southampton Road,
Salisbury, Wiltshire, England SPI
2LN, UK. Tel: (44) 1722-332266.
Web: www.naim-audio.com. US
distributor: Naim Audio North
America, 2702 West Touhy Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60645. Tel: (773) 3386262. Fax: (773) 338-6202. Web;
www.naimusa.com.

Description
Like its immediate predecessor,' the CD5x is descended from the CD3,2 Naim
Audio's original entry-level CD player. Introduced in 1995 at aprice of $2000, the
CD3 also marked the debut of Naim's ingenious swing-out transport tray, which
gave an added measure of mechanical isolation to the drive hub and laser sled — and
allowed Naim to dispense with amotorized drawer, on the assumptions that the
money is better spent on things that affect music quality, and that most audiophiles
are indeed capable of opening and closing adisc tray under their own power.
The CD5x keeps the swing-out tray — arefined version of the original, with a
new internal circuit board design — but the transport assembly has been upgraded
to aPhilips VAIVI1202. Digital/analog conversion is now done by adual-mono 24bit Burr-Brown chip, and the CD5x is the first entry-level Naim player to get a
Pacific Microsonics digital filter. That wasn't done specifically to enable HDCD
decoding, but rather because Naim believes the PMD200 chip is the best-sounding
digital filter available, in part because it allows digital words to be redithered once
they're been (re-)created.
The CD5res main circuit board, which is shaped more or less like Idaho, is adou1Reviewed by Michael Fremer in April 2002, see www.stereophile.com/digitalsourcereviews/730.

JA

2Naim never released aCD4 —or aNab 4, for that matter —in order to avoid that number's negative connotation
in some cultures. And before you mewl about "political correctness," try to imagine what would happen if someone
offered, say, aCD666 for sale in the American Midwest.
—AD
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Nairn Audio CD5X

ble-sided thing that contains the powersupply circuitry along with the digital
audio chipset and supporting components. Here, as elsewhere, Nairn Audio's
taste for tight control of working voltages is evident, with no fewer than 19
discrete regulators. And for the first
time in an entry-level Naim player, the
analog circuitry now has its own separate, one-sided board, sporting even
more of the favored LM317 regulators,
and with discrete components for current-to-voltage conversion.
The new player is built into the same

style of enclosure that made its bow
with the earlier 5series: aconservative
and neady finished aluminum casting of
surprising heft for its size. (Unlike the
CD3's comparatively thin "clamshell"
enclosure, this one doesn't ring when
rapped.) The housing is done up in textured black paint and is separated from
the rest of the world by aset of specially designed two-piece isolation feet.
Audiophiles may be surprised not to
find adigital-out jack of any sort on the
back of the CD5x: Naim believes that a
short and unobstructed path from adigi-

tal system's transport to its input receiver
is one of the keys to good musical timing,
so they prevent the use of an outboard
D/A converter. The CD5x does, however, have aDIN socket that can be connected to either aNaim FlatCap 2 or
HiCap 2outboard power supply ($1000
and $1750, respectively), in which nge
the player's analog circuits get the fresh
DC. Previous experience with the brand
leads me to expect at least some gain in
sonic performance from such an
upgrade, although in this case Iwasn't
able to try it before deadline.

et
sthe Naim CD5x is an
upgraded version of the
CD5, which Michael Fremer

Ili

and still 90dB at 20kHz. Error correction was not quite up to the superlative
standard set by the CD5, but was still
reviewed in April 2001, I
excellent, the '5x producing no audible
as interested in seeing what had
glitches in its output until the gap in
hanged in the player's measured
the data spiral reached 1.25mm in
performance. All the measurements
length.
were taken from the RCA jacks with
Fig.2 shows aspectral analysis of the
the DIN socket turned off with the
Naim's output while it played back CD
remote. The maximum output level
data representing adithered lkHz tone
Fig.1 Nairn CD5x, frequency response at
—12dBFS into 100k ohms, with deat IkHz was about the same as the
at —90dBFS. The trace is free from haremphasis (bottom) and without (top).
CD5's, at 2.107V, and the output's
monic products, but some very-low(Right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical
absolute polarity was correct. The
level power-supply—related spuriae can
div.)
player's output impedance was still
be seen. These are way too low to be
extremely low across most of the
audible, but the Naim did seem very
audioband, at 2ohms, but still rose
sensitive to the grounding arrangeat extreme low frequencies,
ment between it and my Audio Precipresumably due to the size of
sion System One, at least from its RCA
coupling capacitor used. The value of
jacks. The picture was very similar
610 ohms at 20Hz will mean that
when Ilooked at the spectrum of the
preamplifiers presenting loads of less
Naim's output while it decoded "digital
than about 5k ohms should be
black" (fig.3), though note the absence
tit Ill ,
avoided if the low bass is not to
of the usual rise in ultrasonic noise
Fig.2 Naim CD5x, '4-octave spectrum of
sound rolled off.
due to the noiseshaping used to wrest
dithered IkHz tone at —90cIBFS, with
The CD5x's frequency response is
resolution from sigma-delta DAC chips.
noise and spuriae, 16-bit CD data (right
nicely flat (fig.1, top pair of traces),
channel dashed).
The linearity error of the Burr-Brown
though asubjectively inconsequential
PCM1704 DAC chip used by the CD5x
rolloff of —0.5dB is evident at 20kHz. And while the origi(fig.4) is negligible down to —100dB, and below that level
nal CDS featured arelatively large balance error when
is dominated by the dither noise of the 16-bit test signal.
playing back pre-emphasized discs, the CD5x was fine in
The Naim's reproduction of an undithered IkHz sinewave
this respect (fig.1, bottom traces). Channel separation (not
(fig.5) is excellent, therefore.
shown) was superb, at better than 110dB below 4kHz,
Though the measured distortion level was very low, at
••••••011/0
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3 Naim CD5x, '4-octave spectrum of
"digital black," with noise and spuriae,
16-bit CO data (right channel dashed).
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t-11

Fig.4 Naim CD5x, left-channel departu
from linearity, 16-bit co data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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íg.5 Naim CD5x, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS, 16-bit
co data.
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The rear of the CD5x has two sets of
analog-out jacks — apair of gold-plated
RCAs alongside Naim's usual five-pin
DIN socket—that are selected electronically, from the remote handset. It's
possible to set up the CD5x so that output voltage appears at both outputs
simultaneously, but Naim says better
performance will be had by selecting
only one or the other, Itried it, and
confirmed that the sound is indeed very
slightly veiled if the unused output is
left active. Because I have DIN-toRCA and RCA-to-RCA interconnects
here at home, Itried both output types
during the review period — but
because Ihave no cables that are precisely the same in every way except

just 0.005% with afull-scale IkHz
tone, there were more higher-order
harmonics present than Iwould like
to have seen (fig.6). The even-order
harmonics were overall predominant,
with, most unusually, the eighth the
highest in level, at -89dB (0.0033%).
This graph was taken into alowish
impedance, 4k ohms, but the picture
didn't change significantly into 100k
ohms (not shown). The distortion
increased into very low impedances;
like the CD5, the CD5x is best used
with preamps that don't load their
sources with much less than 10k
ohms. Though the IkHz difference
product resulting from an equal mix
of 19kHz and 20kHz tones was very
low, almost -100dB (0.001%), there
were higher-order intermodulation
distortion products visible in the output spectrum (fig.7). Although these
are all too low in level to have audible consequences, Iwas surprised to
see them.
Finally, the CD5x's word-clock jitter, assessed with the Miller Audio
Research Analyzer, was alow 241
picoseconds, almost all of this stemming from sidebands at ±749Hz
(fig.8, purple "3" markers) and
±1380Hz (red "5"). The latter coincide with the sixth harmonic of the
signal content, a229Hz squarewave
at the LSB level. The spurious tone at
around 9.8kHz is associated with the
host PC Iuse for the measurement
hardware, but another, higher-level
tone can be seen at 7790Hz (blue
"102"). This is probably acharacteris-

their source termination, Ididn't compare the hookup schemes.
In common with other Naim CD
players, the CD5x's user has little to do
other than power the thing on with a
back-mounted switch and leave it that
way 24/7, except perhaps during electrical storms: This is one product that
needs at least abrief warmup before
sounding its best. Apart from that, all
that's required is to tug on the transport
drawer, place adisc on the hub, clamp
it with the supplied magnetic puck,
and push the drawer back in. The
CD5x looks for a table of contents
whenever that drawer is re-closed, and
the music is ready to play in about
three seconds.

to-

Sound
I'd heard the same thing often enough
that Ididn't expect it again: How many
times can Isubstitute aNaim component for another brand and think it
might bring my system's rhythmic performance into sharper focus? But that
was precisely what happened with
Naim's new CD5x, right out of the box.
In the words of historian Shelby Foote,
it was just the sort of thing you'd expect,
once you've learned to expect it.
"Nashville West," from The Byrds
Live at the Fillmore (Columbia/Legacy
CK 65910), simply rocked —yet with
fine spatial performance and convincing timbres, the sorts of things that
weren't abig part of the original CD3
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package. Carrying on to the next track,
the boozy "You're Still On My Mind,"
Iheard much the same combination of
qualities: Roger McGuirm's voice and
Clarence White's solo guitar both had
good presence and anatural "feel," and
John York's electric bass and Gene
Parsons' drums kept docldike time.
Tom Petty's "The Last DJ," from the
album of the same name (Warner Bros.
48396-2), hit the ground running, laying to rest any questions about Naim
having abandoned their pursuit of
unimpeded, unfettered, unadulterated
rhythmic relentlessness: The song
moved forward as well as I've heard on
any digital rig at any price. With the
CD5x, it was hard to remain seated

Audio CD5X

when listening to this track; when Idid
sit down, Iinvariably found my foot
tapping —Art Dudley, the world's most
underrated player of the imaginary kick
drum—and the heel of my right hand
pounding the armrest of my puritanically hard chair, once per measure.
Sonically, compared with the best
digital I've heard, the Naim wasn't
quite as "open" or detailed on that disc
or the ones that followed. It didn't
entirely catch the neat, smoothly
stringy tone of the Hammond organ in
the background of the next song,
"Money Becomes King." And it lacked
just abit of timbral sparkle and ambient "air" on the best pop and classical
recordings in my collection — but not
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Fig.8 Naim CD5x, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at —6c18F5
sampled at 44.1kHz with 1.513 toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.

tic of the Naim player, but Ihave no
idea what it is due to. It is still 100dB
down from peak level, so is most likely inconsequential.
"Good rather than great" is how I
would sum up the CD5x's measurements, though this didn't prevent AD
from enthusing over its sound. But
from my experience of how the CD5's
measured performance improved
when it was powered from Naim's
external FlatPack supply, Ican't help
but wonder if that would improve the
CD5x as well.
—John Atkinson
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to adegree that detracted from my satisfaction overall.
Stereo imaging was surprisingly good
with this newest Naim, as Iheard when I
dusted off my copy of The Band's Live at
Watkins Glen (Capitol CDP 8317 225) for
the first time in months. That album may
be aphony —apparently only two selections were actually recorded at the festival
it's named for, and portions of another
were recorded in astudio, with applause
dubbed over the front and tail—but it's
great music nonetheless, and indudes a
fine, rhythmically nuanced performance
of Chuck Berry's "Back to Memphis."
Beyond the beat, the CD5x did agood
job of conveying the drum kit's placement on stage, and the ride cymbals had
the combination of hear-around quality
and believable tone that was probably
once the sole province of analog.
The CD5x showed asimilar respect
for rhythmic nuance when playing the
intense version of the fiddle-contest
standard "Back Up and Push" on Bryan
Sutton's Bluegrass Guitar (Sugar Hill
SUG-CD 3975). Sutton's solo acoustic
guitar performance here relies more on
slides than on straight-ahead fretting of
the notes, and Icame away thinking the
Nairn player did adistinctly better job
than my Sony SCD-777 SACD player
of putting across the feel of that playing
technique — remarkable, considering
the speed with which those notes go by.
But adifferent, more expensive digital
front end that's here for review surpassed the Naim in clearly pulling the
sounds of all the different instruments
out of that album's slightly murky mix:
In the case of the CD5x, Icouldn't help
thinking a little more air and transparency would have done it some good
in that sense. (In its defense, the Naim
sells for approximately one-eighth the
price of the rig described above.)
Lest you assume the Naim's rhythmic strengths hold more interest for
fans of rock music than of classical, consider
something
such
as
the
Boulez/Vienna Philharmonic recording
of Mahler's Symphony 6 (Deutsche
Grammophon 445 835-2), surely one
of the great Mahler recordings of recent
times. Ithought it benefited from the
CD5x's timing strengths, especially
given Boulez's choice of aless than brisk
tempo for the opening bars —which
I've heard suffer when the replay gear is
lacking in momentum. Beyond that, the
CD5x sounded appealing overall:
Timbral colors were, as suggested earlier, well saturated, and such dramatic
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Critical acclaim for the TL 7.5:
it is, by no small margin, the finest line
stage Ihave ever heard at length' Pau iBolin
"Extraordinary!" John Atkinson
Stereophile, October 2003
"The 7.5 is destined to become aclassic luxury preamp
for very serious music lovers." Arthur S. Pfeffer, TL7.5 Owner
The Absolute Sound, Dec/Jan 2003
..the VIL 7.5 is the finest preamplifier lie heard."
Shane Buettner, TL7.5 Owner
"... the best preamplifier I've auditIoned."
Richard Hardesty, TL7.5 Owner
Audiophile Perfectionist Journal, No.10 2003
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touches as the single side-drum blow
toward each start of the main phrase,
and the bass-drum strokes that signal
every appearance of that peculiar woodwind "chorale," were very effective; listening closer, Iheard good note attacks
and very believable tone, without exaggerated note decay.
And in the quietest portions of the
second movement, the CD5x nailed the
texture of all the instruments in the
scaled-down ensemble: That part
sounded as deliciously thick and
resplendent here as with any other digital player I've tried.
Before wrapping up, Iwanted to
make sure the CD5x could make sense
of those newfangled hybrid discs, so I
tried my recent copy of David Bowie's
Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders of Mars
(EMI 521900 27). The Naim player
found its 44.1kHz CD layer without
incident, and sounded damn good in
the process. The songs were as emotionally compelling as ever — heard at
its best, "Five Years" seldom fails to
move me — and "Star" gave more evidence of the Naim's seemingly matchless rhythmic prowess. On the
above-mentioned pricey rig it was
pretty and smooth and spatially very
deep, but on the CD5x the music was
obviously, appropriately more relentless — all dah dah dah dah dah dah dah
dais! in the best possible way.

which sounded abit chunkier by comparison. Listening to fiatpickers Steve
Pottier and Sandy Rothman pick the
tune "Little Annie" (from Bluegrass
Guitar Duets, Sierra SXCD 6013),
Pottier's vintage Martin had aslightly
thicker and woodier tone through the
Naim, while through the Arcam it
sounded like the same instrument but
with anewer set of strings. Which was
right? My own D-18 is only one year
older than Pottier's, and Ican confidently say that both presentations were realistic as far as that goes, although Ipreferred
the sound of the Naim. Ialso thought
that, through the CD5x, Pottier's overdubbed upright bass line had more
momentum — although the Arcam was
acceptably good in that regard.
On well-recorded classical fare, such
as Mark Minkowsld's exceptional 1998
production of Offenbach's Orpheus in the
Underworld (EMI 56725 20) —which
features the unbelievably sexy-sounding
Dessay Nauori — the Naim's greater
clarity of line allowed the brief overture
to hold my interest better than did the
Arcam. But with the Arcam, alittle
more room sound was audible —pleasantly so — at the endings of some lines,
and the clarinets and other reed instruments in particular had more color and
bounce. Again, you pays your money
and you makes your choice.
But when Iplayed Neil Young's live
album Weld (Reprise 26746-2), especially one of the more relentless numbers — like 'Rockin' in the Free
World," afavorite around here — the

Naim just walked away with it: The
beat muscled its way into the room in a
manner that escaped the Arcam: Bupbup-bup-bup-6up-bup-bup-bupBRANNNNG, BRANNNNG!
By the way, my comparison was
aided by the fact that the Naim's remote
handset worked fine with the Arcam
player — although Iadmit apreference
for the Arcam's control logic, whereby
pressing the Prey button brings you
back to the beginning of whatever track
is playing at agiven moment. With the
CD5x, that same button takes you to
the beginning of the track prior to the
one you're listening to — and if that
happens to be the first track, the CD5x
just gives you the digital equivalent of a
blank. Pet Goat—like stare.

Condusions
All other things being equal, Iconfess
to enjoying reproduced music best
when it has utter freedom from ambiguity in rhythm and in pitch. (Is that
why Istill love Toscanini?) Viewed in
that light, Nairn Audio's CD5x is the
most satisfying "Red Book" CD player
I've enjoyed in my system.
Ialso enjoyed the CD5x for its decidedly chunky sound, and was impressed
by its gains in timbral color and stereo
imaging over its predecessors. A little
more air up top wouldn't hurt it at all —
Ithink that would make the CD5x an
even better and more convincing conveyor of realistic sonic textures — and
Against the Arcam
I'm just the same as everyone else when
Before my time with the Naim was
it comes to wanting more and more
through, and in an effort to learn how
overall transparency. Maybe, maybe,
it might stack up against the competimaybe: But then Icome back around to
tion in its own price range, Icalled
some old Django Reinhardt transfer,
John Atkinson to see whether the
Linn LP12 turnand Irevel in the way that, while other
Arcam FMJ CD33 ($2499) he'd
table, Nairn Armageddon power
CD players are anxious to tell me about
reviewed for Stereophiles July issue was
the recording's shortcomings, the Naim
still out there. Luckily for me, it was; I supply, Naim Aro tonearm; Galibier
Quattro Supreme turntable, Graham
just homes in on the music, and reminds
snagged the Arcam sample on its way
Robin tonearm; Miyabi 47, Linn
me how acascade of 16th notes at the
back to the distributor.
end of a line in "Blue Drag" can
It's interesting that, in developing Akiva phono cartridges; Audio Note
AN-52 step-up transformer.
descend into something like agrowl...
these two similarly priced products,
That most essential Naim quality
Nairn and Arcam have taken someremains, alive and well, in the new
what different paths: While Naim has ireitiMr1111-ri. Lamm ML2.1
monoblocks, EAR 890.
CD5x: It makes reproduced music
gone from astandard digital filter to
Quad ESL-989.
sound convincing by preserving so
the HDCD-enabled PMD200 chip,
Arcam has abandoned the Pacific
much of its original meaning, especialrette
—:.__1
11 nterconnect: Audio Note
AN-Vx, Nordost Valhalla, homely insofar as the timing of the musical
Microsonics filter for the CD33. (On
mades. Speaker: Audio Note AN-SPx,,,
information is concerned. For that
the other hand, the CD33 shows
Nordost Valhalla, homemades.
fig alone, it deserves to be auditioned by
Arcam stepping back toward "stanMana stands (Linn
any hobbyist who listens to CDs for
dard" 24-bit performance and away
turntabre19ffiamp); big piece of
_ more than just good sound. To whatfrom the dCS-developed, single-bit
Ring DAC — and Naim, of course,
MDF (Galibier turntable); Base baseil
ever extent it exists, the Naim differremains steadfastly multibit.)
(EAR amplifier); Wally tools for
ence is another of those things you just
phono setup; no cable risers.
In my system, the Arcam did have
can't miss — once you learn not to
—Art Dudley
miss it.
somewhat more air than the Naim,

e
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The Rogue Audio M-150 Tube Monoblock
150 watts of pure tube power •5hz -50knz bandwidth •Triode operation •$3995 per par

Rogue Audio, Inc. •Biodheadsville, DA •570-992-9901 •www.rogueat.dio.cDrr
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REPORT

Echo Indigo

10 CardBus
John Atkinson

CardBus-format
soundcard for PCs and Macs with
two-channel analog inputs and
outputs on stereo 1
/
8"connectors,
128x-oversampling A/D and D/A
converters, 24-bit data resolution
maintained throughout signal path,
onboard 24-bit Motorola DSP for
mixing and monitoring, and
headphone amp with volume
control. Sample rates supported:
32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz,
96kHz. Supports full-duplex twochannel in, two-channel out
operation. Type II CardBus slot
required. Analog input: Frequency
response: 10Hz-20kHz, ±0.5dB.
Dynamic range: >109dB (Aweighted). THD+noise, lkHz
sinewave at —3dBFS: <0.0014% (Aweighted). Crosstalk, lkHz sinewave
at —3dBFS: <0.0005% (A-weighted).
Nominal input level: —10dBV
(316mV). Maximum input level:
+7.2dBu (1.775V). Input impedance:
10k ohms. Analog output:
Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz,
±0.5dB. Dynamic range: >109dB (Aweighted). THD+noise, lkHz
sinewave at —3dBFS: <0.0013% (Aweighted). Nominal output level:
—10dBV (316mV). Maximum output
level: +6.3dBu (1.6V). Supplied
accessories: 6' adapter cable for
RCA and 1
/"connections, driver
4
software, manual.
2.1" W by 0.6" H by
ta.cou le of unces.

SOUNDCARD

1
.
1
.
717eMrr'

1034491 T. "
$229. Approximate number
dealers: "hundreds'
Echo Digital
udio Corporation, 6309 Carpinteria
Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013. Tel:
(805) 684-4593. Fax: (805) 6846628. Web: ywuw.echoaudio.com.
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Echo Indigo 10 CardBus PC soundcard

T

he integration of computers into high-end audio is contentious. A
reader poll last spring on www.stereophile.coml indicated that asignificant proportion of audiophiles — aquarter — is dead set against
the idea, yet both Microsoft, with Windows Media Player 9, and
Apple, with iTunes, seem convinced that the future of domestic
music reproduction involves computers. To support that idea, both
Apple- and Windows-based computers (the latter with Inters aboutto be launched HD Audio technology) are promoting hi-rez audio playback.

As asignificant amount of my overall music listening already takes place with acomputer as source, I'm always on the lookout for products that aid this integration. Four
years ago Ireviewed two PCI soundcards, the CardDeluxe from Digital Audio Labs
(September 2000) and the Digi96/9 PRO from RME (November 2000, with a
"Follow-Up" in January 2001), while Wes Phillips reviewed the RME Digi96/8 PAD
1See http://cgi_stereophile.com/cgi-bin/showsoap.cgi?340.
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Echo Indigo 10

in March 2002. In the dace, Iuse my
desktop PC with Yamaha's USB-interface
RP-U100
personal
receiver
(December 1999), while Michael Fremer
spilled some ink on the tubed USB-interface
Sutherland
12dAX7
DAC
(December 2002).2 More recently, I've
been using my PowerBook with a
superbly versatile FireWire-interface
audio box from Metric Halo, the
MI02882. But there are other high-end
2 Reprints of these reviews can be found in our free
online archives at www.stereophile.com/digitalsource
reviews/280, '299, '541, Audgetcomponents/191, and
'731, respectively.

computer audio manufacturers that we
have neglected, most notably Lynx and
Echo, whose products have gotten much
word-of-mouth praise on the Internet.
The Indigo 10
Echo makes three soundcards using the
Type II CardBus interface: the basic
Indigo ($159), which has asingle set of
24-bit/96kHz—capable stereo outputs;
the Indigo DJ ($229), with two sets of
24/96-capable stereo outputs; and the
Indigo IO ($229), with one set of stereo
outputs but also atwo-channel analog
input. The IO uses a24-bit, 128x-over-

sampling A/D converter running at
sample rates from 321cHz to 96kHz,
and because of its applicability to, for
example, the archiving of LPs, it's the
one Irequested for review.
Both inputs and outputs are carried
on 1
/
8"stereo jacks, one on each side of
the small block that stands out from
the laptop when the card is plugged
in. A thumbwheel on top of this block
controls volume, and the output stage
is robust enough to drive a pair of
headphones to high levels. As well as
a CD-ROM containing the drivers
and demonstration versions of such

11111111111111111111111e

A

II the tests were performed with the Echo Indigo
10 soundcard installed in my 867MHz Apple
TiBook. Looking first at the Indigo 10's analog
output, using WAV files played back with Bias
Peak 4.0, the
maximum output
at lkHz with the
volume control at
its maximum was
to specification at
1.603V. The
output preserved
lu polarity
Mr— ie, was noninverting — and
Echo Indigo 10, frequency response at
the
source
—12dBFS into 100k ohms, with 96kHz
impedance was
sample rate (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
less than 1ohm
across the
audioband.
The frequency
response was
absolutely flat
with CD data (not
shown). Driving
the card with data
sampled at 96kHz
gave the response
Echo Indigo O,
icave spectiem of
shown in fig.1;
dithered IkHz tone at —90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit data (top), 24-bit
the output is
data (bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
down 1.5dB at
46kHz, suggesting
an antialiasing filter that is wellbehaved in the
time domain.
Channel separation was superb,
at better than
100dB between
100Hz and 8kHz,
Echo Indigo 10, '4-octave spectrum of
decreasing to
"digital black," with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data (right channel dashed).
80dB/88dB L/R
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at 10Hz and 93dB at 20kHz (not shown).
Commendably for its price, the Indigo 10's DAC offers
better than 16-bit resolution. This is shown graphically in
fig.2, which shows the spectrum of the card's output,
derived with aswept 1
/
3-octave bandpass filter, while it
decoded 16- and 24-bit data representing adithered lkHz
sinewave at —90dBFS. Both spectra are commendably free
from distortion and power-supply—related spuriae, and
the increase in bit depth gives an increase in dynamic
range of 10-12dB, suggesting DAC performance of around
18 bits. The noise floor rises in level above the mid-treble,
due to the noiseshaping used in the DAC chip to get sufficient resolution. Fig.3, taken with 16-bit "digital black"
data, shows that the noise continues to rise above the
audioband, peaking at around 100kHz.
DAC linearity error, assessed with dithered 16-bit data,
was less than ±2dB, down almost to —110dBFS (fig.4). In
fact, most of the error seen in this graph is due to the
dither noise used
to encode the sig1nal. As aresult of
the excellent linearity and the low
DAC noise, the
Indigo 10's reproduction of an
undithered 16bit/lkHz sinewave
at —90.31dBFS
Fig.4 Echo Indigo 10, left-channel departure
was essentially
from linearity, 16-bit data (2dB/vertical
div.).
perfect (fig.5),
with the three discrete voltage levels unambiguousto1
ly obvious.
Increasing the
word length to 24
bits gave apretty
Li
good facsimile of
asinewave (not
shown).
Fig.5 Echo Indigo 10, waveform of undithered
The sound1kHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS, 16-bit CD
card's output
data.
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Echo Indigo 10

on was hunky-dory. From then on, I
always used the Power Off CardBus
Device command.
Among the supplied software is a
basic mixing console program (v.1.3
with my sample of the card). This
needs to be run the first time you use
the Indigo, as the default maximum
output is set at —40dB, even with the
card's analog volume control all the
way up. Moving the master faders to
"OdB" allowed the music to issue forth.
Each pair of output tracks has ameter,
fader, mute, and pan controls (see
screen shot on p.103); asimilar set is
provided to control the analog input.
These faders operate in the digital
domain, so they reduce signal resoludon by one bit for every 6dB of gain
reduction. For straightforward music

playback, Echo recommends leaving
the console faders at OdB if at all possible, and using the analog volume control to set listening level.
"Each pair of output tracks"? How
can that be, when the Indigo has only
one pair of outputs? Echo makes much
of the fact that the card actually has four
pairs of "virtual" outputs. To appropriate audio programs — Adobe Audition
and Sony Vegas for the PC, for example, and Logic, Deck, Digital Performer, and Nuendo for the Mac — the
Indigo will appear as if it has eight separate outputs. "These are mixed together with the on-board DSP," explains
the manual, "to produce the actual or
'physical' outputs that connect to external equipment without any CPU intervention," thus reducing the demands

made on the host computer. So if your
music-production software supports
multiple discrete outputs, you can
select each of the Indigo's virtual outputs and use the console mixer to output a stereo feed. I don't have any
suitable Mac software, so I couldn't
take advantage of this feature. Nevertheless, this is still very neat.
Sound
Iused iTunes as my primary playback
engine,
with
Apple
Lossless
Compression applied to the test tracks
to keep file sizes manageable. As I
wrote in September, ALC compresses
AIF files to about 40% of their original
size without losing any information.
Some readers have asked if ALC
changes the sound. But think about it:

range around the 16-bit level (fig.10).
As with its DAC, the ADC chip used by the Indigo 10
offered very low distortion. With aIkHz tone at 1.6V RMS,
equivalent to —1dBFS, the highest-level harmonic was the
second, at —100dB, though there was aslight rise in lowfrequency noise once the input signal got within acouple
of dB of OdBFS (not shown). And when the signal level
dropped to 0.875V (-6dBFS, fig.11), even the second harmonic lay at almost —120dB!
Dropping the input level to —70dBFS resulted in there
being no harmonics visible above the noise floor (not
shown), while an input equivalent to —120dBFS still
resulted in an identifiable signal component in the resultant spectrum (fig.12). However, this is at the limit of the
ADC chip's resolving power. Fig.13 shows the digitaldomain waveform of an input tone at —115dBFS —eyeballing the shape of the wave through the high-frequency
noise suggests that there are just three voltage levels
active at this level, which in turn suggests an ultimate resolution of around 18 bits.
Considering its low price and the fact that it depends
on the host laptop for its power, Echo's Indigo 10 offers
extraordinarily good measured performance.
—John Atkinson
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Echo Indigo 10, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output
signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB
toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Fig.10 Echo Indigo 10 ADC, departure from
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Fig.11 Echo Indigo 10 ADC, digital-domain
spectrum of lkHz at -6dBFS, 24-bit
data.
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Fig.12 Echo Indigo 10, digital- omain spectrum
of IkHz at -120dBFS, 24-bit data.
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Fig.13 Echo Indigo 10, digital-domain waveform
of 1kHz at -115dBFS, 24-bit data.
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Pass Laboratories, PO Box 219, Foresthill, CA 95631, 530.367.3690 -www.passlabs.com
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simply... the world's reference!
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SH-833 (20-100khz, -3db)

SH-833 (150w/ch

MD-805 (55w/c1 ,

.319k)

EC-300S ($27k)

Michael Fremer -Stereophile, July 2004
"But Idoubt you'll hear an amplifier that delivers the effervescence, transparency, and solidity of live music
-all kinds of live music -as convincingly and effectively as does the WAVAC SH-833."
Steve Hoffman -mastering guru
"Awesome right out of the box with the stock tubes -the ambient retrieval is amazing on these WAVACs.

Beautiful amps, wonderful sounding, with that tight, fast holographic WAVAC Audio SET sound. I'm hooked!".
EC-300n u>n_lnnkh ,- -3e

"The EC-300B sounds frickin' awesome-talk about palpability & resolution! It sounds alot like the

great WAVAC HE-833 amps-like aveil is lifted from the music...something Inever experienced with other amps."
Distributed by: tmh audio

Dayton, OH

937-439-2667

info@tmhaudio.com www.tmhaudio.com
CES2005 Alexis Park 1611
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these in-the-ear 'phones,
If the reconstructed file data
which use custom molds
with ALC are the same as the
for the owner's ears — see
original AIF, the data prewww.ultimateears.com —
sented to the DAC for
in afuture issue.3)The difdecoding are the same and
ferences made to the
the sound must be the same,
recorded sound by such
other than the effects of
things as moving the piano
word-clock jitter. However,
6" forward, or hanging
though jitter will depend on
drapes over the front of the
the stability of the computbalcony, or raising the mike
er's master clock, it will affect
array 12", were all easily
ALC and AIF files equally. If
perceived
and,
more
the data are the same and the
important, judged.
jitter is the same, then the
sound should be the same. I
In the listening room
certainly heard no differThe vast majority of my
ences between an ALC file
auditioning was
perand the AIF file from which
formed using the Sony
it was made.
When plugged into alaptop, the Indigo l0 takes up very little room.
and Sennheiser headMy first impressions of the
phones, with some use
sound of the Indigo IO, using
made of the Shure E3cs
headphones, were very posi(which Ireviewed in May), as well as
the sound of the bass. On Ernie Isley's virtive. The midrange was smooth, the
the Ultimate Ears. But before writing
tuosic rococo reading of Burt Bacharach
high frequencies extended and grainand Hal David's "Anyone Who Had a the review, Iplugged the Indigo IO's
free, the low frequencies rather warmoutput jack into my he-man rig: a
Heart," from Here I Am (CD,
sounding but extended and clean.
Mark Levinson No.380S preamp
DreamWorks B0001005-2 IN01), the
The Indigo could play to ear-bleed
driving either Levinson No.33H
bass player's drops to the low strings of his
levels with the closed-back Sony MDRinstrument sounded awesomely and satismonoblocks or a Halcro dm38.
7506 headphones, but as much as these
fyingly deep on the Sennheisers without Speakers were Revel Ultima Studios.
cans have become a standard in the
As is always the case, levels for A/B
degenerating into low-frequency mud.
recording industry, Ifind them abit
bass-shy, with abit too much energy in
the mid-treble. The latter quality is useful for monitoring, as it throws into THE INDIGO OFFERED ANICELY CLEAN WINDOW
sharp relief any extraneous noises in the
recording — but when Iwant to listen INTO THE RECORDED SOUND
for pleasure, I reach for a pair of
Sennheiser HD600s (I have yet to try
comparisons were matched to within
The Indigo offered a nicely clean
the new HD650s). Driving the insensi0.1dB at lkHz.
window into the recorded sound. In
tive HD600s with the Indigo's volume
Using my Editor's Choice CD
control all the way up, there was only August, I recorded Canaclan _pianist
(Stereophile STPH016-2), Icompared
Robert Silverman in two sets of variajust enough level to rock out to the
the Echo Indigo IO playing ALC verextent Ineeded to with Led Zeppelin's
tions by Beethoven: the little-persions of the CD data with the bottom"Fool in the Rain," from In Through the formed C-Minor Variations, Wo0 80,
dollar Toshiba SD-3950 DVD player I
as the appetizer, and the monumental
Out Door (CD, Atlantic 92443). But the
recently bought to act as areality check
Diabelli Variations, Op.120, as the
card's full bass response allowed me to
for my high-end digital reviews. It was
appreciate Jimmy Page's octave-doubled entrée. (The plan is to release the perguitar solo. And in these days of rock formances on CD, DVD, and ahybrid hard to get ahandle on the differences.
SACD with surround and two-channel Both threw rather a flat soundstage,
recordings being routinely compressed
versions in spring 2005.) We used Ray with adiminished sense of hall ambiuntil the life is squeezed out of them,
ence on the Mozart G-Minor Quartet
this Zeppelin track has a surprising Kimber's IsoMike array with matched
Neumann M150 minis, and while Ray movement, and the tonal balance was
amount of dynamic light and shade.
used Meitner DSD converters and a well-nigh identical.
One of my favorite Mary Chapin
On the cut with Cantus singing
Genex hard-disk recorder for the multiCarpenter tracks okay, I own up,
"Danny Boy," the Toshiba sounded a
channel tracks, Irecorded a separate
"favorite" applies to almost everything
this Nashville nightingale has recorded — front-channel feed from the Millennia tad more robust, though perhaps also a
mite blurred in the lower midrange, On
is the live "Stones in the Road," front Party mike preamp on my laptop, using aprofessional dCS AID converter running at the following track, the Indigo presentDoll and Other Favorites (CD, Columbia
ed aslightly more believable sense of
882kHz with a24-bit word length.
CK 68751). There are no drums an this
Each night when Igot back to my
track, the rhythmic drive coming from a
3Ialso plan to write about adifferent means of getting
hotel room, Iused the Indigo IO to
twangy acoustic bass guitat With the
high-quality digital audio out of alaptop: HeadRoom's
audition the day's takes, using apair of BitHead headphone amplifier, which has aUSB interIndigo IO driving the Sennheisers, there
—JA
Ultimate Ears UE-5s. (I'll be reviewing face as well as conventional analog inputs.
was asatisfying bottom-octave thrum to
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Erhoildigo.
exaggeration
of
pops and clicks.
However, Ifelt Igot
r n
the best results by
using the Indigo IO
and Peak 4.0 to create 24/882k files,
OUTPUT BUS
doing all the pro9"" "'lie' "11 gecessing and noise
reduction on this
F fi
F
hi-rez data, then
decimating
and
MASTER
Awn
noiseshaping the
data to 16/44.1k at
.:,: î
A
the end of the
process.
(Peak
includes three varieties of the excelThe Indigo console utility offers four pairs of "virtual" outputs.
lent
POW-R
noiseshaping algonal to SignalScope for analysis. This
rithm, and the 882/44.1 sample-rate
worked to my satisfaction — as long as
conversion stands amuch better chance
of sounding good than the awkward I remembered to mute the analog
input signal in the Indigo console.
96/44.1 conversion.) This process is
Without that precaution, the Indigo's
more time-consuming, but guarantees
the best-sounding "Red Book" version input signal from the device being
Archiving analog
tested would be fed to the Indigo's
Iam slowly, oh so slowly, transferring of an LP.
output, which in turn would be sent
to hard disk the hundreds of hours of
back to the device under test. Not a
live recordings Ihave made and col- Laptop measurements
good idea!
lected of the various musical groups The Indigo IO's ability to record and
play back 24-bit digital audio makes it
with which Ihave performed over the
past 40 years. Plugging in external perfect for turning a laptop into a Summing up
While its sound quality doesn't scale
A/D converters gets tedious after a portable, high-quality test system. For
the heights of what's on offer from
the Mac, Iused the excellent and inexwhile, so it seemed obvious to use the
Indigo IO to carry some of this load. pensive SignalSuite 1.12 two-channel high-end separates, Echo's Indigo IO
signal
generator
($24.95)
and
offers digital-domain performance for
The source was primarily cassette, so
recording sound files at 44.1kHz or
48kHz sample rates with 16-bit word
AS AWAY STATION ON THE ROAD TO INTEGRATING
length proved perfectly adequate. Ialso
made some recordings at 24bit/96kHz. The results, made with YOUR LAPTOP INTO A HIGH-END AUDIO SYSTEM,
Bias Peak 4.0, sounded excellent, with
no perceptible changes to the sound of THE ECHO INDIGO 10 IS VERY HIGHLY
the original. (But oh, did Iget tired of
RECOMMENDED.
the wandering center images of cassette recordings, which were way too
obvious on headphones.)
which you would have had to pay
SignalScope 1.5 two-channel analysis
Itried archiving some LPs with the
Indigo IO, using my Linn LP12 player software ($49.95), both from www.ben thousands of dollars adecade ago for
and Linn Linto phono preamp. Again, I jaminfaber.com. The former provides just $229. (I have seen it offered for as
all manner of test signals, including little as $159 on the Internet.) Its instalgot some very nice transfers, with no
lation was painless in both Wintel and
sinewaves, chirps, sweeps, and noise,
while the latter includes avoltmeter, an Macintosh laptops, and the supplied
console program was fool... er, reviewoscilloscope, and aspectrum analyzer.
er-proof. About the only drawback I
The Indigo driver and console procan think of is that laptops have limited
Apple 15" Titanigram and the Benjamin Faber proCardBus real estate, and the Indigo has
grams all make use of OSX's
um PowerBook, 867MHz G4 procesCoreAudio routines. It seemed legitito compete with such things as
sor, running iTunes 4.6, Bias Peak 4.0,
FireWire and Wi-Fi cards. But as away
SignalScope 1.5, SignalSuite 1.1.2.
mate, therefore, to use SignalSuite to
Sennheiser HD600,
generate a 24-bit signal to be sent station on the road to integrating your
laptop into ahigh-end audio system,
Sony MDR7506, Ultimate Ears UE-5,
from the Indigo's output to the device
under test and then use the Indigo's the Echo Indigo IO is very highly recShure E3c.
ommended.
-John Atkinson
analog input to send the processed sig-

hushed expectancy after the end of the
tenor solo, when the piano leads the
choir back in for the final verse.
My final comparisons involved the
"Red Book" CD versions derived from
the hi-re z DSD data on Antony
Michaelson's performance of the
Mozart Clarinet Concerto, K.622
(SACD, Musical Fidelity MFSACD017). The Toshiba doesn't play
SACDs, so Iburned the CD data onto
aCD-R for the comparison. Again, it
was at first very hard to hear any differences between the soundcard and
the DVD player. Both featured awarm
glow in the lower midrange, both
made the clarinet sound a bit too
"reedy," and both had somewhat
restricted image depth compared with
what I had become accustomed to
when Iwas producing the recording.
But ultimately, the Toshiba pulled
slightly ahead with, again, its slightly
more robust presentation.
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Home Entertainment West 2004 San Francisc. November 4 - 7

Experience the ultimate home theater

Westin St. Francis Hotel -Union Square

and hi-fi show! The largest and most

335 Powell Street

comprehensive event of its kind, Home
Entertainment 2004 will feature more
than 200 exhibitors, 80 demonstrations
a superb live music program, and indepth seminars with expert panelists.

San Francisco CA 94102
415-397-7000

SAVE $5

per ticket by ordering online
at www.he2004.com or calling

800-830-3976 ext. 108.

For exhibiting and/or sponsoring information:
call Brian Georgi at 212-229-4868.
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Krell

Resolution 1
Michael Fremer

Four-way,
reflexloaded, floorstanding loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" ring-radiator tweeter,
4" polypropylene-cone midrange, 8"
magnesium-cone mid-woofer, two
10" aluminum-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 119Hz, 422Hz,
2860Hz,
3550Hz.
Frequency
response: 25Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity:
90dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal
impedance: 4ohms.
58" H by 13.2" W by
19.7" D. Weight: 195 lbs.
Cherry veneer.
not noted (auditioning);
25704060091 (measuring).
$11,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 200.
Krell Industries,
Inc., 45 Connair Road, Orange, CT
06477-3650. Tel: (203) 799-9954.
Fax: (203) 891-2028. Web: www.krell
online.com.
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LOUDSPEAKER

Krell Resolution 1loudspeakers

ometimes you have to make peace with aloudspeaker. You have
to accept it on its own terms rather than ask it to bend to your
sonic wishes, or to be something it's not. This is especially true
when you're auditioning aseemingly endless succession of them,
as Ihave this year. Like beauty-pageant contestants parading across
the stage, all different-looking yet all enticing in one way or another, each speaker I've listened to of late has sounded different
from the rest, and each has had aunique combination of strengths and weaknesses —yet each has been sufficiently "in the pocket" to paint acredible musical picture. Nonetheless, some required more bending on my part than did others, in
order for me to believe the musical portraits they were attempting to create.
That was not the case with ICrell Industries' Resolution 1. From the first minute
Iheard it in my room, Ibelieved what Iheard. Iaccepted its musical truth without reservation or accommodation. Over time, and the more Ilistened, Icame to
understand that immediate reaction, but to go from astellar and in some ways singular performer, such as mbl's $45,000/pair 101E Radialstrahler that Ireviewed
last month, to Krell's $11,000/pair Resolution 1and not be in some ways disappointed, is itself amajor achievement.
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Resolution 1
While most audiophiles think of
Krell's Dan D'Agostino as an electronics guy, he began his audio career as a
speaker designer, and was once the
importer of Sonus Faber speakers. His
continuing friendship with Sonus's
Franco Serblin is what allows Krell to
borrow directly from Sonus (and
acknowledge the loan) the Resolution
1's grille of stretched rubber strings.
But between Krell's Resolution series

I

and the Sonus Faber designs, no other
strings appear to be attached.
The 1 tops the Resolution line,
which also includes a smaller floorstander, abookshelf model, a centerchannel, and asubwoofer. The 1is abig
speaker —4' 10" tall and weighing 195
lbs —yet its relatively slender (13") baffle let it fit comfortably in my listening
space. The tall, graceful cabinet of
MDF has curved side walls and aflat
rear panel. It's nicely finished in an

attractive veneer of opaque cherry (the
only choice), and, despite its height,
blended pleasingly into my listening
room. Knuckle-raps over awide area
of the cabinet indicated that it's reasonably well braced; subsequent to that
bout of self-bruising, I read that a
subenclosure within the main cabinet
houses the midrange and treble drivers.
Two custom 10" aluminum-cone
woofers in a rear-ported bass reflex
configuration anchor the design. These

T

43Hz, the phase angle is now —61°!
he size and weight of the ResThis behavior should not present any
olution 1worked against my
problems to Krell's own amplifiers,
being able to raise it high into
which have traditionally offered high
the air for the acoustic meacurrent delivery, but some tube amplisurements. Itherefore had to window
fiers are going to be gasping for
the time-domain data more aggresbreath when hit with high levels of
sively than usual to eliminate the
bass information.
interfering effects of areflection from
The traces in fig.1 are free from the
the floor between the speaker and the
glitches that would indicate the presmicrophone. As aresult, the measured
Fig.1 Krell Resolution 1, electrical impedance
(solid)
and
phase
(dashed).
(2
ence of panel resonances. Icould find
response will have less midrange resoohms/vertical div.)
only afew low-level modes when I
lution than usual, though this does
investigated the cabinet's vibrational
not interfere with the reliability of the
behavior with asimple plastic-tape accelerometer. Fig.2,
measurements.
for example, is acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated
The big Krell's voltage sensitivity came in slightly below
from the accelerometer's output when it was fastened to
the specified 90dB/VV/m, at 88.7dB/2.83V/m. This will be
the front baffle between the tweeter and the woofers.
due in part to the speaker's subdued high treble (see
Only the mode at 762Hz rises to the point where it might
later). This is still usefully higher than average, but working
have subjective consequences, but this is high enough in
against this is atruly brutal impedance character. As can
frequency that the delayed energy drops rapidly, working
be seen in fig.1, the impedance remains at or below 3
against its audibility. Despite the large panel areas, the
ohms for two-thirds of the audioband, relieved only by the
enclosure's sides are well-braced and -damped.
reflex peaks in the low bass and aregion between 4and
The saddle at 21.5Hz in the impedance magnitude trace
6ohms in the upper midrange/low treble.
suggests that this is the tuning frequency of the twin ports,
Compounding the drive difficulty of this low impedance
which in turn implies excellent bass extension. The output of
is an electrical phase angle that varies considerably. So not
the ports (fig.3, black trace) peaks at around 20Hz, though it
only is the minimum impedance acurrent-hungry 1.8
doesn't start rolling off until 50Hz. The output of the two
ohms at 58Hz, this is combined with aphase angle of
woofers (red trace) has its minimum-motion point—le,
—25°. And alittle lower in frequency, even though the
where the back pressure from the port resonance holds the
impedance has risen to amore manageable 3.8 ohms at
cones still—at 25Hz, alittle higher
than suggested by the impedance

0.00

an

2.00

0.0

25.00

-6.0

37.00

-12.0
-18.0

50

00

62.00 »sec

-24.0

MLSSA
Comulat

.ve

20.0
Spectral

1000.0
Decay

-2.12 dB,

762 Hz

0.000 msec

Fig.2 Krell Resolution 1, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an accelerometer
fastened to the cabinet's front baffle between the tweeter and the woofers (MLS driving voltage to
speaker, 7.55v; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
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Fig.3 Krell Resolution 1, nearfield responses
the midrange unit (blue), upper woofer
(green), lower woofers (red), and ports
(black), with the complex sum of the
nearfield responses (magenta), weighted
in the ratio of the square roots of the
radiating areas.
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feature big motors to maximize control
and minimize distortion, and vented
voice-coils to increase power handling.
Above the woofers is, essentially, a
three-way speaker turned on its head:
on the bottom, slightly above the baffle's vertical center, is an iteration of
Vifa's ring-radiator tweeter; above
that is a 4" polypropylene-cone
midrange driver, and at the top a8"
mid-woofer, mounted in a sealed
container. The ferrofluid-cooled
midrange driver features aone-piece
cone and surround and a custom
voice-coil former, while the mid/bass
unit sports an ultralight magnesium
cone and brass phase plug to prevent
beaming at the top of its passband.

1

The woofer crossover point is
119Hz (via asecond-order Chebyshev
low-pass filter), while the mid-woofer
driver has asecond-order Chebyshev
high-pass filter set at 118Hz and asecond-order Butterworth low-pass at
422Hz. (The Chebyshev filter has a
steeper cutoff than the Butterworth at
the expense of some passband ripple.)
The midrange's natural low-frequency rolloff is used for high-pass filtering, with a second-order Bessel
high-pass filter added at 126Hz to
improve its power handling at the bottom end of its range. A third-order
Butterworth low-pass filter at
2860Hz restricts the midrange's HF
response, while athird-order Butter-

worth high-pass filter rolls the tweeter in at 3550Hz.
In other words, the Resolution 1is a
complex, multidriver design of the sort
that makes for interesting measurements and awideband response, but
often—though not always—disjointed, incoherent sound.
Installation and placement
When the Resolution is were inenlied,
Krell's Bill McKiegan took great pride
in showing me the four complex-looking crossover networks built up on lethick glass-epoxy circuit boards. Each
was packed with high-quality parts,
including unusually massive inductors.
McKiegan told me that Krell's goal was

measurements, continue
'11 ,111

o

1111111 ,

measurement. The
two woofers peak

The Resolution
1was extraordinarily flat in the
midrange, but a
gently slopeddown trend is
apparent throughout the treble —
noted by MF in his
auditioning, which
Fig.5 Krell Resolution 1, effect of the grille on
the farfield response on the midrange
was performed
axis (5dB/vertical div.).
with the grilles in
place—broken by
aseries of peaks and dips. As shown in fig.5, both the
subdued treble balance and the peaks/dips are due to the
grille, which offers significant acoustic interference.
(Although the grille superficially resembles the vertical
strings used by Sonus Faber, the latter are thinner and are
more widely spaced than Krell's.)
The Resolution 1's lateral dispersion on the midrange
axis (fig.6) is even, with no off-axis "hot spot" frequencies.
Although it is hard to see from this graph, the off-axis
responses are actually flatter than the on-axis response, the
treble dips filling in and the peaks flattening out, meaning
that the speaker's room sound will be smoothly balanced.
However, the dispersion above 10kHz is quite limited,

between 40 and
wr 120Hz, handing
over above that
e
frequency to the
lower-midrange
111111111
1 11111111
1 11111111
1 I -driver (green),
wo
,000
m000
which in turn
Fig.4 Krell ResoluticW 1, anechoic response
hands over to the
with grille on the midrange axis at 50,
midrange unit
averaged across 30 ° horizontal window
(blue) near 450Hz.
and corrected for microphone response,
The acoustic crosswith the complex sum of the nearfield
woofer and port responses, taking into
over slopes all apaccount acoustic phase and distance
pear to be secondfrom the nominal farfield point, plotted
order.
below 350Hz.
The magenta
trace in this
graph shows the complex sum of these individual outputs, weighted according to the square root of the radiating areas. It is pretty flat, other than arise in the region
covered by the twin woofers. However, to alarge extent
this rise will be due to the nearfield measurement technique; the Krell's reflex alignment is usefully overdamped, which will give the best combination of extension and control in atypical room.
This summed LE output is repeated on
the left-hand side of fig.4, spliced at 350Hz
to the farfield response, which is averaged
across a30° horizontal window centered on
the 41"-high midrange axis (the listening
dB
-90.00
0.0-60.00
axis Krell recommends). The midbass boost
-6.0
-30.00
is evident, but as this is most probably a
-12.00.00
measurement artifact, Imust assume that
-18.0Mikey's thinking the Resolution 1sounded a
-24.060.00 deg
bit "rich" in the upper bass is due more to
MLSSA
arm,
1000.0
10000.0
the woofers' restricted passband. (The more
Frequen,y Flle Display
log Frequency - Hz
(Smoothsd to 0.10 potsue,
you limit adrive-unit in the frequency
Fig.6 Krell Resolution 1, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on midrange
domain, the less well defined its output will
axis, from back to front: differences in response 90 .-5° off-axis, reference response,
be in the time domain.)
differences in response 5.-90° off-axis.
10
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to pass as much power as possible
through the networks in order to preserve the widest possible dynamic range
of the 90dB-efficient Resolution 1.
With the help of publicist Joe
Hageman, McKiegan placed the Krells
where masking tape outlined the spots
usually occupied by my Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppy 7s. The 1
swere run
biwired throughout the review period.
Aside from some toe-out adjustment,
that's where the speakers remained.
What could be simpler?
Sound
Ididn't move the twin towers of the
Resolution 1
sfrom their initial placements because they sounded right just

where they were. Ican't recall being
put so quickly at my ease by anew pair
of speakers in my system as Iwas when
Ifirst fired up the is—despite their
presentation being very different from
that of the mesmerizing mbl 101Es.
The Resolution 1
s produced an
immense and particularly lofty soundstage with a palpable and equally
impressive phantom center image. The
aural picture was dense and threedimensional without being thick or
sluggish. Stage depth was particularly
well developed. Despite their size and
complexity, the 1s "disappeared"
immediately, neither giving away their
physical positions nor creating astage
in which the sound bunched up when

instruments had been mixed close to
baffle locations. Because of all of these
factors, it was easy to just sit back,
relax, listen to music, and never sense
that I could discern sound coming
from any driver in particular, or the
speaker overall. That's how it's supposed to be but often isn't—at least
not without agreat deal of moving and
shifting. With the Resolution is, right
from the start, Isettled in comfortably
and began to enjoy the music.
Given their driver array and size, I
was taken by surprise by the ease with
which the Resolution is settled in and
made music without calling attention
to themselves. Iwas expecting to have
to work to get the drivers to integrate

hoist th
0.5
Krell off
the ground
for the
00
dB
measur
00
ments;
.05
those mar0.00
ring the
5.00 an
-24.0
midrange
ms
MLSSA
300.0
1000.0
10000.0
unit's step
Fig.8 Krell Resolution 1, step response oga
Frequenog File Digelqg
lag Frequency - HO
(Smoothed to 0.10 ootage/
midrange axis at 50" (5ms time windovffl
are from
16.68 dB . 3187 Hz
98.88H deg
30kHz bandwidth).
the
grille.
Fig.7 Krell Resolution 1, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on
midrange axis, from back to front: differences in response 15 0-5° above axis,
This is
reference response, differences in response 5°--le below axis.
shown graphically in fig.9, which overlays the Resolution l's impulse response with and without the grille
which will rob the speaker's balance of top-octave air. In the
(red and blue traces, respectively). The grille reflections can
vertical plane (fig.7), the Krell's balance doesn't change sigeasily be seen.
nificantly as long as the listener sits with his ears between
As Imentioned earlier, these reflections don't affect the
the lower-midrange unit and the top of the lower woofers.
speaker's perceived balance, other than to subdue the
However, astanding listener will perceive asuckout at the
tweeter's output in the top two octaves. However, they do
upper crossover frequency of 3.1kHz, as well as top octaves
mess up what would otherwise be aclean cumulative
that are even lower in level than on the midrange axis.
spectral-decay plot (fig.10).
Fig.8 shows the Resolution l's step response on the
Extended low bass, awarm midbass, asmooth
midrange axis. The short, positive-going spike is the tweeter
midrange, asubdued top end: Michael Fremer called it
output, followed by the lazier rise, again positive-going, of the
correctly, according to my measurements of the Krell Resmidrange unit This leads into the negative-going output of
olution 1.
—John Atkinson
the lower-midrange unit, which in turn is followed by the
positive-going
output of the
woofers.
Some reflections can be
dB
seen in this
12.0
6.0
graph: the one
0.0
just before
8ms is the
reflection from
400.0
1000.0
10000.0
Fig.9 Krell Resolution 1, impulse responses on
the floor that
Ommulatzve St/entry. Decem
log Frequenog - Ho
midrange axis at 50", with (red) and
14.45 dB. 5726 Hz
8.088 msec
resulted
from
without (blue) grille (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
my inability to
Fig.10 Krell Resolution 1, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
'
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1

some other speakers I've heard of late,
delivering instead impressive punch,
weight, and richness, at the slight
expense of nimbleness.
The bottom-end extension and balance yielded an enormous sense of
physical space on live venue recordings, yet intimately recorded male
voices —such as Johnny Hartman's on
Speakers Corner's outstanding if somewhat mellow reissue of John Coltrane
and Johnny Hartman (Impulse! AS -40),
and S&P's superb new reissue of Nat
King Cole's Just One of Those Things
(S&P508) — were free of annoying
Resolution 1's midrange crossover network.
low-frequency overhang or boom.
Female voices were equally convincing
—free of testosterone chestiness, while
and produce aseamless, tonally pleas- Bridge (Tara 3019), or any of the others possessing sufficient body and weight
so often mentioned in my reviews, to be believable. A nice balancing act!
ing presentation in my room.
Above the bottom end was arich,
My second reaction was to brand the bass was deep, powerful, rhythmically
Resolution 1 "old-fashioned," in the supple, and tonally convincing —but coherent midrange with an emphasis
best sense of the phrase. The race mostly, it was intensely physical. The on smoothness over resolution and
toward ultra-high resolution by many Resolution 1gave up some tautness transparency. On top, the familiar Vifa
speaker makers has come at the and speed on bottom compared to ring-radiator tweeter produced yet
more smoothness, though at the
expense of dynamic range and bottomexpense of the sparkle and air available
end weight and authority. In some
from, for instance, the Dynaudio
ways, the Resolution is reminded me
Kuzma Stabi RefEsotar tweeter.
of the refrigerator-sized, 1950s-vintage
Overall, the Krell Resolution l's balJensen Tri-Plex corner speaker I ,erence, Simon Yorke S7, T+A G 10
ance was on the warm, mellow, smooth
picked up at agarage sale for $35 afew turntables; Kuzma Air Line, Immedia
side, designer D'Agostino evidently
RPM-2, Graham 2.2, SME M2 toneyears ago. The thing kicks ass in ways
having been willing to give up some
most of today's "girlie-men" speakers arms; Graham Nightingale II, Lyra
transparency, air, and detail in favor of
simply can't. Of course, the Jensen Titan, Lyra Helikon SL, Shelter 301,
smoothness in the midi and weight and
'fridge can't resolve information or 'Sumiko Blue Point Special Evo Ill,
authority on bottom. If chasing rever+A C 10 cartridges.
respond as quickly as can amodern
—7
Musical Fidelity
berant trails is your hobby, the
speaker like the Resolution 1, and if I
Resolution 1might not be to your taste.
had a pair of them Idoubt they'd Tri sta, Krell SACD Standard SACD
players;
Alesis
Masterlink
CD
But if instrumental body, slam, and palimage worth adamn. But once you
pable three-dimensionality suit you, the
recorder.
hear something with that kind of sheer
Manley Stee
Krell delivered them convincingly.
physicality, authority, and slam, you
Ispent agreat deal of time comparwant all that added to the modern mix.
head, BAT VK-10SE phono preamps;
ing two vinyl editions ofJános Starker's
I'm not claiming that the Resolution 'Musical Fidelity kWp, Krell KO- prerenowned performances of Bach's
1brought back asonic quality long out ,amps.
Musical FideliSuites for Solo Cello: Mercury Golden
of fashion, only that the big Krell had
Imports and Speakers Corner's new
what many of the speakers I've audi- ty kW, Krell 450Mcx monoblocks.
Interconnect: AudioQuest
set, cut from the original tapes by
tioned this year didn't, in terms of both
Willem Makkee at Universal's
slam and an ideal balance of lower- Cheetah & Sky, various Harmonic
Berliner mastering facility in Hanover,
midbass warmth and fullness—and not Technology (balanced), Harmonic
Germany. Both sound really fine, the
at the expense of clarity or rhythmic ¡Technology LAM (fiber-optic). Speaknew set having aricher, more mellow
suppleness. With asensitivity of 90dB, `en Harmonic Technology Magic
tone that emphasizes the body of the
the Resolution 1should be reasonably Woofer & Tweeter. AC: Shunyata
Research,JPS.
instrument over the bow strokes.
easy to drive, depending of course on
Either one will make you weep, but
Sounds of Silence
the impedance curve and electrical
Vibraplane, Gingko Audio Cloud 11
the new reissue's richness produced a
phase angle.
isolation platforms; Finite Elemente
more convincing and physical cello
For reasons I can't explain, the
Pagode equipment stands; Audiotone. The Resolution is did an outResolution 1was not shy about produring prodigious bass. It was almost ,dharma Cable Cooker; Walker Audio , standing job of placing Starker in space,
convincingly sized and well behind the
as if the physical properties of my rPrecision Isolated Power Motor Drive;
Shunyata Research Hydra 2 & 8
front baffles, to the right of center. The
room had changed, which they hadn't.
power conditioners; ASC Tube Traps;
sensation of the smallish space in
When Iplayed bass-test LPs such as
which he played was subtly evident, as
The Clash's London Calling (CBS rRPG BAD &Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer
I'm sure engineer Robert Fine intendClash3), or Davey Spillane's Atlantic

1
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aural palate. One of the reasons it was so
immediately appealing was that its top
few octaves are probably rolled off—
subtly, which is why this wasn't obvious
on first listen—and some listeners may
wish for greater sparkle and air on top.
Limiting a speaker's top-end response
suppresses such nasties as tape hiss,
grain, and the high-frequency hash pre-

sent on many recordings, analog or digital. The result was arelaxed fit that was
easy on the ears. If it's done correctly, as
it was here, music sounds coherent and
tonally correct, with nothing missing.
There was no comparison between
the high frequencies produced by the
Resolution 1 and the mbl 101E, for
example. The mbPs purity of tone on

1111111111•11111111e 1111W
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Ihad the RGPC products here for well over eight
months, and tried them in every review Iconducted
during that time. Idecided against auditioning each
RGPC product separately. Instead, Iinserted the whole
shebang—cables, transformers, and conditioners—into
my system and listened for aconsiderable period of
time, then went cold turkey and plugged everything
directly into the wall, and then into the Shunyata gear.
Iplugged power amplifiers directly into the
SubStation and the SubStation into the wall. The 12005
ran in parallel, also plugged into the wall. Iused the
same arrangement for the low-level gear with the Pole
Pig and the 600S.
Anyone who doesn't think AC cords and conditioners
can make any sonic difference needs to do some listening. When Iswitched between conditioners or eliminated them altogether, Iwas amazed at how well what I
heard correlated with what visitors
not all of them
experienced listeners—told me they heard, without any
prompting from me.
Inserting the RGPC products produced consistent results in all of the systems Ireviewed. Not surprisingly, I
heard the fewest differences with the Wavac Audio Lab
SH-833 monoblock power amplifiers, which Ireviewed
in the July 2004 issue. Those amps have ahumongous
isolation transformer and an enormous choke-regulated
power supply for each channel. So do the Musical
Fidelity kW amplifiers, but those draw far more current; I
could hear more of adifference with them.
While the RGPC AC-conditioning equipment and
cables tended to strengthen the music's rhythmic thrust
and solidity and produce a"tighter" sound, invariably
the overall impression was of soundstage compression,
with added grain and more forward mids and highs. At
first, the negatives were outweighed by the perceived
improvement in "pace'n'rhythm," but over time the
negatives dominated. This was particularly obvious during my time with the mbl 101E Radialstrahlers
(reviewed in October)--the RGPC gear seriously diminished the speakers' ability to magically float astoundingly delicate, detailed images in three dimensions in
airy space.
One of the records Iused through the months to
gauge the effects of the RGPC products was aUK LP of
Roxy Music's Avalon —a stunning recording. The title
track is filled with delicate accents from shakers, gourds,
and other percussion, all arrayed across amagically
wide and deep three-dimensional soundstage. The
reedy tone of the saxophone is brilliantly captured, as is

Stereophile, November 2004

cymbals, bells, chimes, percussion in
general, and other instruments that scale
the sonic peaks, was in another league
entirely —the Resolution 1 sounded
somewhat closed-in and thick by comparison. Recordings with noticeable
tape hiss sounded suspiciously quiet
through the Krells. However, the balance Dan D'Agostino has struck was so

the sensual female background singer. Inserting the
RGPC gear into the system dependably diminished the
power of this track by smearing and obscuring the percussive transients, flattening the three-dimensionality of
the soundstage by placing it against the speakers, and
brightening and coarsening the overall sound. The only
gain was of aseemingly tighter, faster, "snappier"-paced
musicai event. Hardly worth the tradeoff.
When Iwould then plug my system directly into the
wall, there was always an initial sense of aloss of
immediacy and musical grip --and, shortly thereafter,
improved spatiality, delicacy, and transient articulation
shone through clearly and convincingly.
Moving to the Shunyata Hydras and Anaconda cable
always provided much blacker backgrounds that were
noticed by experienced listeners and novices alike. The
Shunyata gear also managed to clear up grain and grizzle without harming transients or sounding rolled-off.
The Shunyata conditioning and cables actually improved
delicacy and detail. And the highly resolving mbl 101Es
delivered all this news in spades.
RGPC's Dick McCarthy claims that if there are sonic
"tradeoffs" from using their products, they're caused by
something else in the system --such as filtered interconnects, speaker cables, or power cords—and that if
you hear no differences, you have great AC. But when I
used the RGPC products, Iused no other conditioners
or brands of power cords. Comparing the RGPCs to a
variety of speaker and interconnect cables, tgot essentially the same reliable results.
That said, Ihave no doubt that, in the down and
"dirty" AC conditions often found in urban apartment
buildings, RGPC's isolation transformers might work mi
actes. Perhaps in other situations, depending on your
electricity and the quality of the power supplies in your
gear, you might find some of RGPC's other products
useful—especially the SubStation, and especially in its
240V version. Richard Gray's offers amoney-back "no
risk trial," so don't let me stop you. In fact, Iinvite you
to prove me wrong. I'm sure Richard Gray's Power
Company does as well.
—Michael Fremer
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effective, and the weight and physical
clout from the mids down so rich and
compelling, that I didn't miss what
might not have been there, or how it
might have been obscured by abump
or dip somewhere else in the response.
That said, the Resolution l's sonic
excitement came more from its overall
richness, weight, and extension than

sively coherent, and tactile sonic picture.
Everything about this speaker, save
for its top-end extension, was substantial. There was bottom extension and
punch to please the most bass-hungry
audiophile, rich upper-bass and midband performance that gave instrumental fundamentals satisfying fullness
and plenty of body, and asufficiently
developed top end to produce overtones that delivered instruments and
THE RESOLUTION 1
voices convincingly. The overall melDELIVERED STOMACH- low balance emphasized woody overtones over bows scraping strings, and
CRUCHING BASS
chests over throats, but the balance was
craftily presented. If you're going to
AND EAR-POPPING
emphasize weight and authority over
delicacy, you'd better deliver stomachDYNAMIC AUTHORITY.
crunching bass and ear-popping
dynamic authority—the Resolution 1
from its ability to portray air, sparkle, and
did so without showing aheavy hand,
musical "snap." As with the combo of though Isuspect John Atkinson's measurements will show aslight emphasis
Rockport Technologies' Merak II and
Sheritan II (reviewed in the September in the lower midbass.
2004 Stereophile), the Krell Resolution 1
While you'll find speakers that are
created apicture into which Ilooked,
"faster" from top to bottom, and speakers
rather than one that projected sound
that resolve more information, particuoutward and threw me back in my seat.
larly on top, few speakers in my experience combine so many strengths with a
A slightly different take
balance—pretty much throughout the
Krell also loaned me apair of their full frequency range—that was so easy
450Mcx balanced monoblock ampli- to listen to and live with, and without
sounding slow or plodding. Greater
fiers, a KCT preamplifier, and an
SACD Standard SACD/CD player. 1 I transparency and crystalline darity can
wanted to hear how, if at all, switching be had by spending this much, but missto all Krell electronics might change
ing in action will usually be the grand
the Resolution l's tonal balance, given
dynamic scale, the bottom-end slam and
the received wisdom that Krell gear
extension, the enormity of soundstage I
sounds "bright."
heard from the Resolution is.
Run in balanced mode, the Krell
No doubt Dan D'Agostino had to
electronics were anything but bright. In
make some compromises in cabinet
fact, they sounded abit smoother than
rigidity and driver quality in order to
my reference electronics. In an admitbring to market for $11,000/pair such
an ambitious, grandly scaled loudtedly short audition, the combination
produced a slightly different sonic
speaker. He chose near-full-frequency
performance, expansive dynamics, and
character, but not one that made me
smooth overall response over the ultiwant to reconsider my overall assessment of the Resolution 1.
mate in transient speed, transparency,
and hyper-resolution, and he made it
Conclusion
work. Within those limitations he's
My month spent with the Krell
created abold, powerful speaker that
delivers more than its money's worth.
Resolution 1loudspeaker was about as
Combined with appropriate associated
pleasing alistening experience as Icould
have hoped for. Despite the complexity
equipment (skip tube amps, warmish
of the design, the five-driver array
cartridges, and soggy-sounding cables),
blended seamlessly, and with unusual
the Resolution 1can deliver stunningease, to produce avelvety-rich, impres- ly full-bodied performance.
If my satisfying month with the
1Production of the Standard has been temporarily
Resolution is is any indication, chances
suspended because of lackof availability of its drive
are good that lovers of all genres of
mechanism. According to anumber of manufacturers
who used it, the replacement drive has been delayed
music will find this ambitious design an
because Philips outsourced the software implementaattractive option, both now and for a
non to India, and the software and hardware components aren't yet "talking" to each other.
long time to come.
WorldRadioHistory
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

Totem

Rainmaker

Robert J. Reina

LOUDSPEAKER

Two-way, reflexloaded,and-mounted speaker.
Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome
tweeter; 51/2 four-layer paper-cone
woofer. Crossover frequency and
slope: 2.3kHz, second-order. Frequency response: 42Hz-20kHz,
±3dB. Minimum impedance: 4
ohms. Sensitivity: 86.5dB/m.
14" H by 6.8" W by 9"
.Weight: 12 lbs.
'
'
Black ash, mahogany
wood veneer; add $100/pair for
cherry or maple.
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RMM 3582 & 3583.
$950/pair. T4S stands,
$475/pair; P2 stands, $199/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Totem Acoustic,
9165 rue Champ D'Eau, Montreal,
Quebec HIP 3M3, Canada. Tel: (514
259-1062. Fax: (514) 259-4968.
Web: www.totemacoustic.com.

Stereo/if/de, November 2004

Totem Rainmaker loudspeaker

have concluded that Iam blessed. Lounging around the house on a
recent weekend, sipping wine and listening to music, the total experience
of grape-infused musical involvement got me abit teary-eyed, and I
counted up my blessings. Ihave aperfect wife, two fantastic kids, and a
job Ienjoy that pays me more money than Ineed. (And no, I'm not stupid; my boss doesn't read Stereophile) Ihave my health, and have enough
musical talent that Ican create my own music (though Iwish Ihad more
time to do so).
I'm also grateful that Ican relax and listen to original vinyl pressings of great
vintage jazz on speakers such as the Totem Rainmakers. Ihad just struck the
mother lode at Jeff Barr's All Jazz Records, 1 and was working my way through
the shipping box while getting accustomed to the Totems. Ifirst grabbed Thelonious Monk's We See (Prestige 7245), and succumbed to the rich midrange of
Monk's piano and the delicate transients of his solo articulations. Then Ispun a
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Columbia "six-eye" of Miles Davis' In

Person at the Blackhawk (Columbia CS

cate "drop two," five-voice lowermidrange sax blend like silky butter.
As Isauntered into the kitchen to refill
my glass, Inoticed that the Totems
passed another test: They could occasionally fool me into thinking there
was ajazz band playing in the next
room.
Then I snapped out of it and
thought I'd better review the speaker.

8469), and was transfixed by Davis'
phrasing, adelicate blend of spitty and
blatty brashness combined with liquid
sweetness. Next I grabbed Dizzy
Gillespie's Dizzy In Greece (Verve
MGV-8017), and was impressed by
how the Totems blurted out the brass
tuttis with the forcefulness of much
larger speakers but without harshness
or strain, and also rendered the deli-

The Totem Rainmaker

1Jeff Barr's All Jazz Records, PO Box 3851, Granada
Hills, CA 91394, deals in used jazz vinyl, specializing in
mint-condition original pressings from the 1950s and
'60s that, for the most part, are surprisingly affordable.

At every one of our Home Entertainment shows, I'm on aquest. Iseek out
the one pair of affordable speakers that
impresses me to the point that Imust

have it in my house for review. At
HE2004 East, in New York last May,
that speaker was the Totem Rainmaker. At $950/pair, the Rainmaker was
producing one the most realistic and
enticing sounds at the New York
Hilton. (Why is it that the trend at our
HE shows seems increasingly to be
that the best sound tends to come from
rooms with affordable gear?)
The Rainmaker is asmall, attractive,
two-way bookshelf speaker built with
labor-intensive techniques. Each cabinet panel is individually cut and individually shaped to be lock-mitered to
the adjoining panels. The cabinets

Pffletilelgelle

D

espite its diminutive size, the Totem Rainmaker
was only just below average in its voltage sensitivity, at an estimated 86.5dB(B)/2.83V/m
(though this will be due in part to its exaggerated treble; see
later). Its impedance magnitude
dropped below 4
ohms in the lower
midrange, reaching aminimum
value of 3.4 ohms
at 170Hz (fig.1),
which means a
Fig.1 Totem Rainmaker, electrical
good 4
impedance (solid) and phase
ohm—rated ampli(dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)
fier will work best
with the speaker.
The saddle at 39Hz in this graph's magnitude trace indicates the tuning of the rear-mounted port, while the fact
that the height of the upper-frequency bass peak is
greater than that of the lower-frequency implies arather
underdamped reflex alignment.
The small glitch at 26.4kHz is due to the aluminumdome tweeter's "oil-can" resonance, which should be subjectively benign. However, there are also discontinuities

lower in frequency, between 300 and 900Hz, that indicate
the presence of some kind of cabinet resonances, either
acoustic or vibrational. The enclosure did seem lively to
the traditional knuckle-rap test, and investigating the panels' vibrational
behavior with an
accelerometer
revealed some
high-amplitude
resonances (fig.2).
It's possible that
the slightly nasal
quality that Bob
Reina noted in his
auditioning
Fig.3 Totem Rainmaker, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
stemmed from the
microphone response, with the nearfield
higher-frequency
woofer and port responses plotted
resonant modes.
below 350Hz and lkHz, respectively.
(Nasality is caused
by problems in the
800Hz-2kHz region, in my experience.)
From left to right, fig.3 shows the individual outputs of
the Rainmaker's port, woofer, and tweeter. The port
response peaks between 30 and 60Hz, alittle too low in
frequency and level to extend the woofer's response by
much. However, this tuning does boost the woofer's output in the upper bass (some of the
61111.111111111111=1111114
peak between 100 and 200Hz in the
woofer's response in fig.3 will be due to
the nearfield measurement technique,
but the rest is real), resulting in the
impression that the speaker has better
dB
0.00
bass extension than might be expected
12.00
from its size. This is the old "LS3/5a"
25.00
trick, which worked so well for the
12.037.00
BBC's classic small speaker design.
-19.050.00
24.01
The downside of this tuning is that
62.00 msec
ML55Fi
the speaker's treble also needs to be
20.0
100.0
1000.0
boosted alittle for it to work, which is
Cumulative Sectral Decay
log Frequency - Hz
presumably why the Rainmaker's tweet-4.55 dB, 465 Hz 0.000 msec
er is balanced higher in level than is
Fig.2 Totem Rainmaker, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
required for strict accuracy, though also
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's top panel (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V;
measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
higher than Iwould have liked to have
-
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Totem Rainmaker

sport internal borosilicate damping and
full-plane vertical cross-bracing to
increase rigidity. Each cabinet requires
2 hours and 15 minutes of labor.
According to Totem, veneers are
selected that have "life" to them. My
pair were finished in an attractive
mahogany; black ash, maple, and cherry are also available.
Each biwirable speaker has a 1"
chambered, aluminum-dome tweeter
and a51
/
2"woofer with acone formed
from four-layered paper. The crossover
doesn't use ferrite-cored inductors,
electrolytic caps, or printed-circuit
boards. The point-to-point wiring is all

oxygen-free, solid-core silver insulated
with trilaminated Teflon extrusion.
The Rainmaker is available with two
types of stand: the cast-iron T4S
($475/pair) or the P2 ($199/pair).
Normally, Ireview bookshelf speakers
using my trusty but long-discontinued
Celestion Si stands, which combine an
aluminum center pillar with steel top
and bottom plates. Imade an exception
in this case, using both the Celestions
and the T4S stands. The T4S is the
most impressive stand to have been
supplied with loudspeaker review samples since I've been writing for
Stereophile. Its size and construction are

very similar to the old Celestion stands,
although it is more attractive. The
Rainmaker's performance with T4S
and Celestion stands was comparable; I
recommend using the T4S with any
bookshelf speaker of similar size and
shape to the Rainmaker.
Sound
One of the reasons Iwas distracted
and hooked by the sounds of those old
LPs from All Jazz Records was the
way in which the Rainmaker rendered
the lower midrange: with extraordinary detail, transparency, and lack of
coloration. Ikept digging out all sorts

seen. The crossover appears to be set
at around 2kHz, and while both
drive-units initially roll off smoothly
away from their passbands, the
woofer's curve is broken up by what
—90.00
dB
are probably some cone breakup
L-60.00
0.0
,--30.00
peaks. These are suppressed by the
-6.0crossover, however.
EC1.00
Note that the port output has
30.00
-19.0some vicious-looking resonant spike
60.00 deg
-24.0MLSSA
at 460, 840, and 925Hz, coinciding
10000.0
300.0
1000.0
both with the frequencies of the rip(Smoothed to 0.10 octave,
log Frequency- Hz
Frequency File Display
ples seen in the impedance traces in
2.37 dB. 3551 Hz -40.080 deg
fig] and those of the cabinet vibraFig.5 Totem Rainmaker, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-.5 ° off-axis, reference response, differences in
tional modes shown in fig.2. (This
response 5°-90° off-axis.
suggests that they are not vibrational
modes but internal air-space resoThe Rainmaker's horizontal dispersion is shown in
nances exciting the panels.) Because the port faces
fig.5. It is relatively uniform, except for aslight flare at
toward the speaker's rear, it's possible that the audibility
the bottom of the tweeter's passband that will amelioof these modes will be diminished. However, these resorate the effect of the boosted top two octaves in rooms
nances do result in ripples in the farfield output, evident
of small to medium size, provided these are not too
both in this graph and in the Rainmaker's overall
acoustically dead. The plot of the Totem's vertical disperresponse, averaged across a30° horizontal window cension (fig.6) indicates that the listener should use stands
tered on the tweeter axis (fig.4). As Isaid earlier, it's likely
that place his ears level with the tweeter for the optimal
that this behavior leads to the nasality mentioned by BJR.
perceived balance, as amajor suckout in the crossover
Fig.4 also shows the LS3/5a-like balance.

dB
0.0
L--13.00

Fig.4 Totem Rainmaker, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses, taking into account acoustic
phase and distance from the nominal
farfield point, plotted below 300Hz.
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-12.0-

0.00
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--15.00
—30.00

-24.0-

deg

MLSSA
300.0
Frequency File

1000.0
Display

10000.0
log

Frequency

-19.09 dB, 2219 Hz
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0.10
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-90.000 deft

Fig.6 Totem Rainmaker, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 45*-5 ° above axis, reference response, differences in
response 5°-45° below axis.
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Totem Rainmaker
of classical and jazz recordings, looking for woodwinds and brass.
Composer Louis Andriessen is fond of
creating startling textural colors with
his woodwind and brass orchestration.
In alengthy passage of De Staat (CD,
Nonesuch 79251-2), nothing but bassoons, oboes, and clarinets weave
around each other in their lower registers. They sounded incredibly lifelike
through the Totem. Then, out of
nowhere, full-throated trombone tuttis break the mood at avolume level
that would strain large floorstanding
speakers. Through the Rainmaker I
heard the bite, the burnished bells, the
full level of dynamic rush, without a
hint of strain.
The detail resolution in the

midrange and high frequencies, as well
as the lightning-fast articulation of
transients at all dynamic levels, made
the Totem an ideal companion for classical percussion recordings. With

THE RAINMAKER'S MID- AND UPPERBASS
REPRODUCTION WAS IMPRESSIVE.
another Andriessen work, De Tijd (CD,
Nonesuch 79291-2), all manner of percussive accents popped out of thin air
on awide, deep souncistage with perfect transient reproduction.
On amore delicate note, Jim Hall
and Basses (CD, Telarc CD-83506) features the jazz guitar master in duets

region develops more than 10°
above or below this axis.
In the time domain, the Rainmaker's step response on the tweeter axis
(fig.7) reveals that both drive-units
are connected with the same positive
acoustic polarity, with asmooth transition between their outputs. The
cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8)
is very clean, except for the perturbations around 1kHz. This is especially
commendable, considering the
speaker's low price.
As always from Totem, the Rainmaker's measured performance
reveals some excellent speaker engineering. However, I
would have preferred not to have seen those cabinet
resonances in the upper midrange.
—John Atkinson

0.0

Fig.7

Totem Rainmaker, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).

.00
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Fig.8 Totem Rainmaker, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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with apanoply of renowned jazz fourstringers. Hall rotates through much of
his guitar collection on this disc; Iwas
particularly taken by the 12-string flattop acoustic he used on "End the

WorldRadioHistory
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Beguine," which was rendered steely
and woody without a trace of coloration or lack of clarity.
The Rainmaker's mid- and upperbass reproduction was impressive. On
the Hall disc, George Mraz's solo on
"All the Things You Are" was warm,
natural, and woody, with great presence and body. Similarly, Reggie
Workman's soloing on the New York
Art Quartet's 35th Reunion (CD, DIW
Records DIW-936) was as natural a
rendering of the upper register of a
string bass as I've heard. In the lowermidbass region, however, the Totem's
bass took on awarmish quality,
.The
lower registers of Jerome Harris' bass
on "The Mooche," from Editor's Choice
(CD, Stereophile STPH016-2), was a
bit rounder than I've heard through
other speakers. Similarly, the electronic
synth bass from Sade's Love Deluxe
(CD, Epic EK 53178) was very prominent, but linear and fast, and without a
trace of overhang.
The Totem's rendering of the organpedal notes in John Rutter's Requiem
(CD, Reference RR-57CD) was as
realistic as I've heard from such asmall
bookshelf speaker, moving aconvincing amount of air. Ilook forward to
seeing John Atkinson's measurements
of the Rainmaker's bass extension.
At higher volume levels, the
Rainmaker's transient and dynamic
capabilities created dramatic effects
with the right recordings. My notes
on the New York Art Quartet's 35th
Reunion:
"explosive
dynamics
emerged from delicate silence as the
speakers `disappeared.' " Eberhard
Weber's bass is the melody instrument on his Endless Days (CD, ECM
1748), the bottom end of the recording anchored by bass-synth continuo
and bass drum. Through the Totems,
this created a sense of high-level
dynamic drama without a sense of
coloration or strain — "just like a
floorstander," according to my notes.
The Rainmaker also partied merrily
with high-level rock music. Cranked
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To:em Rainmaker

up to 95dB, the drum machines and
synths of Café Tacuba's hip-hop rendition of "Cilangas Banda," from
Avalancha de Exitos (CD, Warner Bros.
16178-2), shook my walls. At similar
volume levels, the Mahavishnu
Orchestra's Trident Sessions (CD,
Columbia/Legacy CK 54959) re-created the "wall of sound" Ifondly recall
from the old Mahavishnu concerts, but
without atrace of compression. Iwas
still able to follow the minutiae of Billy
Cobham's drumming amid the densely
arranged bombast.
On well-recorded vocals, such as
Madeleine Peyrouies Dreamland (CD,
Atlantic 82946-2), vocals were natural
and detailed, with body and crisp sibilants but nary a trace of brightness.
However, on certain recordings of
female vocals that have aslightly forward and highly processed quality, such
as Aimee Mann's Bachelor No.2, or The
Last Remains ofthe Dodo (CD, Super Ego
SE 002), or Jonatha Brooke's Steady Pull
(CD, Bad Dog BDR-60801-2), the
vocals tended to take on aslightly nasal
quality, though only in the singers'
upper registers. I'd be curious to see if
JA's measurements uncover any artifact
that can explain this effect.
Idon't want to imply that Iheard

VPI TNT Mk.IV
turntable, Immedia RPM tonearm,
Koetsu Urushi cartridge; Rega Planar
3 turntable, Syrinx PU -3 tonearm,
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood, Aurum
Beta Scartridges.
California Audio
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss, Creek
CD53 Mk.II CD players; Pioneer DV333 DVD player.
Vendetta
Research SCP-2D phono stage, Audio
Valve Eklipse line stage.
Audio Research
VT100 Mk.II.
Creek
5350SE.
Alón Li'l Rascal
Mk.II, Alón Petite, NHT SB-3.
Interconnect: MIT MI-350
CVTvvin Terminator, MIT MI-330SG,
MIT Terminator. Speaker: Acarian
Systems Black Orpheus.
Various by ASC,
Bright Star, Celestion, Echo Busters,
Salamander Designs, Simply Physics,
Sound Anchor, VPI.
—Robert J. Reina
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Totem Rainmakers: labor-intensive"...with attention to detail unparalleled in inexpensive speakers.

any high-frequency anomalies — all
well-recorded classical and jazz instrumental recordings coaxed extended,
detailed, natural high frequencies from
the Rainmaker. On JA's recording of
Kohjiba's Transmigration ofthe Soul, from
Festival (CD, Stereophile STPH007-2),
the reproduction of the flute was
extended and detailed throughout its
range, and the massed violins were
prominent and immediate without
being steely or bright.

midrange, though with much less
detail than the Rainmaker.
The Alón Petite had the most
detailed and sophisticated high frequencies of the bunch, with an upper
bass and midrange that were as natural
and detailed as the Totem's. Bass extension and high-level dynamic performance were inferior, however, to the
Rainmaker's.

The Payoff
The Totem Rainmaker is an impressive speaker with a wide range of
The Other Guys
I compared the Totem Rainmaker strengths, many of them unusual for a
bookshelf model of its size and price. I
with the Alón Li Rascal Mk.II
was also impressed with the T4S
($600/pair),
the
NHT
SB-3
stands, which are expensive but pro($600/pair), and the Alón Petite
vide good value. My hat's off to
($1000/pair when last offered).
The Alón Li'l Rascal Mk.II had a designer Vincent Bruzzese, who has
designed and built a beautiful and
richer, more liquid lower midrange,
sophisticated loudspeaker that should
but was similarly detailed and natural
blend with awide range of equipment,
in the mid to upper midrange. The
musical programming, and décor. I
Alón, however, exhibited less high-frequency detail and less sophisticated have not seen such attention to detail
high frequencies when compared with in an inexpensive speaker from any
the Rainmaker. The Totem was abit other manufacturer; I commend
warmer in the midbass than the Li'l Totem Acoustic on its commitment to
Rascal, but abit cleaner in the upper this level of quality of both design and
manufacturing.
bass. The dynamic performances of the
two speakers were very similar.
The NHT SB-3 was warmer, richer,
and less detailed than the Totem, with
less detailed highs as well, but sounded
very well balanced. The NHT was forgiving and subtractive at the frequency
extremes compared with the Totem,
but had asimilarly rich and natural
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PHONO PREAMPS

CLEARAUDIO Classic
Full of life and dynamics.
S CLASSIC S200

PRO-JECT Tube Box
Simple to use with
either Moving Magnet or Moving
Cot cartridges. Avery flexible, all-tube design.
S TUBE BOX $549
PROJECT Phono Box SE
Same function as Pro-Ject
Phono Box but with
premium component parts.
S PHONO BOX SE $299
S PHONO BOX $119
CLEARAUDIO
Micro Basic
MM-MC switchable phono
stage. Manufactured
with hand-selected parts.
S MICROBASIC $350

ACOUSTECH PH-IP Phono Stage
The PH-1P has received acoveted "Class-A"
rating in Stereophile's Recommend
Components, plus most of the "Class-A"
competition costs several times the
AcousTech's asking price.
S PH1P $1,500

BENZ Ace
Advanced Cartridge
Engineering.
Cost/performance
breakthrough.
S BENZ ACE (HIGH)
S550
KOETSU Black
Full line of Koetsu's
available starting
at $1,500. Now
in stock.
S KOETSU BL
S1,500

Hear the music, not the noise with the batterypowered Sutherland Ph.D.
S PHD $3,000
(Call Clark at 1-800-716-3553 about
trade-ins)

Many more items
available!
FREE
CATALOG
CALL US
TODAY!
8911-118-3553

MUSIC HALL MMF-5
Comes mounted with ahigh-quality
Goldring G1012 Moving Magnet cartridge
(a $175 value). In stock.
S MMF-5 $550
Thorens
TD 190
Includes fully automatic
switch-off and lift. Comes
with an Ortofon 0M10
cartridge.
STD190
$499

GRADO Gold
Absolute Sound
recommended.
S GRADO GOLD $1.80
Other Grado cartridges
starting at $40.
LYRA Argo
World-class performance
at an affordable price.
S LYRA ARGO $1,195
LYRA Helikon
Rated Stereophile Class A.
S HELIKON $1,995
LYRA Titan
The new flagship model. In stock.
S LYTITAN $4,500

SUTHERLAND Ph.D. Phono Stage
"...the Sutherland Ph.D. is one of the bestsounding phono preamplifiers I've heard..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile

PRO-JECT
RM-6SB Turntable
The belt-drive RM-6SB provides the analog
audiophile awell-built aesthetically pleasing
and fully featured turntable at amost
affordable price. With speed box. In stock.
S RM6SB S899

SUMIKO Blackbird
Blackbird is designed
for exceedingly-low
noise levels and wide
dynamic range. In stock.
S BLACKBIRD $749

erg

SUMIKO Bluepoint
EVO Ill
S BLUEPT $249
SUMIKO Bluepoint
Special EVO Ill S
BLUEPTSPCL $349

VPI TNT HR-X
Flagship reference turntable.
S VPI TNT-X (with tonearm) $10,000
VPI Scout
Packaged with aunipivot JMW-9 tonearm,
the Scout is an outstanding rig at avery
reasonable price.
(with tonearm) S SCOUT JMW9 $1,600
VPI Scoutmaster
The Scoutmaster combines key features
from several of VPI's most
successful tables.
(with JMW-9
tonearm)
S SCOUTMASTER
$2,400
Upgrade your Scout to oScoutmaster,
or for other VPI turntable upgrades see yner.ocousticsounds.com or call us!
Ask for Clark l-800-716-3553

NEW

NEW!

IN STOCK!
WorldRadioHistory

VPI Super Scoutmaster
All of the features of the
Scoutmaster (dual plinth,
inverted bearing, JMW-9
tonearm) but with the addition
of the HR-X dual motor
assembly, periphery ring
clamp and SDS speed
controller. This is one
killer turntable!
S SUPSCTMAST
$5,000

wvvw.acousticsounds.com
1-800-716-3553
HEADPHONES 8c AMPS

ACCESSORIES
RECORD CLEANERS
NITTY GRITTY Mini Pro
Automatically wets, rotates, scrubs and
vacuums both sides simultaneously.
Black vinyl wood grain cabinet S MINI-P1 $719
Mini-Pro2 Oak cabinet S MINI-P2 $789
NITTY GRITTY Model 2.5
Black vinyl wood-grain cabinet S NG 1.5F1 $499
Oak cabinet SNG 2.5F1 $559

CLEARAUDIO
Matrix Record
Cleaner

Cleaning fluid application is accomplished
with an integrated pump system that applies
the cleaning solution to the LP surface during
the vinyl wash cycle.
S MATRIXCLR $3,750
S MATRIXBLK $3,000
Record Research Lab
Super Deep Cleaner
Concentrate for recordcleaning machines. (16 OZ.)
S DEEP CLEANER $25
Record Research Lab
Super Vinyl Wash
Second step in the Record Research cleaning
process. The Super Vinyl Wash goes hand-inhand with the Super Deep Cleaner.
It eliminates any residue left from
the Deep Cleaner.
(32 OZ.) S VINYL WASH $25

CARDAS Male/Female XLR Cap Cover
S CCAPS XLR MALE pkg of 2 $29.00
S CCAPS XLR FEML pkg of 2 $29.00
Vibrapod Isolators
Vibrapods are used to
isolate your components
from outside vibration
similar to high-end air
platform devices.
(supports 2-3 LBS)
(supports 4-8 LBS)
(supports 8-12 LBS)
(supports 14-18 LBS)
(supports 22-28 LBS)

A

S VP1
S VP2
S VP3
S VP4
S VP5

$6
$6
$6
$6
$6

The Vibrapod Cone
Can be used
independently or
in conjunction with
Vibrapod Isolators.
S VPCONE $8

Bright Star Audio IsoNode
Adhesive backing is included. w e...
Set of four.
(LG HOLDS 42 LBS) S ISONODE LG $19.99
(SM HOLDS 30 LBS) S ISONODE SM $12.50

Headphone
The
transmitter
uses
AKG's IVA
technology
to achieve anatural, 3-D
listening experience, and
you
can choose
between surround
and stereo modes. It
is also fitted with
a Dolby Digital
decoder.
S HEAR0999 $899

NEW AKG
Acoustics K501
Headphones
The K 501 are "concert
hall headphones" for lovers of
classical music and
for purists.
S K501 $179

NEW AKG Acoustics
K240 Headphones
The Studio version of these
classic hi-fi stereo
headphones uses )(XL
speakers with Varimotion
diaphragms for higher

POWER SOURCES

RGPC 6005
Offering all the same striking good looks and
benefits of the larger RGPC 1200S
at amore attractive price, the RGPC 600S is
perfect for the more budget-conscious
audio/video enthusiast with a
smaller system. In stock.
S RG 600 (Black) $1,250
S RG 600S (Silver) $1,250

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e

S CCAPS $35.99

KAB Speed Strobe
Turntable Speed Tester
S KAB STROBE $89.95

Quantum ElectroClear QRT AC
Line Enhancement System
S QRT-1 $49.95

Richard Gray products sold in
areas where there is not
already an authorized dealer.

NEW AKG
Acoustics
HEARO 999
Audiosphere
Il Wireless

CARDAS Caps
Cardas Caps fit over
unused RCA jacks
keeping RR distortion
Out. Pack of 12.

RGPC 400 MK il
The RGPC 400 MK II comes in arectangular-shaped commercial
metal box designed to be placed next to the components
needing line enhancement. It features four Hubbell AC outlets,
has 12-gauge intemal wiring, asurge
protection system, asix-foot 14-gauge
power cord and has an internal 15 amp
IEC Connector
and 15 amp
slo-blow
fuse.
In stock.
S RG 400
$779
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Integrated Amplifier 032

Hear it at your Burmester dealer in January of 2004:
California: Audio Video Harmony, La Jolla, 858.454.9898; Brooks Berdan, Ltd., Monrovia, 626.359-9131; San Francisco Stereo, San Francisco, 415.861.1044
Illinois: Quintessence Audio, Morton Grove, 847.966.4434 New York: Lyric Hifi, New York, 212.439.1900: Sound by Singer, New York, 212.924.8600
New Jersey: CSA Audio, Upper Montclair, 973.744.0600 Pennsylvania: David Lewis Audio, Philadelphia, 215.725.4080

Berlin •Munich •Zurich •New York •San Francisco •Tokyo •Singapore

Seoul •London •So Paulo •Kuala Lumpur •Jakarta

Dubai •Sydney •Athens

Amsterdam •Vienna •Moscow •Tel Aviv •Istanbul •Budapest •Bangkok •Prague •Milano •Warsaw •Taipei •Toronto •Oslo
IMMEDIA •1101 8th Street, Suite 210

Bucharest

WorldRadioHistory
Berkeley, CA 94710 •Phone
510-559-2050 •Fax 510-559-1855 •www.burmester.de •vvww.immediasound.com
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Classé

Omega Omicron
Kalman Rubinson

•
Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier. Inputs: 2pairs linelevel (RCA, XLR). Outputs: 2pairs
multiway binding posts. Output
power: 300W into 8ohms (dBVV),
600W into 4ohms (dBW), 1200W
into 2ohms (dBVV). Frequency
response: 10Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB;
10Hz-140kHz, —3dB. Input sensitivity: 2.25V RMS at full output. Voltage
gain: 29dB. Input impedance: 100k
ohms. THD+N: 0.003%.
Signal/noise: 135dB. Output impedance: 0.017 ohm.
16.5" H by 10" W by •
19.5" D. Weight: 108 lbs.
1480070, 1480071.

$10,000 each. Approximate
number of dealers: 75.
Classé Audio, 5070
François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 183, Canada. Tel: (514) 6366384. Fax: (514) 636-1428. Web;
www.classeaudio.com.

Stereophile, November 2004

VIO\OBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER

Classe Omega Omicron monoblock power amplifier

on-audiophile friends ami relatives raised their eyebrows
when they saw the Classé Omega Omicron monoblocks. Not
only is the Omicron more expensive than any other amp I've
used; at 108 lbs, it's heavier than some of the speakers I've used.
The Omicron is Classé's next-to-top-of-the-line amp in its
Omega series, but is still definitely a"statement" product.
Brian Damlcroger reviewed the Omicron's big brother, the
Omega Mono, in the July 2003 Stereophile. Irefer you to that review, available
online at www.stereophile.com/amplificationreviews/878, for amore detailed
description of the Omicron's basic circuitry.
The Omicron's considerable weight is due to the truly massive transformer in
its base and the substantial heatsinlcing for its 48 power devices. The latter are
arranged in pairs: 24 of them maintain stiff rail voltages for the 24 that actually
drive the output, which is rated at 300W. The Omicron constitutes about twothirds of an Omega in the number of its output device (24 vs 32), its rated output
into 8ohms (300W vs 500W), and its price ($10,000 vs $14,000).
The Omicron stands on its stable base as amonolithic block, one side polished
black, the other brushed silver, the border between the two slashing across the top
and swerving down the front panel. The black side is an integrated structural ele-
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ment and heatsink, while the silver
side has the large but almost indistinguishable On/Off button. No connections or controls are apparent to the
casual viewer.
On the front is atransilluminated
omega symbol, which flashes for 10
seconds during normal initialization,
and glows asoft blue when the amp is
fully powered. Protection circuitry
monitors current for all the internal
power supplies, distortion levels, and
any DC on the output. If these circuits
detect anything amiss, the amp is

switched into protection mode and the
omega symbol glows red. Inever got to
see that happen, but believe me, Itried.
The Omicron's rear panel has both
RCA and XLR inputs, two pairs of
multiway speaker terminals, an RS232 control port, and in/out ports for
IR remote power control. At the bottom are aline fuse and apower connector that required me to use the
stock power cord. Use of the RCA
input requires ajumper to connect pins
1(Ground) and 3(Inverting input) on
the XLR. The amp is shipped with the

..A

s is my usual practice, Iran the Classé
Omega Omicron monoblock at '/3-power
into 8 ohms before performing any testing.
At the end of that time, the black vertical
heatsink area was way too hot to touch and the chassis temperature was around 55°C. Soon after the
amplifier shut itself off, the Omega symbol on the
front panel started flashing red. Iwaited afew min-

jumper already in place, but Iremoved
it to use the balanced input. The speaker terminals are much more generously spaced and accessible than those on
the Classé CAM-350 monoblock,
which are crammed between that
amp's sharp-edged heatsink and the
floor. Connecting up the Omicron was
adecidedly less painful experience!
Iused two sets of AudioQuest balanced interconnects and biwire speaker
cables: the same pairs I'd been using for
many months, and a similar set with
AQ's controversial DBS feature (see

Stereophile Classe Omicron (B) Frequency Response at 2.83V dBr vs Freq (Hz)
.50000
i

Olilf

!!

11

0.0

-3000

utes, unplugged the AC supply, and pressed the
Power button. All was normal—the amplifier's pro.2.000
tection circuit monitors temperature as well as over-2.500
load—and Icontinued testing.
The Omicron was noninverting through both
-3.000
unbalanced and balanced inputs, the latter wired
with pin 2of the XLR jack hot. The input impedance
-3.500
at IkHz was very high, well over the specified 100k
10
100
1k
10k
100k 200k
ohms. The voltage gain was also high, at the speciFig.] Classé Omega Omicron, frequency response at 2.83v into (from top to
bottom at 2kHz): simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms
fied 29dB into 8ohms from both inputs.
(0.5dB/vertical div.),
The source impedance was low, at 0.13 ohm across
most of the audioband, rising inconsequentially to 0.16
ohm at 20kHz. (Both figures include the series resistance of
lent, at 85dB, this improving to 94.7dB when A-weighted.
6' of speaker cable.) As aresult, any modification of the
However, bearing in mind both the higher-than-usual
amplifier's frequency response due to the usual Ohm's Law
voltage gain and the enormous dynamic range (see later),
interaction between its source impedance and the loudthese figures are actually better than might be expected.
speaker modulus of impedance will be small, around
Fig.3 shows how the measured percentage of distortion
±0.1dB with Stereophile's simulated speaker load (fig.1, top
and noise in the Omicron's output varies with output
trace at lkHz). This graph also shows the Classé's response
power into 8, 4, and 2ohms. The amplifier may be rated
into 8, 4, and 2ohms; the bandwidth is widest into the
at 300W but no fewer than 530W were available into 8
highest impedance, with a-3dB point of 143kHz. This
ohms, at our standard definition of clipping: 1% THD+N,
drops to 80kHz with a2ohm load, resulting in aslight
with IkW into 4ohms. However, the amplifier's protec(-0.3dB) depression at 20kHz. Nevertheless, the 10kHz
tion circuit cut in
squarewave response (fig.2) was nicely square, with short
at 1075W into 2
risetimes. The balohms, protecting
anced responses
it from current
are shown; the
overload, which is
unbalanced input
why the trace cuts
responses were
off at that figure
°
identical.
rather than showThe wideband,
ing the true clipunweighted sigping behavior.
nal/noise ratio
The traces in
-2
0.00
0.05
010
0.15
Fig.3 Classé Omega Omicron, distortion (WO
(ref. 1W into 8
fig.3 show that
vs lkHz continuous output power into
ohms) was great
the distortion
Fíg.2 Classé Omega Omicron, small-signal
(from bottom to top): 8ohms, 4ohms,
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms,
rather than excelspuriae emerge
2ohms.
!I
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... Thinking of upgrading your speakers?

STOP!
Kubala•Sosna cables
make $10K speakers
sound like $20K speakers
... really!
Peace of Mind guarantee
(including liberal upgrade policy!)
•Price point leadership at 5 Levels
(performance leadership too!)
Extreme levels of compatibility
(works with what you do/will own!)

» GO TO www.kubala-sosna.com for details!

Available exclusively in

AUDIO AERO

JOSEPH AUDIO

AUDIO LOGIC

JPS LABS

AVANTGARDE

KUBALA SOSNA

CARDAS

LAMM

DENON

LINN CLASSIK

DWIN

MANLEY LABS

EGGLESTON WORKS

MBL

ELITE VIDEO

PLINIUS AUDIO

EQUI=TECH

QUICKSILVER

EXTRON

RPG

STEWART

SYMPOSIUM

gAROUDJA

THETA DIGITAL

GRAND PRIX AUDIO

TOSHIBA

HALO/PARASOUND

WAVAC

Nev York City at ...

MUSICgINEM91
Y OU

DESERVE

THE

BEST

212.229.1842
27 WEST 24TH ST., SUITE 502

NEW YORK, NY
Hours: Mon-Thurs 12-6,
Fri-Sat 10-4, or by appt.
WorldRadioHistory
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CLASSÉ OMEGA OMICRON

sidebar, "Primum Non Nocere").
Speakers were the Revel Ultima Studios
and the Paradigm Studio/60 V3s.
Listening

When I first powered up the
Omicrons, Iwas mildly disappointed.
Although they sounded somewhat
similar to Classé's CAM-350s, which
they replaced, my immediate impression was of aloss of upper-end zing,
the Omicrons sounding warm and
rolled-off in comparison. But as time
passed and Ilistened to awide range of
music at all sorts of levels, Icarne to
realize that my comparisons favored
the Omicrons, especially in the treble.
First, however, let's dispose of the

power and noise-level issues. Ihad no
complaints about dynamics —whether
on asmall scale, to reveal subde musical
and emotional shadings, or on alarge
scale, to surprise or transport. The
Omicrons were, in practical terms, the
most powerful amps I've used, regardless
of what the specs say, and regardless of
whatJohn Atkinson discovers on the test
bench. They sounded exactly the same
at all levels, from casual listening to those
moments of irresponsibility when Ijust
wanted to blast something.
When pushed very hard, other amps,
in fact most other amps, tend to sound a
bit different from their normal state.
The Omicron seemed almost indifferent to stress. When Iindulged myself

Stereophile Classe Omega Omicron THD+N (%) vs Frequency (Hz) at 10W into 8ohms
1

with the SACD reissue of Frederick
Fennel's classic recording of Gustav
Holses First Suite in Ellat for Military
Band (Telarc SACD-60639), no matter
how loud Iplayed it, the bass-drum
whomps in the second and third movements were tight and tuneful.
Conversely, the quiet murmurs of the
opening movement sounded identically
clean at alevel that was only just audible, and at greater ones that revealed
every creaking chair in Cleveland's
Severance Hall. Neither the Omicrons
nor the Revel Ultima Studios placed
any limits on what Icould demand—
the only things that did that were the
ambient noise, the tolerance of my
neighbors, and my sanitc

width product. (As the frequency increases, less

overall gain margin is available for negative
feedback to do its work.) But even in the worst
case, at 30kHz into 2ohms, the distortion
remains well below 0.1%.
Even at high powers into high impedances,
0.1
the distortion is predominantly third-harmonic
(fig.5). However, some crossover spikes start to
appear into 2ohms (fig.6). Even though the
absolute level of the spuriae is low, they repre0.010
sent the addition of higher-order harmonics
that will not be as sonically benign as the thirdharmonic. But as Isaid, they are very low in
level—in fig.7, taken at 200W into 4ohms, all
the higher harmonics lie at or below —100dB
0.001
(0.001%)—which means they will most proba10
100
10k
50k
bly have no subjective effect.
Fig.4 Classé Omega Omicron, THD+N (%) vs frequency at 9V into (from bottom to
top): 8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
One aspect of the Classé Omicron's measured behavior bothered me: Before the amplifier began to clip into lower impedances, it
from the amplifier's noise floor at afew watts output, so I seemed to generate random noise. This can be seen in
ran the distortion vs frequency curves at avoltage equivathe clipping traces into 4and 2ohms (fig.3), where there
lent to 10W into 8ohms (fig.4). These show not only the
is an apparent rise in THD+N before the actual "knee"
expected rise in THD into lower impedances, but also a
that represents the onset of waveform clipping. It is also
steady rise with increasing frequency above 200Hz, pregraphically illustrated by two graphs taken when Iwas
sumably due to the circuit's finite open-loop gain-bandmeasuring the amplifier's behavior when handling an
equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones

00

o
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15
1,rne
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Fig.5 Classé Omega Omicron, 1kHz waveform
at 143W into 8ohms (top), 0.0125%
THD+N; distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

130

1000

Fig.6 Classé Omega Omicron, IkHz
waveform at 49W into 2ohms (top),
0.01% THD+N; distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

\là1614ilellAA

Fig.7 Classé Omega Omicron, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 195W into
4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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The Omicrons' wide, deep soundstaging was also immune to changes in
level. Iwas equally generous to asmallgroup jazz recording with lots of air
and spacing, Oscar Peterson Meets Roy
Hargrove and Ralph Moore (CD, Telarc
CD-83399), and a larger, denser
ensemble in a defined reverberant
space: Mahler's Symphony 5, performed by Hartmut Haenchen and the
Netherlands
Philharmonic
(CD,
Pentatone PTC 5186 004). The
Omicrons actually encouraged me to
listen at appropriately realistic levels,
never requiring me to turn the volume
up or down just to experience and
appreciate a particular performance's
details and joys.

OMEGA OMICRON

Transparency, too, was ahallmark of
the Omicron throughout the spectrum. Bass was powerful and very well
controlled with either the Revels or the
Paradigms, the midrange was open and
detailed, the treble clean and grainless.
More significant, there was no unnatural emphasis throughout the audible
range. Undoubtedly, this is one reason
for my initial disappointment -the
Omicron did not impress by flaunting
any particular characteristic. Ihad to
reassess those first impressions with
another batch of familiar recordings.
Minoru Nojima's solo piano on
Nojima Plays Liszt (LP, Reference RR25) had the pure ping that confirms
excellent transient detail, but the subtle

tap of Nojima's fingernails on the
ivories was not obscured. Even more
critical atest is the human voice. As you
might expect by now, the Omicron
excelled here, too. Women's voices,
such as Tierney Sutton's on Dancing in
the Dark: Inspired by the Music of Frank
Sinatra (SACD, Telarc SACD-83592),
were absolutely pristine. However,
women's voices are less of achallenge
than men's, which range from the
midrange down into the midbass. But
from Leonard Cohen to Roy Orbison,
male voices were no problem for the
Omicron, which seemed absolutely
seamless across the spectrum.
Was the Classé Omicron perfect?
Almost. After using Classé's CAM-350

Stereophile Classe Omega Omicron 19+20kHz at 410W into 8 ohms dBr vs Hz
at high powers. Fig.8 shows the spectrum of the
0.0
Omicron's output as it drove this difficult signal
at 4101N peak into 8ohms, adB or so below
the point where the waveform on my oscillo-20.00
scope suffered from visible clipping. All the
intermodulation products are low in level, with
-40.00
the IkHz difference component lying at -96dB
(0.0015%). However, when Ihalved the load
-60.00
impedance, not only did the unclipped output
power drop, but as Iapproached the onset of
-80.00
visible clipping, the amplifier's noise floor rose
in the low and middle treble regions (fig.9).
Most unusual.
-100.0
The Classé Omega Omicron offers exemplary
measured performance into 8ohms, but obvi-120.0
ously starts to break asweat into lower imped0.0
2.00k 4.00k
6.006
8.00k
10.0k
12.0k
14.0k
16.0k
18.06
20.0k
22.0k 24.0k
ances. However, its enormous dynamic-range
Fig.8 Classé Omega Omicron, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
capability should mean that there will be no
400W peak into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
subjective shortfalls even at very high listening
levels.
-John Atkinson

Stereophile Classe Omega Omicron

19+20kHz at 500W into 4 ohms dBr vs Hz

0.0

-20.00

-40.00

-60.00

-80.00

-100 0

-120.0
0.0

2.00k

4.00k

6.00k

8.00k

10.06

12.0k

14.0k

16.0k

18.0k

20.0k

22.0k

24 Ok

Fig.9 Classé Omega Omicron, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
500W peak into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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GOODWIN'S

ASC Tube Traps
AudioReQuest

HIGH END

Audio Research
Avalon
Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

www.goodwinshighend.com

Boulder
Clearaudio
Creston
dC5
Dynaudio
Equi.Tech
Escient
Faroudja
Grado
Graham
Hovland
Koetsu
Lamm
Linn
Loewe
Magnum Dynalab
MartinLogan
MIT

Musical Fidelity

Nordost
Owens Corning
Particular Contemporary Design
PS Audio
Quad
REL
Richard Gray
Runco
Salamander
Sanus
Sennheiser
Simaudio Moon
Spectral
Stax
Stewart

Musical Fidelity kW500 Integrated Amplifier. An offshoot of

TARA Labs

the blockbuster kW monoblocks: same circuit design; same mu-vista

Theta

6112 highly-reliable tubes; same lusted-after sonics. But with a"mere"

Totem
Transfiguration

500 watts per channel. Oh, the shame. Will you be able to sleep at

Verity

night? Hear tube liquidity mixed with solidstate guts in our acoustically-

VPI

designed and meticulously constructed state-of-the-art listening rooms.

Wilson Audio

Wipe your chin; you're drooling. As always, no hurry, no pressure.

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

• Waltham,

MA

Zoethecus

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from II a.m. until 7 p.m. •Friday and Saturday from 11 a.m. until 6 p.m. or by appointment

HIGH

END

ONLY
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PRIMUM NON NOCERE

O

with their batteries connected and the printed message
ver aperiod of several months Ifielded
requests from Joe Harley of AudioQuest to
that they are charged and ready to go. To what would I
install their new Dielectric-Bias System (DBS)
attribute differences, if any? Are the new cables really different? Is the DBS feature significant? Both? Neither?
cables in place of the AQ cables Ialready had.
To attack the problem in asemi-organized way, IdisIcannot convey how unenthusiastic Iwas about changing
connected the batteries from the Mont Blancs and
my cables, and Iwas not encouraged by Art Dudley's
assessment of AQ's single-ended Cheetah and monoPanthers, installed one of each cable in my system's right
channel, left the resident Granite and Python cables in
wired Mont Blanc in the August 2004 Stereophile. Cables
the left channel, and tried to ignore the issue for three
have never been abig deal for me. As long as they're
competently made, electrically and physically, Iadapt
weeks. As there was no overt imbalance, that was pretty
pretty readily to them. Besides, the extent to which you
easy to do. At the end of that period, when Iassumed
can hear anything unique or distinctive from acable is, I
that any charge on the DBS cables would have completely dissipated, it was time to compare.
think, the extent to which it or something else in the sysIconnected amono source to the left channel of one
tem has fallen from grace.
The cables in my main system include 10m pairs of
input and the right channel of another input of the Sonic
Frontiers Line3 preamplifier. This permitted me to A/B the
JPS Super-Conductor 2and AQ Python, both balanced,
which Iswap as the spirit moves me. Ialso have apair of
two channels with the same signal. Back and forth Iwent,
single-ended Cardas Cross and ashotgunned set of
recording after recording, hearing no differences. Even
physically switching the sides to eliminate any bias (so to
Straight Wire Virtuosos that Iuse when Ifiddle with
speak) due to differences among amps, speakers, and
biamping. They all sound different to my ears: the AQ
room environment for each channel failed to reveal anylighter and airier than the JPS, which sounds smoother,
with aquieter background. As for speaker cables, Ihave
thing to distinguish them. Nada. Zilch.
tried many, and afew have distinguished themselves
That did not surprise me. I've found that different
cables from the same stable
from the pack: Ididn't like
are often quite similar. But
them. Ikept AQ's Granite
THIS ENTIRE BUSINESS IS ABOUT
what about the DBS cables'
biwire set because it didn't
raison d'être —the biasing of
seem to do anything.
SUBTLE CHANGES, AND,
But in the face of Harley's
the dielectric, which, AQ conpersistence, resistance proved
tends, makes the cables more
INDEED, ACTIVATING THE
accurate conduits of musical
futile: Iagreed to try out a2m
information? The only thing to
biwire speaker set and a10m
DBS SYSTEM HAD MADE A
do was to plug the batteries
balanced interconnect. Harley
in, wait afew days, and repeat
recommended the DBS Mont
the comparisons.
Blanc as an equivalent upgrade DIFFERENCE.
Done. Superficially, there
from the Granite speaker
was still no difference. But this
cables, and DBS Panthers to
entire business is about subtle changes, and, indeed, actireplace the Python interconnects.
Iguess something had come over me. I'd just rewired
vating the DBS system had made adifference. From my
usual listening seat, one side sounded like the other.
my multichannel system in the country with dedicated,
high-quality AC outlets and power-surge protection and
Sitting closer, with reduced room influence and, perhaps,
suboptimal driver integration, the DBS side had aslightly
filtration, and was sorta looking to mess around with my
main system. First, Iplugged all my components, except
better, smoother transition from the midrange to the treble. It wasn't much, but it was audible with female voices
for the power amps, into aMonster Cable Home Theatre
PowerCenter HTS 2000 Mk.I1 ($229.95). Then, in an inexand treble strings, both of which lost abit of edginess.
plicable flurry of activity, Ireplaced the system's AC outThis difference was also highly dependent on the orientation of my ears to the drivers, and was apparent only
lets with World Power's cryogenically treated Hubbell
8300GY outlets ($55 each). The PowerCenter provides
when Ilistened on the tweeter axis. And except during
A/B comparisons, the difference wasn't great enough to
some surge protection and filtering while letting me
be discerned at all—in the time it took to swap cables for
organize my rat's nest of AC cables and dispose of araft
of TrippLite four-outlet surge boxes. The World Power
other comparisons, the small distinctions evaporated.
This was the most Icould wring from my comparisons.
outlets replaced aging generic outlets and provide reasIt's not much, and the results didn't come from adoublesuringly stiff resistance to insertion and removal. One can
blind test. When Iinstalled the second set of DBS cables
only hope that such resistance is the companion of
in the right channel of the system, it sounded great. For
good, solid connectivity.
now, the DBS Mont Blanc and the DBS Panther remain in
Son of agun! Background noise in the system seemed
my system, their batteries plugged in—not because they
to drop like an anchor. Commensurately, there was an
sound better than everything else I've tried, but because
impression of greater effective dynamics due to the lower
they sound at least as good as anything else I've tried.
noise floor. This was exhilarating, and spurred me on to
After all, shouldn't cable manufacturers, too, observe the
gild the lily and compare the new AudioQuest DBS interfirst commandment of the Hippocratic oath? Primum non
connects and speaker cables with their predecessors. But
this could not be afair fight: The new DBS cables come
nocere: Above all, do no harm.
— Kalman Rubinson
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The Latest &Greatest In Music &Equipment
From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware .
and accessories
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing!
Basis Signature Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2, Robin Tonearms & all Accessories
Music Hall -MME 2, 5, 7& 9& Ringmats
VPI Scout, Scoutmaster & NEW SuperScoutmaster
VPI Aries 2& Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6&HRX w/JMW12.5 &SDS
ALL VPI Upgrades, Clamps, Dustcovers &Accessories

7with .
our 30 day satisfaction
......or
.your
..money
.. back Guarantee!
RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 & 2.5FI, Mini Pro 1& 2
Nitty Gritty, RRL Vinyl Wash, Disc Doctor, GruvGlide, VPI
VPI HW-16.5 & 17F Models & all Accessories
Orbitrac 2, Disc Doctor Brushes, Milty Zerostat Gun & Pixall
Scoutmaster
Turntable with
JMW 9Tonea

PHONO CARTRIDGES, GAUGES &ALIGNMENT TOOLS
NEW! Benz Micro Series 3Ruby/Ruby H, Ebony H, LP..
Ace, Glider, L2/M2/H2, NEW Mono models, trade deal!
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood and all MM and MC models!
Lyra -Argo, Helikon/St/Mono &Titan!
Dynavector Grado, Koetsu, Shure, Transfiguration!
Expressimo M120 SFG $159.99, MFSL GeoDisc $49 NEW! Benz Micro Ebony H
Phono Cartridge
***Call today about our great trade in*"
World's Best
& package pricing!
High Output MC Cartridge!

AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS, SACD & CD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player
Shanling T200/T100 Tube SACD/CD Players
•
•
Music Hall CD25 FIDCD Player
Creek OBH 12 & 22 Remote Pre-Amps
Shanling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
NEW! Aural Audition Headphone Amp
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Creek OBH11/21 & Grado RA-1 Headphone Amps
Component! SSS

LOUDSPEAKERS & HEADPHONES
Epos ELS-3 Bookshelf Loudspeakers, All Epos models
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones!

VP! 17F Record Cleaner Stereophile
Recommended Component!

ii

SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Cardas Golden Cuboids, Gingko Isolation Platforms
SFC Electrostatic CD/DVD/LP Brush -$69.99!
Bedini Ultra Dual Beam &NEW! Quadri Beam Clarifiers
Black Diamond Racing, Notepad Dampening Pillow
Quantum Filter Strips, Symphony/Pro & Electroclears
CABLES AND POWER CORDS

AudioauestlaguarIntertonnect Cables
with NEW Dielectric-Bias System (DBS),

Audience AU24 Interconnect/Speaker Cables
Audience powerChord (Highly recommended!!!)
NRG-1 &NRG-2 power cords.
Audioquest Interconnect &Speaker Cables (All Models)
Audioquest NRG Power cords -starting at $74.99!
COMM
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &PH-D Phono Stage
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic -starting at $349.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/15 -starting at S199.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage

The PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise &very
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
liquid..." Harty Weisfield - Industnés
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PIM( upgrade

must ave accessories under $40 1

elusive disc inc.

call us today! 800-782-3472
or shop online: www.elusiveclisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage rd anderson. in 46013 m-f 9-6pm est, sat 11-3pm est

MFSL Gold CD-Rs -starting at $2.99! MFSL 50pk Rice Sleeves $19.99
Basis Acrylic Polishing Cloth 8, Fluid -$23.99 each!
100 pk Japan Antistatic Inner/Resealable Outer Sleeves-29.99 each!
Disc Doctor Miracle Stylus Cleaner -$24 99!
RRL LP#9 Stylus Cleaner, Vinyl Wash 8. Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
RRL Shine-ola CO Cleaner -$24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD Enhancement System -$39.99 1
Cardas Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in 8Demag LP -$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Pivot' Midi Record Roller LP Cleaner -$24.99!
Gm Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99!
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99!
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99 1
Cardas RCA/XLR Caps -Starting at $19.99!
MFSL Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Blacklight Mat -only $19.99!
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $24.99!
Vibrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99each!

NEW! Vibracone Isolators -$7.99 each!
Visit www.elusivedisc.cam or call us foro
complete list of all accessories we can

NEW audiophile recordings -call us or visit our website for acomplete list of titles!
AUDIOPHILE LPs $9.99 & UP!
Holly Cole Trio /Don't Smoke In Bed 200g LP
Jacintha /Girl From Bossa Nova 45rpm 180g 2LP

ideid(i)di

Tog Gil 'Wm ren. NO",

Yamamoto Trio /Misty &Midnight Sugar 45rpm LPs
Janos Starker /Bach 6Cello Suite 180g 3LP Box
Humble Pie /Rockin' at Fillmore 200g 2LP
Rickie Lee Jones /Evening of My Best Day 180g 2LP
Nat King Cole /Just One of Those Things 180g LP
Janos Starker Roth f.plIn Suite ,
Karrin Allyson/In Blue 180g 2LP

Speaker's Corner 180g 3LP Box
&Mercury Living Presence SACD!

Roy Orbison /All-Time Greatest Hits 180g 2LP
Eden Atwood/ This Is Always 180g 45rpm 2LP
Rare Out Of Print MFSL, Nautilus... &D2D LPs!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A $17.99 & UP! Over 550 titles!
Jane Monheit /Come Dream &Never Land DVD-As
Surf City All-Star Bond /IGet Surround DVD-A
Mannheim Steamroller /Fresh Aire 8DVD-A
AIX, Amer. Gramophone, DTS Ent., Silverline OVO -A

YBROWN alALMEIDA

AUDIOPHILE CDs $9.99 & UP!
Norah Jones & Peter Malick /NYC Remixed CD
Cassidy /Wonderful World CD
Jheena Lodwick /All My Loving xrcd24
Eagles, Dire Straits, Nat King Cole on XRCD!
Hi -Fi Flamenco, RCA Living Stereo xrcds
Every XRCD, XRCD2 &XRCD24 known to man!
En

AUDIOPHILE SACDs $9.99 & UP! Over 1400 titles!
Jacinth° /The Girl From Bossa Nova M-CH SACD
LA4 /Just Friends &Ray Brown /Soular Energy 2-CH SACDs
Allman Brothers /At Fillmore East M-CH 2SACD
Allman Brothers /Eat APeach M-CH SACD
Diana Kroll /Girl In The Other Room M-CH SACD
Diana Kroll /Love Scenes M-CH SACD
Sheryl Crow /The Globe Sessions M-CH SACD
—
Jacintha/ Girl From Bossa Nova
16 RCA Living Stereo & Mercury Living Prescence SACDs
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 2LR
Vince Gill, Toby Keith & Lee Ann Womack M-CH SACDs
M-CH SACO &Aluminum CD
Anonymous 4/American Angels M-CH SACD
Jamie Cullum /Twenty Something M-CH SACD
Animals & Herman's Hermits /Retrospectives 2-CH SACDs
NEW! Sony John Mayer Indigo Girls, Incubus M-CH SACDs
NEW! 13 The Kinks & 10 more Fantasy 2-CH SACDs

Ray Brown &Laurindo Almeida

Other Available Labels: 88s, AIX, ARAD, Abkco, Absolute Analog, Albany, Alto,
Allman Brothers/At Fillmore East
Artegro, Alto, Audio Fidelity, BIS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Cisco, Classic
Classic Records 200g 2LR
Records, Concord, DCC, DG, DMR DTS Ent., Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI, Earmark, FIM,
Mercury M-CH 2SACD &
Fantasy, Fidelis, Get Back, Groove Note, Harmonic' Mundi, Hyperion, JVC, Jeton, Ann,
MA, MCA, MFSL, Mercury, Mosaic, Nonos, Opus3, PentaTone, Philips, Proprios, RCA,
DTS Entertainment M-CH CD
WorldRadioHistory
Red Rose, Reference, Rounder Silverline, Simply Vinyl, Sony Speakers Corner,
Sundazed, Super Analogue, TBM, Tacet, Telarc, Universal, Vanguard, WEA, Warner
Bros, Water Lily 8many more!

MoonlightSerenade
Jeton Limited Edition D2D 180g LP
&Jeton Aluminum CD!

Tilson-Thomas Mahler Symphonies 1,2,4 & 6M-CH SACDs
All MFSL SACDs, Patricia Barber, Ryan Adams & more!
Steely Dan /Gaucho, Aja, Katy Lied, Can't Buy AThrill SACDs
Audio Fidelity Bob Marley, Jimmy Reed 2-CH SACDs
All Verve SACDs, Oscar Peterson, Stan Getz, Ella & more!

CLASSÉ OMEGA OMICRON

monoblocks for several months, Ihad
come to fully agree with Brian
Damkroger's assessment of them in the
January 2001 Stereophile (www.stereo
phile.com/amplificationreviews/304):
"Putting all of the pieces together, the
Classé CAM-350s had afast, clean, precise sound. They're transparent and
open, and effortlessly combine detail,
dynamics, and harmonic richness across
the frequency spectrum." And even
though BD did most of his listening
with Magnepan planar magnetic speakers and Idid most of mine with the
dynamic Revel Ultima Studios, Iunderstood where he was coming from when
he said, "The [CA1v1-350's] overall tonal
balance was alittle to the lean side of
neutral, as if there was aslight recession
or suckout in the upper bass and lower
midrange. It didn't have quite the
warmth and weight of other amps I
tried, and could even sound atouch thin
on some material." Of course, this was
less of an issue with the Revels, but the
flavor was detectable.
While the Omicron exhibited all
the best features of the CAM-350, it
did not have such adistinguishing personality. The Omicron was more evenly and fully balanced across the entire
audible range, favoring no single portion of it. What it did have was alittle
softness at the top end that Ifound
served it very well with most speakers
(such as the Paradigm Studios) and
most recordings. It was only with the
few, new SACDs, or some of
Reference Recordings' marvelous
discs, that Inoticed anything lacking.
In fact, if I popped the rear-firing
tweeters of my Revel Studios up just
one notch, all seemed perfect. But I
can muster no such complaints about
the Omicrons' performance driving
the new Paradigm Studio/60 v3s.
The Omicron was almost indistinguishable from my reference Sonic
Frontiers Power3, except for three
things: the Classé's unremitting grasp
and depth of the bass, its ability to play
even louder than necessary, and the
need to tweak the system abit in order
to match the Power3's rendition of HF
details. One way to do this, as mentioned above, was to trim the Revels'
rear tweeters. Another was to choose
the matching cables carefully (see sidebar, "Primum Non Nocere"). But
these are trivial issues in this context of
overall excellence.
Conclusions
A power amplifier should be easy:
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Whether on the test bench or in practical use, put asignal in, get the same
signal out. Any differences, except for
scaling in voltage and current, indicate
alapse from perfection. If that were all,
abench test would suffice.
In the real world, an amp must do
some heavy lifting, interfacing with a
source component (generally asimple
task of matching impedances and levels) and transmitting the output to a
speaker (generally a more complex
task, considering the impedance variations of most speakers and their wide
range of sensitivities). It is probably
these issues of interfacing that allow
us to audibly distinguish one competent power amp from another, rather
than an amp's inherent amplification
function.
So Iwouldn't be surprised ifJA gets
much the same measurements from
the Classé Omega Omicron as he did
from the CAM-350, or even the bigger
Omega Mono. They're all really good.
Iam nonetheless willing to posit that
the Omicron is in an élite class: audibly
more neutral and transparent than the
CAM-350, and superior to just about
anything I've heard in my system. In
fact, Ifound it hard to quibble with in
any way, save for its somewhat forgiving treble. But even that is no fault, but
an issue of system matching. When I
think that the Omicron's big brother,
the Omega Mono, might offer even
more, my mind boggles.

#1 BEST SOUND
AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucky,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile
September 2002

Visit your JosephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.

ASSOCIATEp,E!UIPMENT
Sony SCDXA777ES SACD player, McCormack
UDP-1 universal player, Theta
Gen.VIII D/A processor.
Sonic Frontiers
Line-3.
Sonic
Frontiers Power-3, Classé CAM-350.
Revel Ultima
Studio, Paradigm Reference
Studio/60 v3.
Digital: Stereovox HDVX.
Interconnect (all balanced):
AudioQuest Anaconda, Python,
Cheetah; 1PS Super-Conductor 2.
AudioQuest Granite, Mont
Blanc. AC: 1PS Aluminata.
— Kalman Rubinson
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The JosepbAudio Pearl $20,000 pair
Winner, Best Sound At Show, HE 2002

losephAudio
US TON. FREE (800) ‘174-1434
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AVON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•KEF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU

•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR
•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LUMENWHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

SILTECH
SME
SOLILOQUY
SONUS FABER
SPENDOR
TENOR
THORENS
THULE
TRANSROTOR
VAC
VAN DEN HUL
VERITY
VIVA
VPI
VYGER
WASATCH
WAVELENGTH
WILSON BENESCH
YBA
ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
WorldRadioHistory
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REPORT

Revel

Ultima Sub 30
Larry Greenhill

POWERED SUBWOOFER

Powered subwoofer with auxiliary
bass radiator, built-in parametric equalizer, and
optional installation software. Drive-unit: 18" ultrarigid cone of Kevlar, pulp, and alloy composite
with inverted metal dome, 15" piston diameter, 3"
diameter, four-layer voice-coil, and 4.7kg magnet
system. Auxiliary bass radiator: 15" metal cone.
Inputs: L/R balanced (XLR), unbalanced (RCA).
Line-level outputs: L/R balanced (XLR), unbalanced (RCA). High-pass filter: 30-80Hz, variable in
10Hz increments at 12 or 24dB/octave (nondefeatable). Low-pass filter: 30-80Hz, variable in
10Hz increments, at 24 or 48dB/octave slope
(defeatable). Equalizer: 3independent parametric
equalizers, each continuously variable from 18Hz
to 80Hz, each bandwidth continuously variable
from 0.1 to 1.0 octave, level continuously variable
from -14dB to 6dB. Power switch selects Automatic (signal sensing) or 12V DC trigger-controlled
operation. Trigger inputs: Power connectors for
triggering system power on when 12V DC is
applied; Music/Film connectors for triggering Contour to Film EQ when 12V DC is applied to terminals. Frequency response: 20-80Hz, -3dB at 18Hz.
0-180°, continuously variable. Built-in amplifier:
class-AB, lkW RMS (1.4kW peak). Peak output
level: 126dB at 30Hz. Supplied accessories: power
cord, Allen wrench (to change side panels), CD
with test signals.
23.25" (596mm) H by 20"
(513mm) W by 23.75" (609mm) D. Volume: 275
in 3 .Weight: 147 lbs (66.8kg).
Black or silver gloss with black ashillig
side panels; rosewood or aluminum side panels,
add $500.
1"11

SB302487.

1

Revel Ultima Sub 30 Powered Subwoofer

Total harmonic distortion: not given. Phase:

85990. Approximate number of dealers:
200. Warranty: 5years parts & labor (transferable
if originally purchased from authorized Revel dealer, original bill of sale required).

tdidn't seem like such abig deal. After all, when designer Kevin Voecks
added apassive radiator to the bottom of Revel Loudspeakers' powerful
Ultima Sub 15 subwoofer, no one expected that the resulting 6dB
increase in bass output below 35Hz would be so audible. However,
Revel's sophisticated double-blind listening tests (described in my review
of their flagship Ultima Salon full-range loudspeaker in the March 1999
Stereophile, reprinted at www.stereophile.com/loudspeakerreviews/96)
revealed that abig change had occurred. With now twice the radiating surface, the
modified Sub 15 produced significantly deeper, more powerful bass.
This should have been no surprise —Voecks' previous speaker designs had
excelled in their bass response. His 5'-tall bass-reflex subwoofer for the Snell
Acoustics Reference A loudspeakers, and the triple woofers of his Revel Ultima
Salon, both produced clean bass down to 20Hz and below. So when Andrew
Clark, VP of Marketing of the Harman Specialty Group, offered me the opportunity to review Revel's new Ultima Sub 30, Ileapt at the chance.

Revel Loudspeakers, Harman
Specialty Group, 3Oak Park, Bedford, MA 017301413. Tel: (781) 280-0300. Fax: (718) 280-0490.
Web: www.revelspeakers.com.
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Inside the box
The Ultima Sub 30 ($5990) is apowered subwoofer with an active 15" driver firing
forward and apassive 15" radiator facing downward, both sharing the same inner
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Goodies for Gold Ears
The holiday season is just around the corner, so we thought it would be nice to give you a few gift ideas to help
you get your favorite audiophile right between the ears:

1. Nowadays a pair of white cables running from pocket to ears is a sure
sign of two things: an iPod and apair of crappy iPod headphones. But that's
easy to fix: Etymotic has come out with some killer replacement cans called
the ER-6i. The cables are still white, but the sound quality is excellent and
the isolation is far better than any "noise canceling" headphones.

2.

Moms of music lovers take

3.

note: the Sennheiser PX 100 (open

Should an audio freak near

you own a pair of Sennheiser

back for better sound) and PX 200

HD 580, HD 600, or HD 650

(sealed for noisy environments)

headphones, a set of

are awesome little headphones

Cardas replacement

for the active generation. They

cables will have them

sound great; fold for easy stor-

drooling for joy. Ick!

age and transportation; and won't
empty your wallet.

4. RH the Cardas cable in the world won't help your )coustics if you've
got abig glob of gunk deep in your ear canal. For regtalar and complete
cleaning, aquick trip to Wal-Mart for Murine's Ear Wcix Removal kit will
do the trick. (If your audiophile can't resist digging around in there against the advice of most doctors -Earest Inc.'s Oto tek Loop will help
get the chunks out without making the hole in the side of their head
any bigger than it should be.)

5.

If you know an audiophile with a Win-

dows laptop that plays DVDs, they'll love
you forever if you buy them acopy of the full
version of WinDVD (which includes the Dolby
headphone audio plug-in) and a HeadRoom
BitHeac1. Mobile movie watching just doesn't
get any better than this.

And remember, if you can't find just the right thing from the list above, give us acall and we'll help you get your
favorite audiophile's head all hooked up.

www.heodphone.com

HeadRoom
800.828.8184
WorldRadioHistory
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Revel Ultinia Sub 30

Setup
Iunpacked and shoved the Ultima Sub
30 across the living room to acorner to
the right of my Quad ESL-989 speakers. Iturned the subwoofer over, loosened the locking rings around the four
feet, and adjusted their height until the
subwoofer side panels cleared the floor
by 1
/
4". The Quads were positioned 5'
from the rear wall, 3' from the side
walls, 8' apart, and slightly toed-in. My
listening chair faced the short wall of
my lightly damped, rectangular, 4056cubic-foot listening room (26' long by
13' wide by 12' high). Behind the listening chair, the other end of the room
opens into a25' by 15' by 8' kitchen.
Next, Iconnected the Sub 30 to my
system, using the "Stereo Power Amplifier and aRevel Sub 30 with Crossover" setup shown in fig.10 of the Sub
30's owner's manual (p.19). Iran amain
pair of stereo interconnects to the sub's
line-level right and left inputs, set the
high-pass filter to 80Hz and
12dB/octave, the low-pass filter to

enclosure. Kevin Voecks explained that the passive radiator

acts like aport, but without any of
areflex port's chuffing noise. The
15" woofer uses a4.7kg magnet,
one copper voice-coil, and two
spiders. The driver has one of the
longest peak-peak excursions I've
Ag.1 Quad ESL-989, no subwoofer, in-room response
encountered in asubwoofer: 3".
(25dB vertical range).
The true linear volume displacement is 275 cubic inches. Both
drivers are set into aslightly flared
£11.1. M«. 1.0€
91
.060
Sett' DIRESP3r6E
Exit»
cabinet wider at the front than at
871
the rear, close to 2' on aside, and
weighing 145 lbs.
All crossover filter and equalizer settings, as well as system
connections, are made on the
66
62
rear service panel. The internal
15 28 25 12 41 58 63 88 Ill 125 168 288
amplifier-1000W R.MS classAB with aswitching power supFig.2 Quad ESL-989, with Revel Ultima Sub 30, no equalization (25dB vertical range).
ply—and the crossover circuitry
are mounted on the inside of
this thick metal panel. Three
pairs of balanced XLR connectors, power connector for the detachable
IEC power cord. When the Power On
paralleled by six line-level RCA jacks,
include: astereo input pair, an output
pair, and a"through" signal pair for a THE SUB 30'S TOP ROW OF CONTROLS OPERATE
second daisy-chained subwoofer.
The panel's top row of controls oper- THREE SEPARATE PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS.
ate three separate parametric equalizers. These modify the frequency
80Hz and 48dB/octave, the Contour
response at three points, adjustable
mode is set to 12V Trigger, asteady
switch to Music, and ran interconnects
from 18 to 80Hz across abandwidth of 12V DC voltage applied to the trigger
from the Sub 30's right and left RCA
0.1-1.0 octave, with level boost up to power terminals will turn the Sub 30
on. When the Contour switch is set to
out jacks to my Levinson ML-2 power
+6dB or level cut to -14dB.
amps. Kevin Voecks suggested that the
external trigger, asteady 12V voltage
The middle of the Sub 30's service
high- and low-pass filter frequencies
panel features, from left to right, a applied to the trigger music/film tercould be set to 80Hz, but that the filter
three-position Contour switch, and
minals will automatically select the
slopes worked best when set to differFilm contour response.
sets of low-pass and high-pass controls.
ent values. At that point, Iswitched the
The low-pass filter is defeatable, and
The Sub 30's curved rosewood side
the filter's slopes can be set to 24 or panels and bowed grille are consistent EQ All switch to Out, which bypasses
the Sub 30's three equalizers.
48dB/octave. The center frequency of with the styling of Revel's flagship
Initial adjustments included channel
the low-pass filter can be adjusted from full-range speaker, the Salon. The
30 to 80Hz, and the phase of the sub- internally braced, cabinet is made of identification and phase checks using
1"-thick MDF, with the positions of the Stereophile Test CD (STPH002-2).
woofer signal can be adjusted from 0°
the braces chosen with the help of The phase test revealed that my systo 180° from the signal going to the
laser interferometry. The Sub 30 sits
tem's phase response was reversed with
main speakers.
the Sub 30 connected and its Phase
The Sub 30's nondefeatable highon four huge, adjustable spiked feet,
supplied with rubber covers to prevent control set to 0°. Yet this control affects
pass filter modifies the signal to the
the massive enclosure from damaging
only the subwoofer output, not that of
amplifier driving the main speakers,
removing bass frequencies with either a wood floors. Locking rings can be set the main speakers.
Next Iused the Revel Low-Frequency
12 or 24dB/octave rolloff. The crossto adjust the length of the feet so that
Optimizer Test Signal CD, which Revel
/
4" clearance
over point can be set to 30-80Hz in there can be at least 1
10Hz increments. Because the highbetween the edge of the subwoofer's includes with the sub, and a
RadioShack 33-2050 analog soundside panels and the floor.
pass filter is always on, Ifound it imposlevel meter to measure the Sub 30's
The Ultima Sub 30's fit'n'finish are
sible to evaluate the full-range output
in-room response. To analyze the
tops, easily matching the company's flagof the main speakers (Sub 30 switched
ship Salon. The rosewood side panels
results in order to properly set the
off) unless Ibypassed the subwoofer.
controls of the Sub 30's three paraAt the bottom of the panel is a had aluster and sheen that were extraordinary. Hardware and connections are
metric equalizers, Idownloaded the
switch toggling between Auto TurnRevel Low-Frequency Optimizer
On and 12V Trigger, Power On/Off sturdy, gold-plated, easily accessible, and
Software, v.1.0.0.2.0, from www.revellook as if they'll last alifetime.
switch, AC voltage selector, and fused
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For over 23 years Audiophiles around the world have relied on

HCMAudio as their #1 source for the superb line of AudioQuest cables,
including fantastic bargains on discontinued models unavailable anywhere
else, like these great buys! See the entire selection at: www.hcmaudio.com
Moving up to AudioQuest may be easier than you think...

The AudioQuest GBC is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most
minute details in the high end are revealed with
great accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry, and its
large aggregate size of I
2AWG, the GBC
delivers atight, detailed, and thunderous bottorr
end. The beautiful woven PET outer sleeve on
GBC is available in your choice of Black. Blue,
or Clear. GBC comes. standard with
AudioQuest's best spade lug. the #P8MS, but a
wide range of connector options are available.
Single BI-Wire termination is also available for
an additional $30/pr. For other lengths and
options please visit our web site at
www.hemaudio.com

•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•6Conductor Spiral Design
•Helical Array Geometry
•WC Copper Conductors
•Cold Weld Termination

•19 x28 awg conductors

•Beautiful PET Outer Sleeving

•7x28 awg conductors
•19 x30 awg conductors

•Top Line P8MS Spades or OEA Bananas

*Prices shown include our
Deluxe termination option.

oudioquest

AudioQuest GBC Deluxe SST 12 awg Speaker Cable
Length
8foot pair

Sale Price

Sale Price

List PrirpLength

--

$79.95*

$244.00

25 foot pair

$91.95*

15 foot pair

$276.00

30 foot pair

$145.95*

$100.95 *

$300.00

40 foot pair

$420.00

20 foot pair

$115.95*

$175.95*

$340.00

50 foot pair

$500.00

5205.95*

$580.00

12 foot pair

$130.95 *

$380.00

A Perfect Match For GBC... AudioQuest Coral/CQ Interconnect Cable
Our special volume purchase makes it easy
for you to upgrade to the superb sound of
AudioQuest's Solid PSC copper conductors.
Coral/CO is an extremely musical and
transparent sounding cable, outperforming

0.5 meter pair

$52.50

1.0 meter pair

$115.00

$65.00

$150.00

1.5 meter pair

$77. 50

2.0 meter pair

$185.00
$220.00

2.5 meter pair

$90.00
$102.50

3.0 meter pair

$255.00

$115.00

$290.00

21 awg Solid PSC Copper Conductors
Foam Polyethylene Insulation
Polypropylene Fillers
22 awg Solid Silver Plated LGC Copper Drainwire
Foil/Mylar/Foil Shield
Shiny Black PVC Jacket
Nylon Braid - Black + Red

audioquest

4.0 meter pair

$140.00

$360.00

4.5 meter pair

$152.50

$395.00

5.0 meter pair

$165.00

$430.00

60 meter pair

$190.00

$500.00

8.0 meter pair

$240.00

$640.00

10 meter pair

$290.00

12 meter pair

$780.00

$340.00

$920.00

15 meter pair

$415.00

$1130.00

20 meter pair

$540.00

$1480.00

800 22227
3
24
56
H5
w.
y5
33
20S
89
.1
e
8
C32C6h
Chico,
Fax
cA 5
9
3509-374
357269

Audio

List Price

older AudioQuest models costing many times

CO Gold Plated RCA plug with Teflon Dielectric.

H

Sale Price

the price, thanks to the use of their superior
PSC Solid conductors in a Double Balanced
configuration with foamed polyethylene
dielectric, and 100% coverage foil shield.
Coral/CO is terminated with the AudioQuest

c

Length

e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
WorldRadioHistory
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Revel Ultima Sub 30

it.veve intium awn

MUM RESPOW.
tiates arepeated sweep tone from the
speakers.com, and ran it on my
87
DD-18's signal generator, which is then
IBM laptop.
83
fed into atape input of my preamplifier.
The LFO Test Signal CD pro1/9
16
First, Idrove the Quad ESL-989s alone
vided test signals and Kevin
73
without the subwoofer (fig.1, note that
Voecks' clearly enunciated in66
this and the following graphs cover the
structions. The signals allowed me
E2
20-200Hz region). The Quad's freto set the levels of the main speak15 28 25 n de 58 El 88 RV 125 12
quency response showed adip at 60Hz
ers (bandpass-filtered pink noise,
Fig.3 Quad ESL-989, with Revel Ultima Sub 30,
and peaks at 70 and 40Hz, the response
500Hz-2kHz) and subwoofer
equalized for flattest in-room response (25d8
falling off 10dB by 35Hz.
(bandpass-filtered pink noise,
vertical range).
Next, Iadded the Sub 30 with the
20-80Hz); an 80Hz warble tone
equalizer shut off (fig.2). The LFO
helped me set the phase. Ideteranalyzed the results of the 23 in-room
mined that the Sub 30's level
response readings to determine settings
should be set to "2," the low- and
for the three equalizers: 30Hz (-4dB),
high-pass crossover points to
43Hz (-9dB), and 59Hz (+2dB). The
80Hz, and the phase to 180°.
new settings produced aflatter (±4dB)
The LFO CD also provided
room response (fig.3), shown by the
tracks containing 23 warble tones
removal of the 40Hz peak seen in the
between 20Hz and 100Hz (1/12
nonequalized system response (fig2).
octave, 3Hz modulation frequency,
With
music, the resulting bass
-20dB RMS average). Iset the
Fig.4 Revel Low Frequency Optimizer screen for Quad
response was significantly more powESL-989 with Revel Ultima Sub 30 in LG's
RadioShack meter to its 80dB scale,
listening room.
erful and involving with the parametC weighting, and Slow mode —
ric equalizer active. (The final LFO
the LFO software automatically
screen is shown in fig.4).
level, phase, and equalizer settings had
compensates for systemic errors in the
RadioShack SPL meter. Standing at my to be done manually, as Ishuttled back
Music
listening chair —sitting would have
and forth between my listening chair,
Once correctly level-matched and
blocked the meter, which I'd placed on where sat my meter and laptop runequnli7ed, the Revel Ultima Sub 30 genning the LFO software, and the room
the chair back at my ear level, 37" from
erated extremely deep bass. It delivered
the floor—I keyed each SPL meter readcorner, where sat the Sub 30. This is
dynamics with suddenness and impact,
much more tedious than the calibraing into the laptop running the LFO software. Once these data had been entered, I tion routine for the Verodyne DD-18 which added to the musicality and realsubwoofer (reviewed in June 2004),
ism of the deepest notes. More imporclicked on the Analyze radio button in
which can be done from the comfort tant, it did not change the pitch, timbre,
the LFO program. The program generator quality of midrange timbres. The
of the listening chair.
ed acomplex frequency-response graph,
along with recommended settings for me
to enter via the rear-panel equllivpr conTHE SUB 30 DELIVERED BASS-DRUM NOTES WITH
trols to correct for my room's anomalies.
Although the owner's manual has
AUTHORITY AND NO TRACE OF OVERHANG.
many clear diagrams, as well as afull
explanation of most of the Sub 30's
Revel's low-pass filter effectively supHowever, setting the nonparametric
controls, no written instructions for
setting the filter frequencies, selecting equalizers, which must be done by trial pressed any upper harmonics in its outand error with the Velodyne, are deter- put, something that other powered subtheir slopes, or conducting the roomwoofers have been unable to do in my
calibration procedure are supplied with mined automatically by Revel's LFO
software. Voecks suggests that it would large listening room. The Revel blended
the subwoofer. Rather, the calibration
instructions are given on aseries of be more tedious, and perhaps impossi- well with my Quad ESL-989s, producing aseamless integration of bass and
startup screens in the LFO program. It ble, to get the Sub 30's equalizer settings correct through trial and error.
midbass. The midbass emphasis comwould have been more helpful to have
mon among woofers in full-range
these instructions written in the manu- The Velodyne DD-18 suhwoofer's
speakers was totally absent from the Sub
al, and to have included in the shipping built-in signal generator, microphone,
30, rendering acleaner, better-defined
carton the LFO software and the test and virtual spectrum analyzer sure
impression of the midbass and above.
signals. Perhaps the LFO software has were helpful in verifying Revel's roomThe Sub 30 delivered bass-drum
calibration approach. (See p.133 of the
been targeted for system installers.
notes with authority and no trace of
Those wishing to install a Sub 30 June 2004 Stereophile.)
overhang. The deepest bass notes were
Iset up the Velodyne's calibration
themselves can download the software
from the Revel Ultima Sub 15 section microphone on the back of my listening produced with pitch-perfect precision,
giving the low frequencies a tight,
chair at my ear level, and set the DDof the Revel website.
18's volume control to "0" so that it rhythmic quality. Take the furious
Although this calibration procedure
can be done from the listening posi- would put out no audio signal. Ithen bass-drum beats that punctuate Liberty
tion, Revel's software does not permit keyed the Velodyne's remote to display Fanfare, from Winds of War and Peace
(CD, Wilson Audiophile WCDadjustment of the Sub 30 with a its internal System Response screen on
8823). The drum erupts into huge,
my TV monitor. This automatically iniremote control. All changes in the
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Revel

gut-punching whacks. While loud and
deep, these whacks were not trailed by
the sustained dying notes of rich tonalities that Ihad heard with the Velodyne FSR-18 (see the August 1998
Stereophile, Vol.21 No.8).
Similarly, the Sub 30 handled powerful synthesizer notes with dead-on pitch
definition. In so doing, it added tremendous emotional weight, suspense, and
energy to film soundtracks that make
use of this instrument. The excellent
blend of Quad ESL-989s and Sub 30
allowed my system to render the deepest
synthesizer growls and surges—they
shook my listening room — while delivering the tortuous mix of percussion,
chimes, gongs, and snare drums used in
"Attempt on the Royals," from the Patriot
Games soundtrack (CD, RCA 66051-2),
and the deepest synthesizer notes on
"Assault on Ryan's House." The bass
remained clean, solid, and deep, with no
spurious noises to indicate that the Sub
30's woofer and passive radiator were
being distressed.
Even when the Sub 30 was reproducing high-level synthesizer bass, it
didn't interfere with my perception of
other instruments. The sodden drone
of Tibetan horns, the single-note chant
of the Gyuto monks, and the contrabassoon were heard clearly over the steady
buzz of the synthesizer in "Sand Mandala," from Philip Glass's music for
Kundun (CD, Nonesuch 79460-2). The
heartbeat on Pink Floyd's "Speak to
Me," from the SACD remastering of
their Dark Side of the Moon (Capitol
SACD-82136-2), rattled the walls of
my listening room before reappearing,
less loud but more ominous, in "Time."
The Australian didgeridoo taxes the
deep-bass capabilities of most full-range
speakers. But the Revel Sub 30 was not
fazed —it didn't distort or overload
from the instrument's complex rattle of
upper harmonics and deep resonances,
as heard on David Hudson's "Rainforest
Wonder," from Didgeridoo Spirit (CD,
Indigenous Australia IA2003D).
The Revel allowed the Quads to handle dynamic bass peaks without overloading in my large listening room
because the sub's high-pass filter was set
to 80Hz —almost an octave higher than
the lowest notes the Quads' bass panels
can handle. For example, the systembusting synthesizer opening of Emmylou
Harris' "Deeper Wells," from Spyboy
(CD, Eminent EM-25001-2), didn't shut
the system down. Run with its high-pass
filter protecting the Quad panels, the Sub
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Ultima

Sub

30

30 was able to keep the synthesizer separate from the other instruments and
vocals, something that many full-range
speakers— and certainly the unassisted
Quad ESL-989s —aren't able to do.
Other lease-busting synthesizer passages were handled with equal aplomb,
including Don Dorsey's "Ascent," followed immediately by the Introduction of
Strauss's Also sprach Zarathustra, from
Time Warp (CD, Telarc CD-80106). The
Sub 30 was able to play this passage,
particularly the sustained 20-25Hz synthesizer note, without giving an auditory clue as to its location — the bass
appeared to emanate from a central
point between the two Quad panels,
not from the corner where the Sub 30
sat. Like other top-quality subwoofers,
the Sub 30 improved the depth and
width of the soundstage image.
With its output level carefully set to
match the Quads at the 80Hz crossover
frequency, the Revel Sub 30 delivered
bass that was tight, clean, fast, musical,
and accurate. Although it matched the
more expensive REL Studio III that I
reviewed in October in deep-bass
extension and pitch definition, it didn't
quite deliver that subwoofer's roomshaking power. On the other hand, its

Linn Sondek-Lingo
turntable, Linn Ittok tonearm, Spectral
moving-coil cartridge.
Krell KRC-28 CD
player, Sony SCD-0555ES multichannel SACD/CD player.
Day-Sequerra Classic,
McIntosh MR-78, Sony ST-5000.
Mark Levinson
ML-7 preamplifier with L3A movingcoil phono cards, Duntech MX-10
head amplifier, Margulis phono section, Krell KCT preamplifier.
Mark Levinson
ML-2 monoblocks and No.334, Krell
FPB 600c.
Quad ESL-989, B&G
Radia 520i ribbon towers; Velodyne
DD-18, REL Studio Ill subwoofers.
Interconnect: Red Rose Silver
One, Krell CAST, Levinson Silver singleended, Bryston balanced. Speaker:
Mark Levinson HFC 10, Pure Silver
Cable (PSC) R50 biwire double ribbon, Ultralink Excelsior 6N OFHC,
Coincident Speaker Technology CST 1..
RadioShack 33-2050
analog sound-level meter.
-Larry Greenhill

deep output was much tighter and better controlled than the REL's, which has
no high-pass filter to. protect the Quads
from low-frequency demands. Only the
Velodyne DD-18 matched the Revel
Sub 30's tight, pitch-perfect bass extension and control, while the Velodyne's
servo-controlled 18" woofer, high-pass
filter, and 1400W RMS internal amplifier combined to deliver more punch,
slam, and room lock.
Conclusions
Ifound the Revel Ultima Sub 30 smooth
and free of distortion and midbass overhang. Ihad no problem blending it with
my Quad electrostatics to achieve aclean,
tight, solid bass signal with great pitch definition. This was possible because all the
important setup essentials were handled
automatically—Revel's LFO setup program analyzed my listening room's characteristics and corrected them with the
Sub 30's three-band parametric equalizer.
Ihave some criticisms. First, the deepbass output level Ichose using the LFO
program for my large listening room
resulted in fast accurate bass but with less
of the shuddering, rattling, sustained bass
pulses put out by other top-quality subwoofers. Second, at $5990, the Ultima
Sub 30 — whose build qualities and control features are of the highest order — is
one of the most expensive subwoofers
now on the market. Third, the Sub 30's
installation routine can't be managed
from the listening chain But while other
subwoofers, such as Velodyne's DD-18,
offer remote-control room-analysis systems, they don't automatically analyze the
results to identify optimal subwoofer
eqiillization settings.
Istrongly recommend the Revel
Ultima Sub 30 for its beautiful and
rugged construction, powerful amplifier and driver, sophisticated equalizers,
and installation software.
The latter combination puts the
Revel in a league with Velodyne's
sophisticated DD-18 subwoofer. While
Kevin Voecks did indeed increase the
original Ultima Sub 15's bass output by
adding apassive radiator to produce the
Sub 30, it was his Low Frequency Optimization software that has convinced
me, more than ever, that it is possible to
successfully integrate an aftermarket
subwoofer into atop-quality audio system and listening room. With their
LFO software, Revel has brought subwoofer technology astep closer to a
design that will calibrate itself automatically during installation.
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OVERTURE introduces the Classé Audio Delta Series.
We've been creating world-class
music & home theater systems
with Classé Audio components for
more than a decade. No one can
achieve more with Classé Audio
than Overture.
For more than aquarter of acentury,
Classé Audio has produced true
high-end components that offer
outstanding performance and value.
The all new Delta series is based on
Classes flagship Omega technology
and features an unsurpassed selection
of ultra high-performance music
and home theater designs.
From the world's finest multichannel
amplifier, to edge-of-the-art source
components and processors, to the
awe-inspiring CA-M400 monaural
amplifiers, the new Delta Series gives
us what we have been looking for
from afull line high-end company:
extraordinary performance, superb
build quality and design,

and

unbeatable value.

°VERTU
ULTIMATE

Hear the entire Delta series at its best with the world's finest associated
equipment, in our state of the art sound rooms. If music and film are essential

AUDIO/VIDEO

Wilmington, Delaware

to your enjoyment of life, you owe it to yourself to visit Overture. From an

302.478.6050 •800.838.1812
www. overtureay.com

affordable music or home theater system to the state of the art, no one does it

The home ofsales-tax-free shopping

better than Overture. Please drop by or call 1.800.838.1812 for more information.

Aerial Acoustics •Acoustic Room Systems •AMX •Arcam •ASC Tube Traps •Avalon Acoustics •BUJ* •Basis •Benz Micro • Black Diamond Racing
Cardas Audio • Cinema Design Group • CinemaTech • Classé Audio* • Clear Audio • conrad-johnson • 0-Box Odysee • dCS • Elan • Energy • Fujitsu
Gallo Acoustics •Grado • Graham Engineering •Integra •Integra Research • Kaliedescape • Lexicon •Magnepan •Magneplanar 20.1 • Magnum Dynalab
Marantz* • Martin-Logan • McIntosh Labs • Meridian • MIT • Nées • Pioneer Elite • Quad • Rotel* • Runco • Runco VideoXtreme • Salamander
WorldRadioHistory

Sony •Spectral •Stewart Filmscreens •Sumiko •Sunf ire* •Theta Digital • VPI •Wilson Audio •Zoethecus

*no mail order

ADVERTISING

REALTRAP
High-Performance Affordable Acoustic Treatment
Hear the music, not your room.
"I loved the clarity
they brought to
each song ... these
big white squares
are wonderful."
—A. Colin Flood

Enjoy The Music

"With MiniTraps
the room sounds
better than we
believed possible,
with clear round
bottom and vastly
improved imaging."
—Nile Rodgers

multi-platinum producer
music systems inc.

Th

Tel 585-367-2390
Fax 585-367-2685
Post Office Box 146
4705 South Main St.
Hemlock, NY 14466
info@merlinmusic.com
www.merlinmusic.com

Introducing the MiniTrap LE — improve imaging,
articulation, and low-end fullness &clarity.
MiniTraps provide more absorption at low frequencies
than any other treatment you can buy. Pure Genius. Only
from REAL TRAPS, the acoustic treatment experts.
Toll-Free: 866-732-5872

www.REALTRAPSei

e centerpiece of a great
two-channel audio system.
-Marc Mickelson
Soundstage

....6

•
_

MOM

It is time to set the table for your
audio banquet. Schedule an
appointment to audition the
Belles 21A preamplifier today!

Sing!, Ended I8Wic2 non-WW
6C33C-1, with Custont-matte
4%2 Tuff-range Drivers with SolietfardwoodElich,sure

Power Modules Inc. 479 East St Pittsford, NY 14534
(585) 586-0740 *FAX (585) 586-4203 *www.powermodules.com
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Almarro Products
www.almarro corn
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"World-Class!"
Audio furniture made in Germany

"With the Pagode rack you can't help asking
yourself how much music
you have been missing until now."
AUDIOPHILE, Germany

pagod e"M

EVERY PRODUCT
A REVOLUTION.

For a dealer near you, please contact: www.immediasound.com

.110 www.finite-elemente.de
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome. Please contact: info@finite-elemente.de

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC. 510.420.0379 www.musicalsurroundings.com
WorldRadioHistory
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RECORDING OF

THE MONTH

NRBQ

Dummy

p

robably the highest compliment that can be paid a Lot," arock tune with apop chorus and arockabilly guitar line;
track 3, "Little Rug Bug," meanders along to areggae beat. But
group is when even their most fanatical fan base
Dummy's heart is tracks 4-7, astretch that opens with "Call of
has trouble describing their music — and the comthe Wild," which shows Terry Adams at his songwriting best.
pliment is even greater when the group has ahisOpening with asitar flourish and progressing via asimple but
tory as long as that of the New Rhythm and Blues
Quartet. NRBQ has made refusing to settle into a effective bass line, its chorus of "Will you, will you, will you
make love to me /And stop looking at me like I'm crazy" has
single — or any — musical genre their unique contribution to
amelody so irresistibly tuneful and sweet that it could have
the canon of western popular music: If it comes into their
come from a1950s AM radio hit Enhanced by judicious use of
heads, they play it. In a&tnous early review of the band in
echo, it's the album's highlight.
Rolling Stone, the now revered critic Peter Guralnick remarked
The got-to-have-some-lovin' theme continues with Joey
that it wasn't that NRBQ didn't know what to play, hut that
Spampinato's straight-ahead rock tune
they "don't know what to leave out."
"I Need Love," before Adams' wistful,
To succeed, this philosophy of "If it feels
singsong "Imaginary Radio" shifts the
right, do it" requires accomplished players
focus to another of the band's surprisand the ability to hang together as aband.
ing talents: the ability to write chilNot surprisingly, those are two charactdren's songs for adults. Finally, there's
eristics that NRBQ, particularly in their
"Hey Punkin Head," which begins
live shows, have mastered to apoint almost
with Adams' exhortation to "Get
beyond description.
down" —though not "like when Mick
Bassist Joey Spampinato and keyboard
Jagger says get down" —and where
genius, comedian, and ever-mugging front
Tom Ardolino's drums are prominent
man Terry Adams have been at it, with
in the mix. The chorus is asingle falsetseveral key personnel changes, since 1967,
to chant by the Spampinatos and
and asly sense of humor and ahealthy
Adams of the song's title; Johnny
sense of not taking themselves too seriousSpampinato's schizo guitar solo feels
ly were there from the beginning. Their
NRBQ: Dummy
Edisun ED-17 (CD). 2004. NRBQ prods.; Billy
and sounds exactly right
self-tided debut on Columbia Records,
Shaw, prod., eng.; Alan Stockwell, Joey
Dummy was recorded in several of
released in 1969, included covers of tunes
Interlande, Chris Anderson, engs. AAD? TT:
the band's favorite homes and haunts;
37:11
by Carla Bley, Eddie Cochran, and Sun Ra.
Performance **** 1
2
/
the sound is full-bodied and reasonJimi Hendrix was reportedly afan, but
Sonics ****
ably three-dimensional, the instruColumbia's marketing department nearly
ments dearly placed, the dynamic
committed mass seppulcu trying to sell the
range better than on most rock records.
album. Thirty-five years later; NRBQ is where they should be,
That is, of course, if this is arock record. Adams' "God with
at least as far as labels go: on their own imprint, where their
aBlue Dress" is surely roots rock, while "Do the Primal Thing"
eclecticism can have full and unfettered rein.
(complete with deeply grunted chorus) comes from rock's silToday's incarnation is aquartet—often joined in concert
lier, darker depths. But with the 'Q, there's always (or maybe
by one or more of the band's multitude of musical friends —
nothing but) curveballs, to the point that the transition to their
that includes drummer Tom Ardolino, afan who'd never
played in aband before joining the 'Q in 1974, and guitarist
breezy take on Gilberto-Jobim's Brazilian jazz standard "All
that's Left to Say Is Goodbye" seems like anatural progression.
Johnny Spampinato, who replaced the great Al Anderson in
Even more than their adventurous tastes, the great beauty of
1994, who himself had replaced Steve Ferguson in 1971. With
the 'Q is that they've been able to perfect an
. aesthetic of "what's
26 albums under their belts, not to mention their kitchenold is new again." It's why Bonnie Raitt and the musical focus
sink approach to repertoire and style, the band is bound to
of this issue of Stereophik, Elvis Costello, have respectively called
have released both dunkers and highlights. Their latest studio
NRBQ the best band in America and the best band in the unialbum, Dummy, falls squarely into the latter category.
verse. Listen to the 'Q's best records, Scraps, Tiddlywinks, etc., and
The title track opener, by Adams and Spampinato, starts
it's not as if they're doing anything all that revolutionary, or that
with abrilliant up-and-down piano figure backed by saxowhat you're hearing isn't familiar —it's how they combine
phone accents. It's classic 'Q — few outside perhaps Zappa
ingredients that makes them sound so different.
have dreamt of opening an album with such an offbeat riff.
Like exotic food, not everyone will "get it," which accounts
The tune then switches gears (another NRBQ specialty) and
on some levels for the band's struggle to reach larger audiences
morphs into afairly straight-ahead, piano-led pop tune that is
and larger paydays. But for those who get the Q's piquant blend
an indictment of intellectual lethargy, with chanted chorus
of herbs and spices, there's only gratitude, wonder; and even
lines of "Dummy." It ends with Adams intoning "The media
some disbelief that this increasingly legendary band keeps on
is my shepherd Ishall not want /It maketh me to lie down
keeping on, making noise, to quote Big Joe Turner, "with the
on green couches..."
[musical] pots and pans."
-Robert Baird
The flavor changes with the next track, "One Big Parking
Stereophile, November 2004
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classical
PIOTR ANDERSZEWSKI
Bach, Beethoven, Webern
J.S. BACH: English Suite 6, B1NV 811
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 31, Op.110
WEBERN: Variations, Op.27
Piotr Anderszewski, piano
Virgin Classics 7253 5322 S(CD). 1996. Stanislaw Leszczynski, prod.; Lech Dudzik,
Gabriela Blicharz, engs. ODD. TF: 60:36
Performance *****
Sonics ***

\A/

ith an artist as substantial as pianist Piotr Anderszewski, you expect that the talent must have
been evident before he was widely known. You
don't, however, expect to stumble across an early,
obscure-label recording that's anot-so-minor miracle.
That's why Virgin Classics, Anderszewski's current label, is
justified in releasing arecital dating back to 1996 on the
Accord label (and which Ilisted last February as a"Record
To Die For"), but with current photos of the pianist that
could imply that this is anew release. Anyone enjoying the
current state of Anderszewski will be knocked out by this
nervy, solo-recording debut. Only the sound quality isn't
up to standard: It's boxy and lacks room ambience, though
the original issue is atad worse.
The pianist now admits that he was only at the beginning of his journey with Bach when he made this recording, but that's evident only in the kind of fearlessly
personal originality he projects through the music. Though
there's nothing perverse in his playing, he enjoys the kind
of tempo flexibility and note-to-note phrase savoring that
one associates with Chopin. There's great variation in
touch, and keen coloristic instincts that characterize individual phrases as well as give an overall tint to each movement. The hallmark of Anderszewski's Bach is his
characterization of the counterpoint, which comes off as
aparallel, simultaneous soliloquy. In movements that
require only emotionally committed music making, such
as the Sarabande, he reveals the music's profound economy, and though his treatments of the other dance movements are serious business, there's also plenty of levity
and wit. Could this be the work of agenius?
Perhaps. There's little doubt that the Beethoven sonata
has that quality at every turn. Forget the conventional
wisdom—that pianists should keep late Beethoven
sonatas in their fingers but off their programs until age
40. This Op.110 is ayoung man's performance, in that
there's awillingness to believe completely in the music's
idealism, unfiltered by cynicism or life's disappointments. In the opening statement of the sonata's primary
theme, Anderszewski projects the music's importance
without any sense of "selling" it. Even the fortissimo
moments of the fugue are as imposing as can be without
the chord voicings losing their poise and clarity. You
expect big attacks from ayoung pianist, but Anderszewski
also delivers ethereal-sounding releases, when you can
all but see the sound dissolving into the ether. All of the
elements that serve Anderszewski so well in Bach —mastery of counterpoint, asoliloquy-like subtext—allow
even greater feats of elucidation in the Beethoven. The
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brief third movement is characterized as an operatic
recitative that needs no words.
The disc's one letdown is the Webern Variations, Op.27.
Whether or not Anderszewski has come to terms with this
incredibly pared-down, elegantly ordered six minutes of
music, he fails to project much meaning, at least in comparison to Krystian Zimerman on Deutsche Grammophon's Complete Webern box (457 637 2). That's not
surprising in apiece you could describe as amountain disguised as amolehill. But at least there's something here
on which the mature Anderszewski can reasonably hope
to improve.
—David Patrick Stearns
HANDEL
Arias from Theodora, Serse, La Lucrezia
Lorraine Hunt Lieberson, mezzo-soprano; Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment,
Harry Bicket
Avie 0030 (CD). 2004. prod.; engs. DOD. TT: 67:01
Performance *****
Sonics *****

A

merican mezzo-soprano Lorraine Hunt Lieberson
gets better and better. Her quiet intensity and beautiful, warmly colored voice demand attention, and
listening to her sing an aria is always, on one hand,
an emotional experience, and on the other, astudy of the
beauty of singing. Just try, to begin, the end of this CD:
"Ombra mai fu" (known as "Handel's Largo") has been
heard so often in so many different arrangements, sung by
so many different voices, that you think you can no longer
be moved or surprised by it. Think again—the even tone
and intimate approach Hunt Lieberson brings to this odd
song to atree will catch you up and make you once again
appreciate the long, lovely melody, presented here in longbreathed phrases.
In addition to "Ombra mai fu," this CD is made up
of another aria from Serse, which exhibits the mezzo's
ease and accuracy with coloratura, five arias from
Theodora, and the cantata La Lucrezia. There's not a
dull or disinterested moment to be heard anywhere. As
the violated Lucrezia, Hunt Lieberson alternately rages
against the man who raped her, and turns her grief
inward; the former is terrifying in its intensity, the latter makes us almost feel as if we're eavesdropping. She
knows just when to put pressure on her voice and when
to back off; her sense of dynamics, from the softest pianissimo to aheartbreaking—but always musical —howl, is
astonishing. The five arias for Irene, Theodora's friend,
confidante, and the upholder of Christian beliefs, are all
magical prayers or statements of faith, and from Hunt
Lieberson, they become real, each word honestly conveyed and colored.
The voice itself is unfailingly beautiful, the sincerity
never in doubt. Hunt Lieberson is backed ideally by Harry
Bicket and the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment,
and the string soloists in the ensemble —viola da gambist
Margriet Tindemans, lutenist Stephen Stubbs, etc—are
as gifted as she is. If you need proof that Handel was a
great dramatist with aspecial gift for communicating emotion, all while listening to sublime sounds, this CD is a
must.
—Robert Levine
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rock/pop
CLARENCE "GATEMOUTH" BROWN
Timeless

Hightone 8174 (CD). 2004. Clarence Brown, Jim Bateman, prods, engs.
MD. TT: 57:38
Performance ***
Sonics ***

G

atemouth Brown's first release for Hightone
Records includes live tracks as well as others
recorded in the studio; the idea was to capture
the depth and breadth ofhis stage show. Ifthis
is what you get at aBrown concert these days, you're
probably getting your money's worth: alittle country,
some jazz and blues, hot guitar playing, and aband
comfortable in each of those genres.
Fletcher Henderson's "Soft Wind" is aperfect
opener, giving everyone in the band the opportunity to stretch out for afew bars before giving way
to the bandleader's characteristic chicken-scratch
guitar riffing. A couple of country blues tunes give
Brown achance to sing, and he takes nice turns on his "For
Now So Long" and Bobby Charles' "Tennessee Blues,"
accompanying himself on fiddle on the latter.
But the instrumentals form the backbone ofthe set The group
makes like aswingbandin a1930s Kansas City speakeasy dirough-

out Jay McShanri's "Jumpin' the Blues," and Duke Ellington's
"Satin Doll" is another perfect song for letting evelyone show off
alittle. And Brown, who's recently been diagnosed with cancer,
teases the familiarmelody of"Undiained Melody" for afew minutes before finally cutting the band loose into afunky cha-cha
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coda that includes some nice flute work from Bobby Campo.
"Mercy, Mercy, Mercy" is the showpiece, tickled into existence by acountry guitar hook before the band, especially
the horn section, takes over. And the closer, Brown's own fiddle tune, "Six Levels Below Plant Life," would fill any dance
floor immediately.
Only at one point does the set lose momentum. "The
Drifter" is anice enough blues exercise, but Brown could have
easily snipped the rambling, three-minute monologue that
introduces it. Maybe you had to be there.
-Leland Rucker
NICK DRAKE
Made To Love Magic
Island/Chronicles B0002812-02 (CD). 2004. John Wood, prod, eng., remix; Joe
Boyd, Robert Kirby, prods. MD. Ti': 41:52
Performance **
Sonics ***

T

he legacy of reclusive, melancholic singer-songwriter and folk legend Nick Drake continues to
gather no moss some three decades after his lonely,
tranquilized farewell in 1974. Drake's almost mythic
legend is atestament to the timeless beauty of his understated and evocative material. His captivating compositions illustrate ahazy world of mythical beauty and
withering sadness. They convey agrand simplicity silhouetted by an undercurrent of intense longing that continues to haunt and engage listeners. In recent years, the
poetic auteur has experienced asurge in popularity and
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acclaim courtesy of commercials for several companies,
including Volkswagen (who used Drake's "Pink Moon" as
part of their promotional campaign in 2000).
Unfortunately, the tragedy of Drake's untimely death is
underscored by the brevity ofhis career. With only three luminous studio albums — Five Leaves Left (1969), Bryter Layter
(1970), and Pink Moon (1971) —and ahandful of unreleased
recordings, there never was much material, let alone anything
left to unearth to satisfy the increasing demand for new Drake
music. The best of the odds and sods were collected on
Rykodisc's 1993 collection, Time ofNo Reply.
That lack of material is what makes Drake's latest posthumous release, Made to Love Magic, so problematic. An assemblage of rare and unheard tracks compiled by those closest to
him (sister Gabrielle, engineerJohn Wood, fellow Cambridge
University student and string arranger Robert Kirby, and UK
coordinator Cally), the album borrows heavily from the superior Time ofNo Reply, with which it shares 10 of its n tracks.
Despite the inclusion of such sublime gems as "Joey," "Three
Hours" (featuring percussionist Rebop Kwaku Baah, of Traffic/Can), "Time of No Reply" (with Kirby's restored string
arrangement), and the newly discovered "Tow the Line"), the
rest of the album is lackluster, littered with incomplete and
superfluous song sketches that desperately attempt to satisfy
ayearning that can't be filled.
Ultimately for avid fans, the set offers little to maintain the
mystique, grandeur, and heart-wrenching musings inherent in
Drake's extant albums. Ideally, after the three single albums, if
one wants to experience the full scope of Nick Drake's genius
in asingle collection, the introductory Way to Blue (Rykodisc)
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would be best. On deck: Island's forthcoming comprehensive
compendium, A Treasury.
—Craig Roseberry

SUPER NATURAL BEING

TIFT MERRITT
Tambourine
Lost Highway (CD). 2004. George Drakoulias, prod., eng. ADD. TT: 46:15
Performance ****
Sonia ****

A

reputation for being one of the brightest up-andcoming alt-country singers is something to have, but
that and five bucks will get you afrappuccino at Starbucks. Despite the kudos North Carolinian thrush
Tift Merritt deservedly earned for her impressive 2002
debut album, Bramble Rose, she's got bigger things in mind
on this, her sophomore set.
Tambourine is bright, energetic, soulful, and packs plenty
of instrumental punch. It was produced by George Drakoulias, who's worked with the Black Crowes, Tom Petty &
the Heartbreakers, and the Jayhawks, and features guest

EUPHONIA MS4
Nature never ceases to amaze us! Whenever on
the lookout for truly innovative solutions, nature
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technological ratrace — thus continuing to serve
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From a performance perspective the comb-sliced, curved and groovebonded sandwich walls in combination with healthy internal bracing result
in avirtually coloration-free enclosure. The massive, resonance dispersing
front panel simply underlines the fact that occasionally it does make
As much talent as teeth: lift Merritt won't stop now.

sense to knock on wood.
Optional 7.1 system available

shots by members of those very bands: Crowes drummer
Steve Gorman, Heartbreakers Mike Campbell (guitar) and
Benmont Tench (keyboards), and Jayhawks guitarist Gary
Louris — plus steel guitarist Robert Randolph and vocalist
Maria McKee. But the focus stays right where it belongs —
on Merritt's powerhouse vocals.
Merritt rocks hard on "Wait It Out," promising, "I just got
to burnin' and Iwon't stop now." It's avow she keeps, thanks
to the high-stepping "Late Night Pilgrim" and "I Am Your Tambourine," apropulsive romp that recalls McKee at her gospelshouting best.
But Merritt also stays true to her roots-rock rep with the midtempo opener, "Stray Paper"; the twanging "Write My Ticket";
Stereophile, November 2004
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and "Plainest Thing," astarkly arranged weeper.
The real surprises on Tambourine are "Still Pretending" and
the horn-driven "Your Love Made aUTurn," which draw heavily on Memphis-style soul. The best ofthe lot is "Good Hearted
Man," an all-too-rare song about happiness and contentment.
The joy in Merritt's voice is palpable.
But then, Tift Merritt has plenty to be happy about right now.
Tambourine more than lives up to the promise of Bramble Rose.
—Daniel Durchholz

R. STE VIE MOORE
Nevertheless Optimistic
Innova 601 (CD). 2003. R. Stevie Moore, prod., eng.; Irwin Chusid, prod. MD.
70:25
Performance ****
Sonics ***

TT:

\At

idely regarded as the father of home recording, lo-fi
pioneer R Stevie Moore has been making idiosyncratic, deeplypersonal, and remarkably accomplished
music on abudget since the early 1970s. Long before
commercial channels existed for such left-of-center material, the
Nashville-raised, NewJersey-based auteur (and son oflegendary
Nashville session bassist Bob Moore) was churning out aprodigious quantity ofdistinctive music, self-distributing literally hundreds of homemade albums via mail-order on individually
dubbed cassettes and, more recently, home-burned CDRs.
Beyond his significance as aDIY role model, the prodigiously talented Moore is both an unpredictable iconoclast and
adisciplined pop craftsman who coaxes an evocative range of
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colors from his relatively primitive gear while constructing
miniature masterpieces.
Moore has also issued occasional vinyl and CD collections
through outside labels, most of them cherry-picked highlights
from the artist's self-released catalog. The latest of these is Nevertheless Optimistic, atypically all-over-the-map, 23-track sampler
incorporating tracks cut between 1974 and 200L It offers arepresentative — and consistently endearing — cross-section of
Moore's work, from the screwy yet concise kitchen-sink pop of
"Part of the Problem" to the modified Merseybeat of "Irony" to
the daffy vaudeville of "Indian Giver" to the impenetrable slapstick sound collage of "Holocaust Parade."
Also present are atrio of winsome collaborations that contrast with Moore's usual one-man-band approach. Former XTC
member Dave Gregory adds some brawny fuzz guitar to a
souped-up 1999 remake of Moore's 1973 charmer "Dates,"
while Bongwater and Shimmy-Disc founder Kramer produces
the subversively cuddly "Hug Me." Given the recordings' disparate origins, the sonic quality varies, but technical fidelity has
never been the point with this veteran iconoclast.
Elsewhere, ageneration-spanning reworking ofthe pop chestnut "I'm Looking Over aFour-LeafClover" finds the present-day
Moore seamlessly accompanying amind-melting vocal recorded
by outsider scat singer Shooby Taylor two clesnlries earliet Butperhaps most impressive are Moore's intimate, gracefully gawky ballads; eg, the heartbreaking "Hobbies Galore," which invokes
loneliness and alienation as eloquently as any pop song ever has.
In afield where such adjectives as original and independent
are thrown around all too casually, R. Stevie Moore is the
genuine article. Nevertheless Optimistic offers abeguiling
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overview of his unique talents.
—Scott Schinder

jazz
PATRICIA BARBER
A Fortnight In France
Patricia Barber, piano, vocals; Neal Alger, guitar; Michael Arnopol, bass; Eric Montzka,
drums
Blue Note 78213 (CD). 2004. Patricia Barber, prod.; Philip Harvey, eng. DDD7TT: 63:27
Performance ***S
Sonics ***V,

0

nthe evidence of this
album, the Patricia Barber cult has reached
France. It is not surprising.Barber's hip, dry-eyed version ofmodernist romanticism suits
the culture. AFortnight In France was recorded at clubs in Metz,
Nice, La Rochelle, and Paris in March and April of2004. It is only
Barber's second live album (the other is Companion, from 1999),
and the first in 15 years not recorded by the production and engineering team of Michael Friedman andJim Anderson. Engineer
Philip Harvey provides asofter focus that nuances Barber's voice
differently from the visceral incisiveness ofaJim Anderson recording. On albums engineered by Anderson, such as Modem Cool and
Nightdub, Barber's sound may often be awhisper, but she whisStereophile, November 2004
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pers right into your eat On AFortnight In France, some of Barber's
edge is absent
It's not only the engineering —
it's also Barber's attitude, or lack
of it. In front of her fond French
audiences, she sounds uncharacteristically relaxed. The program
contains five covers and five originals. Barber's covers are always
transformed in meaning, refracted through the unforgiving
prism ofherironies.Butherphrasing on "Laura" is loose and easy
"Norwegian Wood" is run
through quickly and lightly,
because she can.
The five originals are as linguistically complex and as cleverly
jaded as the best Barber songs. But
even "Pieces" (about lost love and
the shattering of the self) and "Whiteworld" (about white guys
and war and imperialism) lack her typical implicit urgency
AFortnight In France is Patricia Barber's least compelling, least
indispensable recording. It is also one of her most enjoyable. It
does not force her audience into as many existential self-encounters as her previous work. But it provides less demanding pleasures, such as the way her ultratight band is locked on to her
groove, and the unique communicative atmosphere of Barber
in concert, and the opportunity to revel in the sensuous event
that is Barber's voice.
—Thomas Conrad
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Shure E2
$99
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Omega Grande 6
Editor:
Many thanks to Sam Tellig and Stereophile
for the opportunity to have the Omega
Grande 6speakers reviewed. Icouldn't
have asked for amore informative and
entertaining review.
Musicality, simplicity, and value are
most important. The Grande 6, as well as
all Omega products, adheres to this philosophy. All manufacturing is done inhouse, which allows me the flexibility to
keep costs as low as possible and the ability to use the finest parts and materials
possible. Please visit www.omegaloud
spealcers.com for more information
regarding finish options, speaker stands,
cabling, and the Rupgrades.
Thanks again for this great opportunity.
Louis Chochos
Omega Speaker Systems
Gingko Audio Cloud 11
Editor:
We at Gingko Audio would like to thank
Stereophile and Michael Fremer for the
wonderful review of our patent-pending
Cloud 11 vibration-control platform. It
means alot to afledgling company like
ours to receive coverage from awellrespected publication, and such high
praises from an industry authority. Our
mission at Gingko Audio is to provide
functional, effective, and aesthetically elegant products at fair prices, and Mt Fremer's review confirms that we have done
so with the Cloud 11.
Incidentally, our vibration-control
products are designed to work well with
all components (digital front ends, preamps, and amps), not just turntables. I
invite your readers to visit our website,
www.gingkoaudio.com, for more of the
technical details behind our products. We
publish our test results because we believe
in providing our customers with relevant
technical data to help them make intelligent purchase decisions. Iwould also like
to acknowledge the work ofJens Waale,
an independent consultant, who constructed and conducted all the tests we
present on our website.
Thanks again.
Vinh Vu
President, Gingko Audio
Townshend Maximum Super
Tweeter
Editor:
Thank you for the wonderfully positive
review of the Townshend Maximum
Super Tweeter. The comments on the
sound difference observed by Art are
consistent with the myriad observations
from hundreds of other audio enthusi-
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asts who have experienced the Super
Tweeter effect. And, as Art mentioned,
the effect is especially pronounced when
the Maximum is partnered with arelatively long line-source tweeter, as in the
Quad ESL-57 or other large panel
speakers. Such transducers often sound
dull due to multipath effects causing
cancellation at high frequencies. The
Maximum, which is apoint source,
counteracts this effect.
We have aspecial bracket for the
Quads. Further, for speakers for which
there is no suitable flat mounting surface, we have an adjustable floormounting stand for the Maximum; this
can be seen on our website, www.towns
hendaudio.com.
The explanation for why the Maximums are so effective on bandwidth-limited signals, such as CD-sourced material,
is simple. The majority of speakers utilize
dome tweeters, which exhibit energy
storage and delayed resonances above
approximately 81cHz. The Maximum is
just coming into play at this frequency,
and as its response is devoid of diese
effects, the sound is more coherent.
Audiophiles interested in reading more
debate are invited to visit our website for
in-depth explanations of how the Maximums work.
Max Townshend
Townshend Audio, UK
Krell Resolution 1
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer for
his thorough review of the Krell Resolution 1loudspeakers.
As Fremer so eloquently pointed out, I
worked hard to create aspeaker that had
great dynamic range, wide frequency
response, and produced the visceral
excitement that makes us all enjoy music.
Michael understood this when he said
the speakers "disappeared" and convincingly delivered the sense of "threedimensionality."
Two aspects of Fremer's listening
experiences, corroborated by Jolm
Atkinson's measurements, do require
some explanation:
•Anything placed in front of the speakers
in the form of grille material of any variety will affect the sound. We measure the
performance of all Krell speakers with
the grilles off. If one were to remove the
effects of the grille shown in fig.5 from
the plot in fig.4, the result would be a
respectably flat anechoic response.
•The sheer size of the Resolution 1
loudspeaker suggests placement in a
large listening room. All of the performance parameters, including the selec-
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tion of amatching amplifier, are optimized for this environment. Placing
them in amore confined space can tilt
the tonal balance toward the warm side,
which Fremer experienced.
That Michael found the speakers to
produce "a seamless, tonally pleasing presentation" and that "lovers of all genres of
music will find this ambitious design an
attractive option" mean that Ihave succeeded in my goal.
Dan D'AgostMo
CEO, Krell Industries
Richard Gray's Power Company
products
Editor:
We would like to thank Michael Fremer for his thoughtful evaluation of our
products. While we are baffled that he
did not witness the same extraordinary
results as our customers and growing
dealer base of over 300 independent
specialty retailers, we can accept that
Michael's house has atypically good
power, thus possibly negating the need
for the RGPC products.
Also, even though we were present for
the original installation of the products,

Expect a
Masterpiece!

•

"There's something of the valve sound... this
pre/power combo has amusical transparency and
lightness of touch that gives it adistinct edge
over the competition."
-Hi -Fi Choke 2003/04 Product of the Year!

"This is proper hi-fi."
- News
it's getting more out of the music,
areal find.., it'll delight every time. Exposure is
in adifferent league."
-What Hi-Fi Best Buy

"The 23/28 pairing is engaging and exceedingly
transparent -asignificant achievement
at the price."
-

Choice Best Buy

h

,
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t
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DrstrIbulon of Exceptional
Mee retirement

Call 416.638.8207 for
adealer near you
www.bluebirdmusic.com
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Music Systems & Home Theatre
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New, Meridian G Series in Stock!
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GO7 & GO8 CD Player
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Meridian Digital Theatre System
featuring New 861v4 Reference Processor,
New 800 Reference DVD/CD Player

McIntosh MC 501 Monoblock
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CA-M400 Power Amplifier
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Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Monster Cable •Magnum Dynalab
Niles •Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma
REL •Rix Ras •SME •Sony XBR •Son)
Plasma •Stewart Filmscreens •VP1
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment tracle-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover

we could not control how they might be
reinstalled should they have been
removed from Michael's system during
the course of his evaluation. We did,
however, provide Michael with ample literature that explains the technology and
how to properly install multiple RGPC
products in asystem. It is evident from
his review that, at one point, our products
were removed and reinstalled incorrectly,
thus leading to his results.
Upon reinstalling the RGPC products,
Michael plugged the 1200S into the same
outlet as the SubStation. Therefore, the
SubStation and 1200S were isolated from
one another. Had he plugged the 1200S
directly into the SubStation, the SubStadon would have benefited from the parallel technology, and any lost current
(remember, the SubStation is aseries
device) would have been put back on the
line. The same is true of the Pole
Pig/600S combo.
We call this IsoGray technology; it is
explained in detail on our website (which
Michael obviously had access to). By
reinstalling the RGPC products incorrectly, Michael effectively negated many
of their benefits; cg, noise removal,
removal of inter-component crosstalk, etc.
It is curious, though, that in aprevious
issue of Stereophile Michael said that acertain manufacturer's product sounded
much better plugged into our products.
(Perhaps he witnessed this shortly after
we properly installed the products, and
before their removal and subsequent reinstallation by Michael.) It is for this reason,
so amply illustrated in this review, that we
highly recommend that an authorized
RGPC dealer-installer (in this case, Iacted
as the installer) properly install our products according to an individual's system.
Consumers who want to install their own
multiple RGPC products can log on to
our website and fi,ll out our System Profile, requesting how to properly implement our patented Power Delivery
System in their home theaters or twochannel systems. Ipersonally answer each
and every request.
We would also like to make it clear that
while we still make products for and support the audiophile community (hey, Istill
own and love apair of big or ARC amps—
plugged into an RGPC unit, of course),
Richard Gray's Power Company's product
line is swiftly moving into the booming
custom installation business, where our
products have been embraced by high-end
installers looking for apower-management
product that will actually improve the performance of their installations. Unlike our
competitors' products, which are wired in
series, our patented parallel products (400S,
600S, 1200S) do not limit current and can
handle the demanding power require-

ments of today's high-powered multichannel amplifiers. Our dealer base has changed
their business to reflect the current trend in
custom, whole-house audio/video solutions, and we have met their demands with
innovative products chat set them and their
installations apart from their competitors.
At the 2004 CEDIA Expo, we introduced
the world's largest isolation transformer for
custom installation: the PowerHouse.
Also of note: While visiting Michael
Fremer's house to install the RGPC
Power Delivery System, we became
aware of the close proximity of his utility
company transformer to his listening and
evaluation room. Because of this, we
strongly urged him to allow us to install
our 240V SubStation (and wire an outlet
in his room accordingly). This would
deliver twice the amount of power he
could possibly obtain —not only from the
standard 120V circuit, but from the 120V
model of the SubStation — especially taking into consideration the huge power
amps he had on the floor at that time.
His comment was afair one: "I don't
want to install anything that our customers couldn't install in their own systems." While this is aperfectly reasonable
objection, we'd like to clarify that many of
our customers (custom installation as well
as two-channel audiophiles) have indeed
installed the 240V SubStation, coupled
with one or more of the RGPC parallel
chokes, to great effect. Our sales figures
bear this out: 70% of SubStations sold are
wired for 240V operation.
Thanks also to Michael Fremer for challenging your readers to try the products
for themselves. We must clarify, though,
that each of our dealers has its own trial
and return policy, and whik most have
such programs in place, we do not force
them to adopt one. However, we encourage your readers to visit our website,
www.richardgrayspowercompany.com/de
alerslindex.hanl, to locate an authorized
dealer nearest them, who will undoubtedly meet Michael Fremer's challenge and
offer your readers arisk-free trial based on
their company policy.
Dick McCarthy
President &co-founder
Richard Gray's Power Company, LLC
Totem Acoustic Rainmaker
In Bob Reina's own words and observations, "the Rainmaker was producing
one of the most realistic and enticing
sounds at the New York Hilton" during
the recent Home Entertainment 2004
East show. Affordable and paying huge
dividends in both musicality and coherence, the Rainmaker offers tremendous
value at any price. Beautifully built and
elegantly proportioned, its major
strengths are its clarity and harmonic
expressiveness.
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Looking over Jolui Atkinson's testing:
Technically, Totem believes that if the
electrical impedance accurately follows
phase (a rarity), then something really
good is happening. If there is asupersmooth transition in impulse between
both drivers (time domain) and the
cumulative spectral decay is quick and
very clean, then to have exemplary performance in these critical areas is rather
rare, and indicative of something out of
the ordinary and great.
This all translates into an incredibly
open, harmonically extended yet uncluttered sound. Mix in all the right musical
elements and the result is an inspirational
and informative yet nonfatiguing and
phase-coherent brush with reality. In all
speaker designs, one has to extract the
maximum strengths and balance all,
while minimizing some of the weaknesses. The Rainmaker pours great balance over this battle and gives life to
music —clean, nourishing, and vital.
The Rainmaker offers diversified flexibility for the extensive range of musical
tastes, yet balances great dynamics, composure, and surefootedness with its great
rhythmic pacing and flow. Holographically, it disappears to let the music and
message take charge. Magical transparency, unusually great lower extension,
and the ability to sing as entrancingly as
one wishes throw the Rainmaker into a
special class of speakers. The Rainmaker,
bringing life to all that it touches in a
compact, exquisite package that will forever please.
Ahh! the pricing...Totem's gift to
those who appreciate the unique Totem
sound. Thanks to Stereophile,John Atkinson, and Robert Reina for sharing their
thoughts and observations through the
Rainmaker.
Vince Bruzzese
Totem Acoustic

We feel your pain.
Trying to decide what to buy? Visiting all the usual
stores? Worrying that it won't sound the same when
you get it home?
fte
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Wish you had ANd

-' 010E?

Visit us. At EARSNOVA we've been helping clients
make the right decsions for over twenty-five years.
Our comfortable Manhattan loft is a new destination
for people who are passionate about music and
home theater. Bring your favorite CD, LP, or DVD.
We'll show you how much more there is to hear, see,
and feel. Without the pain.
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remote 'Microprocessor volume control 'Programmable
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I/0s 'Hi-Resolution ready .5 year warranty

sale-company direct, in-home trial available
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and Service for Spendor. The Factory.
Authorized US service center for Quad, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, OS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsatuld@aol.com. Web: www.
qsandd.com.
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SACD/DVD -Audio "all-format" players, $995-up.
Incredible single-ended PA-3B, boards for Haller
amps—sublime, $299/kit. Available soon—tube
preamp kit and phono stage! Musical Concepts,
189 Jacobs Way Drive, St. Peters, MO 63376
(636) 272-0040, www.musicalconcepts.com.

Frimedia Magazines
261 Madison Ave, 9th Floo
New York, NY 1001
FAX: (212) 886-2310

SERVING THE NY/NI METRO AREA
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Dodson Audio,
Resolution Audio, Audience, Acoustic Zen,
8th Nerve, and more! (201) 750-9948,
www.sonicspirits.com

IT. IS COMING
Be apart of IT.
IT. will be at Alexis Park room 1861
www.melaudio.com.

Ads are due on the
first working day of the month,
two months in advance of
the issue in which your ad
will appear. For example,
if vou want your ad to run in
the January 2005 issue,
you must submit
it by November 1 2004.
No refunds.

FLORIDA! High-end audio has arrived! St. Cecilia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575, www.
scsoundgallety.com.

For information about
advertising in Stereophile Classified,
please call (212) 886-3684.
The deadline for the January 2005 issue
is November I, 2004.
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AURAL ROBERT
Robert Baird

Aspen Abracadabra

S

cribbling about music, being
what even Ioccasionally slip
into referring to as Stereophiles
"software guy," is different from
writing
about
hardware.
Writing about music requires
activities both indoor and outdoor. Much
music, whether it be James Galway or
Jeremy Pelt or Nirvana, makes much
more sense when you see it performed
live — or, conversely, when you hear the
record. After 20 years' experience, I'd say
the split is about even. Often, bands make
better musical decisions in the studio.
How many songs, well-arranged
and well-done on record, are
marred by selfish solos or inept
singing when played live? And
how many bands flat cannot do
live what they can in the studio?
On the other hand, it can take live
performances to tweak what's on
arecord into full bloom. Rare is
the music and/or musician(s),
such as Little Feat (circa Lowell
George) who can create distinct,
equally wonderful, easily discerned experiences both on
record and in concert.
It was in the spirit of "getting
out" to hear live music that Itraveled from
humid-as-Manila New York City to the
rarefied sociological pocket and gorgeous
mountain environs of Aspen, Colorado,
for Jazz Aspen Snowmass's 10th annual
Labor Day Festival.
Unlike the same organization's betterknown all-jazz festival held each June, this
brand extension ofthe same nonprofit company focuses on an eclectic mix of adultaimed, rock-based performers. This year's
lineup varied from JackJoluison and David
Byrne to Sheryl Crow and Steve Miller. For
thoseinterestedinsomethingalittlemeatier,
there were also Robert Randolph, Lucinda
Williams, and Lyle Lovett. Inyearspast, Neil
Young, Bonnie Raitt, Tom Petty, and Bob
Dylan have played this festival.
Both festivals, a
jazz program and the $4million-plus overall budget are run by the
affable Jim Horowitz, president of the JAS
board of directors and the man, so to speak,
with the plan. He says the Labor Day festival grew out of the contentious human psychology on display at the June jazz festival,
which is held in downtown Aspen.
'We began to have music that didn't fit
in aseated environment," Horowitz says,
smiling. "Half the crowd was saying, `Why
are you sitting?' and the other half was say162

ing `Why are you dancing?' Now we can
stretch out and move to amore, ah, partyoriented environment."
The Labor Day festival, with attendance
somewhere over 30,000 for all four days,
is held in alarge field at the base of the
bowl that is Snowmass. It's aspecial spot,
particularly as the sun sets and the hue of
the surrounding mountains changes from
orange to dark purple.
From the moment the fluttering Dash8Iwas strapped into jounced out of the
clouds above Aspen's postage-stamp-sized
Sardy Field —which the pilot dryly
informed us
was
"visual
approach
only" — it was
clear
that
mountain

Williams

weather would
be afactor in this
event.
Fortunately, the sudden snow turned
Miller
into torrential
rain, which disappeared after the festival's second night.
After her first song, Sheryl Crow, whose
plane had been grounded in Denver by the
weather(theydrove!),wasseeingherbreath
as she mouthed to her crew aheartfelt "I
am freezing."
It's common knowledge that asignificant percentage of adults, once they hit
about 27, tend-not to leave the house for
any event, whether musical, theatrical, or
sporting. While this is ahealthy (and, we
hope, growing) trend for audiophilism, it's
hard on music festivals, off-Broadway theater, and underachieving NHL franchises.
The idea in Aspen is to appeal to anumber of the many strata that make up the
audience for music — hence the seemingly
incongruous addition of Steve Miller.
Ifthere's one example ofsomeone whose
music has been, to use the radio term,
"banged" (ie, played over and over) to death
by '70s radio, it's the "Pompitous of Love."
Miller himself ain't complainin' —all that
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audible pummeling has made him wealthy.
And his most accessible stuff —"Jet Airliner," 'Jungle Love," "Rock 'N' Me," 'Abracadabra" —is the very soul of the overused
musicterm infectious.Surprisingly, these wellworn hits, which had an Aspen crowd of
nearly 10,000 joyously bobbing, even
inspired amosh pit o sorts among the
teenagers directly in front of the stage.
More impressive was the way Miller,
oriffinallyablues guitarist, sanated die crowd
with aslug of his hits before changing gears
and diving headlong into ablues and jazz
interlude that included such tunes as Freddie King's "Tore Down," Ray Charles' "I'm
Gonna Move to the Outskirts ofTown," and
John Coltrane's "Mr. Day." Saxophonist
John Handy, who played with Coltrane, sat
in for this entire middle portion of the set.
While Miller's set was ahighlight ofJazz
Aspen Snowmass, it was interesting to see
and hear how the rest of the performers,
most of them solidly in mid-career, used
their time in front of afestival crowd.
Lyle Lovett methodically and, as always,
wonderfully worked his eccentric way
through atightly ordered set that left litde room for stage patter, let alone musical detours. Crow played the rock star —
lots of light, too much sound, much ginning, tossing of hair and exaggerated guitar wanking—leaving the already freezing
audience even colder. When the weather
quashed David Byrne's efforts to bring in
astring section, he leaned back on hisTalking Heads hits, to predictably great effect.
The brilliant pedal steel guitarist Robert
Randolph plays an intriguingmix of rock,
gospel, and funk, and is one of the most
talented young players out there. Finally,
closing the entire weekend, came my
favorite, Lucinda Williams, who wended
her way through aset that was too lowkey for its own good. (Note to Lu: Try
something other than ballads.)
Steve Miller was full of energy and knew
exactly what he wanted to do. Williams,
one of the best songwriters in any genre
working today, seemed sorely in need of
inspiration and motivation, her lethargy
lending credence to my reason for shivering at Snowmass. While records have consistency in their favor — remember, just
press play — concerts can be full of surprises with performers either failing miserably or digging down and finding
something new. This year at Aspen was a
classic example: one old dog showing off
new tricks and one artist in herprime falling
short of her recordings.
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